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INTRODUCTION 

 

The state of Kansas respectfully submits its Workforce Investment Act and Wagner-Peyser Act 

five year  strategic plan and the Senior Community Service Employment Program four year 

strategic plan. 

 

Working with new initiatives from the Governor’s Office and the State Legislature, the Kansas 

Department of Commerce, as the state workforce agency, presents a strategic plan that integrates 

state-funded activities with Federal programs and resources to help secure positive training and 

employment outcomes for Kansans.  KANSASWORKS, the statewide public workforce 

investment system, collaborates with state programs to recruit and train workers required to meet 

the hiring needs of new and expanding companies. 

 

Among the state programs described in the state plan are the Promoting Employment Across 

Kansas (PEAK) and the Job Creation Fund.  PEAK forms the foundation for the labor-related 

component of the Governor’s tax program. PEAK allows qualified, for-profit companies 

relocating jobs from outside Kansas or existing Kansas businesses that are expanding and 

creating new jobs to keep up to 95% of payroll taxes over a period of five years or more. To 

qualify, the company must meet certain criteria in number of jobs created, wages paid and 

employee health insurance coverage.   

 

The Department of Commerce administers the Job Creation Fund that is designed to strengthen 

state incentive programs and give the Secretary of Commerce and Governor flexibility to make 

prudent decisions to close deals on prime economic growth opportunities, i.e. increased job 

opportunities, without adding additional debt to the state. 

 

Kansas has recently established Rural Opportunity Zones (ROZ) and developed incentives to 

attract out-of-state workers to Kansas communities which are losing workers.  Rural Opportunity 

Zones are comprised of fifty counties which have seen the largest reduction in workers, mostly 

due to retirements or relocation.  The ROZ program offers state income tax waivers and student 

loan repayment for eligible individuals moving to these Kansas communities for permanent 

employment.  KANSASWORKS views both job seekers and employers as equal customers of 

the workforce investment system.  The state workforce investment system is able to leverage 

ROZ benefits to help ensure employers in the least populated areas of the state have the trained 

workforce necessary to operate. 

 

KANSASWORKS also leverages the Innovation Growth Program, which supports Kansas 

entrepreneurs and technology companies by providing intellectual property, technical expertise, 

research and other services designed to help new and existing technology companies grow and 

succeed. The Program was created on July 1, 2011 and helps entrepreneurs and companies bring 

new technology jobs to the state of Kansas.   

 

Governor Brownback set aside more than $20 Million for Career and Technical Education.  The 

allocation provides funding for student tuition, school transportation costs, outreach to increase 
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student participation and incentives for high schools that increase the number of students earning 

an industry-recognized credential in key occupations.  Beginning in the 2012-2013 school year, 

Kansas high school students can get their tuition paid if they take qualified technical courses 

offered at Kansas technical and community colleges.  The incentive program will also give 

school districts $1,000 for each high school student who graduates from that district with an 

industry-recognized credential in a high-need occupation.  The list of eligible occupations for 

this incentive program was produced by a collaborative effort between the Kansas Department of 

Labor, the State Department of Education and the Board of Regents. 

 

“When a high school student earns a technical certificate in a high-need occupation, everybody 

wins,” Governor Brownback said.  “That student will be equipped with the skills necessary to 

enter the workforce or help pay their way through college – without paying a penny in tuition.  

The positive impact is felt by the student, the high school, the technical or community college, 

the industry hiring the skilled student and the state’s economy.”  These state training dollars are 

leveraged by local workforce investment boards in Kansas and help reduce the amount of WIA 

training dollars required to train new job seekers. 

  

Each of these state programs, along with the WIA, Wagner-Peyser and Senior Community 

Service Employment Program funds, are leveraged to help meet the needs of job seekers and 

employers alike. The policies and processes described in this state plan are driven by the needs 

of Kansas employers and job seekers and serve as the basis for guiding KANSASWORKS and 

continuously improving outcomes of the federal-state-local partnership. 
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SECTION I - STATE WORKFORCE STRATEGIC PLAN 

 

GOVERNOR’S VISION 

 

This Integrated Workforce Plan documents the Governor's vision and goals for economic and 

workforce development in Kansas, as well as the strategies, policies, activities, and measures of 

success for that system.  This plan is intended as a comprehensive guide for all partners engaged 

in the workforce development system. 

 

Governor Sam Brownback has communicated a vision for Kansas through several strategies and 

policy initiatives.  The ultimate goal of Kansas’ economic and workforce development systems is 

the prosperity of the state’s citizens. A sound economic development process enhances 

prosperity through enhanced business-sector productivity; it creates, sustains, and renews 

economic opportunity for families by creating a vibrant business sector. Workforce development 

based on the needs of employers is a vital component of the future of Kansas’ economic growth.  

The Kansas economic development system can better advance the prosperity of Kansans by re-

coordinating the many disparate parts and policies in a manner that makes it more effective, 

simpler, and fairer.  The systems included in this vision and addressed in this plan are economic 

development, workforce development and postsecondary education. 

  

To rejuvenate the Kansas economic development system and advance this vision, state 

government must engage and learn from the business community. The economic initiatives 

described in this document begin this process. They do this in a few fundamental ways:  

Council of Economic Advisors  

A Council of Economic Advisors has begun the process of better coordinating the actions and 

resource allocations of seven different economic development-related organizations that had 

tended to operate in an uncoordinated manner—and holding them accountable through rigorous 

performance metrics.  

 

The Council members serve at the invitation of the Governor for a term of three years, with 

possible re-appointment for one additional three-year term.  

 

The Council’s membership is representative of the diversity of the industries in the state of 

Kansas: agriculture, aviation, oil and gas, engineering, renewable resources, computer 

technology, information technology, health care, biological technology, finance, services, 

general manufacturing, and military. Consideration has also been given to industry innovators, 

leadership experience in the international arena, businesses with a large base of employees, and 

businesses with a small base of employees.  
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Functions of the Council include:  

 

 Strategic Planning and Resource Coordination  

 

 Expand and enhance—on an on-going basis—the Governor’s economic growth 

initiatives, such that it becomes a comprehensive blueprint for all economic development-

related planning and resource coordination.  

 

 Implement economic development blueprint through a tightly-focused action plan that 

unifies the unique capabilities and responsibilities of all agencies tasked with duties 

related to economic development or economic growth. Coordination across all agencies 

of the Council’s initiatives and directives—the details of the blueprint—is paramount.  

 

 Convene, at least once each year, a Kansas Economic Summit with the heads of all 

economic development-related agencies and private sector leaders from Kansas and 

around the world. At such time, the various economic development agencies produce 

specific reports as prescribed by the Council.  

 

P.E.A.K. – Promoting Employment Across Kansas  

PEAK is a new program that is consistent with this vision. PEAK forms the foundation for the 

labor-related component of the Governor’s tax program.   PEAK allows qualified for-profit 

companies that are relocating jobs from outside Kansas or an existing Kansas business that is 

expanding and creating new jobs to keep up to 95% of payroll taxes over a period of five years 

or more. To qualify the company must meet certain criteria in number of jobs created, wages 

paid, and employee health insurance coverage.  

 

Department of Commerce Job Creation Fund  

A multi-million dollar fund that can be used to close economic development deals is designed to 

strengthen state incentive programs and give the Secretary of Commerce and Governor 

flexibility to make prudent decisions to close a deal on a prime economic growth opportunity 

without adding additional debt to the state. 

 

KANSASWORKS State Board (KWSB) 

The Governor appointed a new State Board for the WIA Workforce System and includes the 

state board in the activities and policy development of the Governor’s Economic Council. The 

KWSB has established a strategic plan to support the Governor’s vision and the desired 

outcomes of the workforce system by engaging business and postsecondary education in the 

development of a trained, skilled workforce.   
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The KWSB presents its strategic plan as a means to advance the workforce system to one that is 

demand-driven, business-led and solutions-based.  All Kansans must have access to the 

workforce system and receive integrated services in a seamless fashion.  Implementation of this 

plan will enhance collaboration among education, workforce and economic development entities.  

It will also boost the number of highly skilled employees in Kansas, which in turn will grow a 

robust economy with high-skill, high-wage jobs for Kansans.  The strategic plan and action items 

are included as part of the Governor’s vision and are used to direct the activities of the workforce 

system in Kansas. 

KWSB Strategic Plan 

Goals 

1. Champion a unified statewide vision and direction for the Kansas workforce system.  

2. Engage in active and intentional communication and collaboration to achieve desired 

outcomes.   

3. Catalyze energies around best practice models of training and job matching.  

4. Steer continuous system improvement through high standards of performance and 

accountability, including the services for older workers, workers with disabilities and 

youth. 

5. Articulate Kansas’ experience and showcase success to garner new financial resources 

and drive the national workforce dialogue.   

Core Values 

The core values of the KWSB form the foundation on which the board’s work is performed and 

business is conducted. The KWSB believes the following core values reflect what is important 

for KANSASWORKS: 

 Professionalism – take pride in work done and strive for excellence 

 Responsiveness – provide demand-driven services 

 Customer Satisfaction – value each individual and strive to exceed customer expectations 

 Continuous Improvement & Innovation – seek new ways to do things, challenge the 

status quo  and lead through value creation 

 Collaboration & Teamwork – align with others and share knowledge and resources to 

create new opportunities; work as a team and with partners to achieve common goals 

 Integrity – do the right thing, meet your commitments, lead by example 

Success through Partnership 

Cooperation and collaboration between all local workforce investment boards (LWIBs), partners, 

agencies and organizations that are part of the workforce, education and economic development 

community will be imperative to the success of this strategic plan.  Without it, significant 

improvement of the workforce system will not be realized.  However, the KWSB feels the 

temperament in Kansas is such that success is within reach. 
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Goals, Objectives & Action Steps 

GOAL 1: Champion a unified statewide vision and direction for the Kansas workforce 

system. 

OBJECTIVE 1: Evaluate Usage of Statewide Employment Statistics 

The KWSB values data that is relevant and timely.  To ensure relevance and timeliness, the 

usage and quality of data available through the statewide employment statistics system* will be 

evaluated. 

*As described in section 15(e) of the Wagner-Peyser Act including labor market information 

(LMI), data from KANSASWORKS.com and other sources 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Educate partners, individuals and business and industry on workforce data available 

from Kansas Department of Labor (KDOL) and KANSASWORKS.com 

2. Take stock of data available and assess how it is utilized 

a. Determine if data is user-friendly and easily understood 

b. Identify gaps in data 

c. Determine how local areas utilize the data 

d. Determine if and how employers utilize data 

3. Require use of LMIS data to support/justify requests for set-aside dollars. 

4. KWSB requests KDOL provide local labor market information and analysis. Access 

to timely, accurate local labor market information (LMI) is the foundation of good 

decision making in a high-performing workforce system. 

a. Commission studies of key industries and workforce issues that complement 

existing data and influence the design of workforce programs  

b. Support and inform the system’s refinement of its target sectors 

c. Promote the use of LMI information for planning and policy development 

DESIRED RESULT 

 Data available is timely, relevant and user-friendly.  Needs of workforce professionals, 

employers and job seekers are met or enhanced by quality of data. 

 Statewide forum provided for open discussion of workforce data where best practices 

may be shared, gaps identified, user-friendliness evaluated and improvements 

brainstormed. 

 Unified, statewide knowledge of available workforce data and how it is used. 

 KWSB has increased knowledge of workforce needs both statewide and regionally. 

 KWSB is able to access, evaluate and understand statewide workforce data to enhance 

decision-making and recommendations. 

 Assurance that decisions made both statewide and locally, are made based on reliable 

data. 
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CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Regulations on state workforce investment board membership require a wide array of 

representation.  The KWSB may not be well informed on workforce system operations. 

Without this process, the state board would function with limited knowledge of the 

system and its needs. 

 State workforce system statistics would remain status quo without the benefit of 

statewide evaluation and input into possible improvements. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no policy or legislation required. 

 Requires commitment of KDOL, local boards and staff to participate and collaborate. 

 Possible establishment of a subcommittee for more in-depth evaluation. 

TIMING 

 July 2012 through July 2014 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 Kansas Department of Labor 

 America’s Job Link Alliance 

 LWIBs and staff 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Funding for identified improvements 

 

OBJECTIVE 2: Ensure Consistent Level of Service 

KANSASWORKS is a statewide workforce system with an expectation of a consistent level of 

service from one workforce center to the next and for every population of job seekers, whether 

those with disabilities, those over age 55 or those entering the job market for the first time. The 

KWSB supports enforcement of a consistent level of service across the state and across all 

customers. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Develop benchmarks and baseline standards for consistency within the system 

(location, structural, program and customer service) while allowing for local and 

regional adaptation. 

2. Review “checks and balances” related to consistent level of service. 

a. Workforce center certification 

b. Monitor statewide branding initiative 
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c. Establish and utilize consistent certified- and competency-based 

assessments/credentials that meet employer demands by local area. 

d. Maintain a continuum of services to address the needs of Kansas job seekers, 

regardless of age, ability or need, and employers. 

e. Monitor implementation of equipment upgrades, training requirements and 

culture change to ensure workforce services are accessible to all. 

f. Simplify online services and focus on innovative user-friendly, accessible 

applications. 

g. Use secret shoppers to report level and quality of service received. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 Improved service and resulting standard metrics for reputation. 

 KANSASWORKS serves as the first step in achieving employment goals. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 The level and quality of service from one local area to the next, or one center to the next, 

will vary greatly increasing the likelihood of unsatisfied customers. 

 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no legislation required. 

 Policy review and fine-tuning. 

 Requires commitment from local boards and staff to participate and collaborate. 

TIMING 

 November 2012 to December 2014 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

 One-stop partners 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Reconciling recommendations for improvement. 

 

OBJECTIVE 3:  Demand High Performance 

In order to become THE premier workforce system, the KWSB holds a high expectation for 

LWIBs.  The board will support and monitor efforts to enhance and incent high performance.  
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ACTION STEPS 

1. Review policies and procedures directly affecting this objective and if necessary, revise 

policies to further improve performance.  

2. Keep apprised of performance through quarterly performance reports including 

recognizing outstanding work and providing direction and technical assistance for low 

performance. 

3. KWSB Executive Committee and Performance Committee will host a joint meeting 

with LWIB chairs to discuss performance concerns, issues and successes at least one 

time each program year. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 KANSASWORKS continually improves to meet needs of employers and job seekers. 

 Number of individuals and businesses served by KANSASWORKS increases. 

 KANSASWORKS becomes THE premier workforce system as measured by USDOL 

standards and business/economic development groups. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 KANSASWORKS will not grow or improve. 

 Needs of employers and job seekers may be met, but without a focus on high quality 

service customers may not return in the future. 

 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Policy review and possible revision. 

 Revamp state and/or local processes to support policy. 

TIMING 

 Work is in progress and should be revisited at least annually. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

 One-stop partners 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Reconciling differing opinions of “high performance” and defining metrics to measure. 
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OBJECTIVE 4:  Ensure Critical Industry Focus Is Implemented Statewide  

In order to positively impact the Kansas economy, focusing workforce development efforts in 

support of key industries* is critical.  To support these industries statewide, LWIBs are 

encouraged to focus training dollars on them, but not to the detriment of those local or regional 

industries identified as critical.  
*Industries key to Kansas economy: agriculture, energy, advanced manufacturing, bioscience,  

  professional services, and health care 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Prior to March 31 each program year, the KWSB will bring together Commerce staff 

and LWIB members for a dialogue on critical industries. 

a. KWSB form subcommittee 

b. Communicate the critical industry focus, discuss how it impacts each local area 

and on what other industries LWIBs will focus. 

c. LWIBs will coordinate workforce center staff and WIA funds for training and 

supportive services. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 LWIB’s awareness of statewide critical industries increases. 

 Commerce’s awareness of local/regional critical industries increases. 

 Partnerships are developed/enhanced to positively impact training provision. 

 Communication between LWIBs and the governor are expanded. 

 A unified approach to identifying demand occupations statewide is created. 

 Progressive education and training opportunities with short turnaround and opportunity to 

earn while learning are developed. 

 Education, workforce and economic development are closely aligned with each other and 

business/industry. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Kansas’ ability to retain and attract high-wage jobs will be hindered. 

 Training dollars spent will fail to provide the greatest impact for Kansas economy and 

residents. 

 Opportunities to improve communication will be missed. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no policy or legislation required. 

 Will require commitment of local boards to collaborate. 

TIMING 

 Begin October 2012; continue annually 
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RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

 Businesses/industries requesting training assistance 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Finding consensus on recommendations for improvement 

 

 

Goal 2: Engage in active and intentional communication and collaboration to achieve 

desired outcomes. 

OBJECTIVE 1: Increase Communication and Collaboration with Entities Associated With 

the Workforce System 

Increase communication and collaboration between entities associated with the workforce system 

to meet their needs including, but not limited to, education, economic development, corrections, 

aging, social services and labor by utilizing KANSASWORKS. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Employment Services Director initiates regular communications among entities 

associated with the workforce system. 

2. KWSB receives report from Employment Services Director on existing/planned 

partnerships with above-mentioned entities detailing activities occurring and what 

opportunities exist to enhance partnerships.  

a. State board engages in conversation about the presentation. 

3. Director of Federal Initiatives for Technical Education from Kansas Board of Regents 

will present a summary of the Perkins state plan, so the KWSB may provide comment.* 

*Per WIA, state board should comment, at least once annually, on the measures taken pursuant to 

section 113(b)(14) of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act (20 

U.S.C 2323(b)(14)) 

a. Presentation should have a strong focus on post-secondary programs.  

b. The KWSB should have opportunity to provide comment on plan in order to help 

align education and workforce systems. 

4. KWSB supports efforts to increase postsecondary credentials in Kansas.  

a. KWSB members dually serving as Technical Education Authority members 

ensure communication about workforce and education trends flows between the 

two boards. 

b. Encourage LWIBs to implement an outreach program to high schools using 

workforce center staff to discuss workforce trends and technical education 

opportunities. 
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c. KWSB lead effort to advocate to Kansas Education Commission that the ACT be 

given at least in the junior year of high school, sophomore year preferred, to allow 

time for remediation of skill gaps. 

d. KWSB initiates outreach campaign driven by industry and business to educate 

public about importance of completing education requirements 

(certification/degree). 

e. KWSB reviews research methods used by other states to engage the adult learner 

and devises and implements a plan for Kansas. 

f. KWSB push for change in process for earning degree/certification (accelerated 

degree programs). 

g. KWSB support state and LWIB efforts to increase funding to assist 21
st
 Century 

students in obtaining degree/certification. 

h. KWSB support Lumina Foundation’s Big Goal for education--“Increase the 

percentage of Americans who hold high-quality degrees and credentials to 60 

percent by 2025” (a 6.3% increase). 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 Increased communication and collaboration between entities touching the workforce 

system. 

 Provide KWSB with a balanced picture of social, education, workforce and economic 

development as it relates to KANSASWORKS. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Growth within KANSASWORKS will be diminutive. 

 Improved alignment of education and workforce needs will not be fully realized. 

 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no legislation required 

 Will require commitment of local boards to collaborate 

TIMING 

 Begin October 2012, ongoing 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 LWIBs 

 One-stop operators 

 One-stop partners 

 State agencies 

 Kansas Board of Regents 
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POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Reaching consensus on methods and messaging  

 Ensuring two-way communications occur 

 

OBJECTIVE 2: Increase Communication and Collaboration between State and Local 

Workforce Investment Boards 

Create and implement a plan to increase direct, two-way communication and collaboration 

between state and local workforce investment boards. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. By September 2012, KWSB executive director will add all local board members to the 

state board’s interested parties and public comment lists to ensure entire board is aware 

of actions occurring at the state level. 

2. By September 2012, LWIB staff will ensure the KWSB executive director and all 

members are listed on their interested parties and/or public comment lists. 

3. The KWSB will annually host a meeting with all LWIB chairs in conjunction with their 

regularly scheduled spring meeting. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 Increased communication and collaboration. 

 Improved understanding of differing points-of-view. 

 Expanded knowledge of state and local goals. 

 Enhancement of KANSASWORKS through statewide vision and direction. 

 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 An opportunity to improve and expand communication will be missed. 

 Misunderstandings and misinterpretations may proliferate. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no legislation required 

TIMING 

 September 2012; continue annually 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 One-stop operators 
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POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Scheduling time for all to meet 

 Written communications not shared with all interested parties 

 

 

OBJECTIVE 3: Increase Awareness of KANSASWORKS 

The ultimate goal is to make KANSASWORKS and the services it offers well known and easily 

recongnized.  Recognition will boost utilization.  KWSB should support efforts of state and local 

entities to promote awareness of KANSASWORKS. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Increase statewide media exposure through various mediums. 

a. By December 2013 Commerce and LWIBs should ensure KANSASWORKS has 

begun utilizing social networking through Twitter and Facebook.  

b. As budgets allow Commerce should increase outreach efforts through radio, 

newspaper, and online by 5% (EX: Spent $100,000 in PY13 means increase to 

$105,000 in PY14). 

c. Commerce and LWIBs should increase the use of Press Releases to share success 

stories by 25% (EX: 10 Press Releases in PY13 means increase to 13 in PY14). 

2. Increase public relations activities. 

3. Attend out-of-state job fairs and critical industry job fairs. 

4. Develop additional outreach tools for business services teams, as needed. 

a. Review existing procedures and documents to determine what materials could be 

added.  

b. Local areas share outreach tools among themselves. 

c. Initiate alliance for communication via partner organizations. 

d. Utilize established partnerships to communicate programs and services available 

through KANSASWORKS. 

e. Identify gaps and commonalities of communication efforts to reduce duplicative 

efforts. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 KANSASWORKS will be recognized as the premier workforce system in the state. 

 New alliances will present opportunities for partnerships and increased business. 

 Services offered by KANSASWORKS will be in high demand and provide justification 

for additional federal funding or will open doors for other grant opportunities. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Utilization of KANSASWORKS will see no growth or will decline. 

 Knowledge of KANSASWORKS and its services will be minimal. 

 KANSASWORKS will become less relevant to customers. 

 Opportunities to build new relationships and partnerships will be missed. 
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NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no legislation required 

TIMING 

 Work will begin in FY 13 and be continuous 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

 Partner agencies 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Cost  

 Staff resources 

 

 

Goal 3: Catalyze energies around best practice models of training and job matching.  

OBJECTIVE 1: Keep Abreast of Workforce Trends and Best Practices 

Keep abreast of important workforce trends (such as the need for career advancement strategies) 

and best practices or service delivery models to keep KANSASWORKS on the forefront of 

workforce innovation. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Ensure KWSB chair and executive director attend biannual meetings of the National 

Association of State Workforce Board Chairs. Information should be obtained and 

shared with the KWSB, Commerce staff and local workforce investment boards. 

a. Trends and best practices should be considered for implementation. 

b. KWSB and Commerce staff should seek state, federal and other funding for state 

initiatives. 

c. Encourage flexibility to effectively meet local needs when implementing new 

initiatives. 

2. Commerce staff should utilize peer connections and workforce publications (e.g. The 

WorkforceATM.org Daily NewsWire from NASWA) to discover workforce trends and 

best practices to benefit KANSASWORKS and share these with the KWSB. 

a. Improve workforce system’s ability to recognize and serve entrepreneurs. 

3. Commerce staff will develop formal means to collect, fund and implement innovative 

ideas from local workforce investment boards.    
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4. Review best practices identified, but not in practice statewide, and facilitate idea 

sharing. 

a.  customer satisfaction survey  

b.  job notification system, such as text notices or other social media networking 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 KANSASWORKS is seen by employers and job seekers as cutting-edge and used as a 

prime source for employment needs. 

 Knowledge of KANSASWORKS multiplies and image improves. 

 Federal and state funding for KANSASWORKS in greatly augmented. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 KANSASWORKS will be stagnant with no growth in innovation. 

 Utilization of KANSASWORKS will see no growth or will decline. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Changes are anticipated to be administrative, but with development of new initiatives it is 

difficult to predict whether legislation, policy development will be required. 

TIMING 

 Begin November 2012 and be continuous 

 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

 Partner agencies 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Lack of funding to pay for social media and travel  

 

Goal 4: Steer continuous system improvement through high standards of  and 

accountability. 

OBJECTIVE 1: Development and Continuous Improvement Performance Measures 

KWSB should participate in the development and continuous improvement of comprehensive 

state performance measures, including state adjusted levels of performance, to assess the 

effectiveness of the workforce investment activities in the State as required under WIA section 

136(b).  State and local performance should be evaluated to ensure workforce investment 

activities are producing effective results and serving job seekers targeted by WIA.  

Recommendations for change should be made as necessary. 
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ACTION STEPS 

1. Negotiate WIA performance with each LWIB as required by US Department of Labor 

guidance. 

2. KWSB is apprised of fiscal oversight and accountability issues hampering quality 

performance and provide assistance and/or support with corrective action plans. 

a. Understand and review quarterly performance reports. 

3. Commerce staff review state policy #3-29-00 Incentive and Sanction Policy for 

Workforce Investment Act Title IB Programs and provide suggested revisions to KWSB 

Policy Committee for consideration. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 KANSASWORKS meets or exceeds federal and state performance measures and makes 

a significant impact on Kansas’ economy. 

 Performance levels are such the state and/or LWIBs qualify for incentive funds. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Incentives for high performance will be deficient. 

 Opportunity for additional federal funds missed (WIA Sec. 503 incentive grant). 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no legislation required 

 Policy review and possible revision 

TIMING 

 Monitoring already in progress; continue quarterly 

 Begin policy review in July 2011 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 LWIBs 

 One-stop operators 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Educating KWSB members on monitoring performance  

 

OBJECTIVE 2: Develop an Application for an Incentive Grant under WIA Sec. 503  

When qualified, the KWSB should support development of an application for an incentive grant 

under WIA Sec. 503 Under this section, Kansas is eligible to apply for an incentive grant if 

performance for the immediately preceding year exceeds: 
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    (a) the State's negotiated levels of performance for the required core indicators for the adult,  

dislocated worker and youth programs under title I of WIA as well as the customer 

satisfaction indicators for WIA title I programs; 

    (b) the adjusted levels of performance for title II Adult Education and Family Literacy 

programs; and 

    (c) the adjusted levels of performance under section 113 of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and 

Technical Education Act (20 U.S.C. 2301 et seq.) (WIA Sec. 503). 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Commerce staff will review the performance outcomes for each of the programs listed 

above and report status of eligibility to the KWSB. 

2. If eligible to apply, KWSB is amenable to the grant application being written by the 

Kansas Department of Education or Kansas Board of Regents in lieu of Commerce 

provided the KWSB is afforded the opportunity to review and comment on the grant 

concept and the final application. 
NOTE: PY2007 performance qualified state for this grant 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 Incentive to meet or exceed performance measures 

 KWSB fulfills duty to develop an incentive grant per WIA Sec. 111(9) 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Opportunity missed to bring additional dollars into KANSASWORKS. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no legislation required 

TIMING 

 Begin October 2012; continue annually 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

 Kansas Board of Regents 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Poor performance 

 Cooperation between entities working with Title I, Title II and Perkins  

 Economic issues 
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OBJECTIVE 3: Receive Report from America’s JobLink Alliance (AJLA) on Approved 

Training Provider List   

In keeping with KWSB’s desire for high standards of performance, AJLA should provide a 

report to the KWSB to demonstrate providers listed on the approved training provider list for 

each local area and the state have been reviewed and approved annually and conscientiously.  

ACTION STEPS 

1. KWSB staff will work with AJLA staff to develop report format and disseminate 

report. 

a. Include organization name, date provider initially approved, date provider re-

qualified, license status (in good standing/revoked), reported problems (from 

KSDE, KBOR, etc), graduation/licensing rate, credentials current/obsolete, etc. 

2. KWSB will review report and make recommendations. 

3. Commerce, LWIBs, and KWSB will continue to ensure training providers are approved 

based on federal regulation, and state and local policy. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 Make approved training provider list available to customers that is more accurate and 

relevant with high-quality, high-performing training providers. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Training dollars could be spent inefficiently. 

 Job seekers could receive irrelevant training or poor-quality training hindering successful 

completion. 

 KANSASWORKS could receive poor publicity resulting from training providers on the 

approved list with low graduation rates, revoked license due to fiscal investigation, 

obsolete credentials, etc. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative, no policy or legislation required 

TIMING 

 Report format developed Nov 2012 – Jan 2012. Disseminated to KWSB in Feb/Mar 2013 

for review/discussion at Spring 2013 meeting. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 AJLA 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 
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COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop operators 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 AJLA Cost 

 

OBJECTIVE 4: Support and Guide System Improvements and Increased Use of Online and 

Virtual Services 

The advancement of technology in today’s world of workforce development and services must 

be embraced. In order to advance KANSASWORKS in the 21
st
 Century, the KWSB must 

support and provide guidance for system improvements and increased use of online and virtual 

services (i.e. high definition equipment).   

ACTION STEPS 

1. KWSB will provide support and guidance for the Commerce Workforce Services 

Division as it modifies KANSASWORKS.com. 

a. Integrate Kansas Career Pipeline, KANSASWORKS.com, Career Zoom, and TEC 

Online websites to provide a powerful suite of online tools supporting career 

selection, career preparation/training and career employment and advancement. 

b. Effect change for KANSASWORKS users in the overall ease of use, functionality 

and effectiveness of the ServiceLink and FiscalLink systems in support of staff 

and partners.  Streamline and simplify the user interface while increasing the 

system’s functionality. 

2. KWSB will provide support and guidance for the Commerce Workforce Services 

Division as it works to embrace and expand new means of communicating and 

networking. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 KANSASWORKS is seen by employers and job seekers as cutting-edge and utilized as a 

prime source for employment needs.  

 Develop a powerful suite of online tools to support career selection, career 

preparation/training and career employment and advancement. 

 Increase ease of use and functionality of SeviceLink and FiscalLink. 

 Continuous advancement and improvement of KANSASWORKS and its staff. 

 Able to better meet the needs of employers and job seekers. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 KANSASWORKS will become less relevant to customers. 

 Utilization of KANSASWORKS will not grow or may decline. 

 Potential for each local area to use individually selected management information system 

will increase, which will decrease ease of obtaining statewide aggregate data. 
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NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative and technical; no policy or legislation anticipated  

TIMING 

 Begin July 2014; may take one to two years to complete 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 LWIBs 

 One-stop operators 

 Partner agencies 

 America’s JobLink Alliance 

 Kuder, Inc. 

 Kansas Board of Regents 

 Kansas Career Pipeline Board 

 Educational Services and Staff Development Association of Center Kansas 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Cost 

 Reluctance of partners to share information or regulations thereby preventing sharing of 

information 

 Reconciling differing opinions 

 

 

Goal 5: Articulate the Kansas experience and showcase success to garner new financial 

resources and drive the national workforce dialogue.  

OBJECTIVE 1: Foster and Grow Relationships with Kansas Businesses  

Third party referrals are one of the most effective publicity tools.  KANSASWORKS should 

foster and grow relationships with Kansas businesses to capitalize the power of third party 

referrals.  In addition, KANSASWORKS should reach out to businesses that are unaware of its 

purpose or existence. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. Beginning April 2013, KWSB will create a repository and gather success stories 

whereby KANSASWORKS professionals statewide may access and use the stories. 

2. Commerce and LWIBs will plan and hold “How KANSASWORKS Can Help” 

educational seminars in various locations across the state. The first one should be held 

by March 2014. 

a. Conducted by a team of state and local staff (e.g. state/regional operations 

manager and workforce center manager or local area executive director). 
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b. Invitations sent to businesses from governor’s office or KWSB chair/members. 

c. Presentations short and concise; perhaps over a lunch hour or first thing in the 

morning. 

DESIRED RESULTS 

 Knowledge of KANSASWORKS multiplies and image improves through utilization of 

third party referrals and public education. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 KANSASWORKS growth will be flat and full potential unmet. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative; no policy or legislation 

TIMING 

 Begin December 2012; work continuously 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

 One-stop operators 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop partners 

 Kansas businesses 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Interest and buy-in (making this a priority) 

 Cost 

 

OBJECTIVE 2: Serve as Ambassadors of KANSASWORKS 

KWSB members should serve as ambassadors of KANSASWORKS through promotion to peers 

and external audiences, especially the business community, to increase business participation, 

awareness and use. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. KWSB will seize opportunities to promote the success of KANSASWORKS. 

a. Presentations to state and local chambers of commerce. 

b. Presentations to other business-related organizations or associations. 

2. KWSB will promote KANSASWORKS among peers in the business community. 

a. Increase awareness within the system that “clients” of the workforce system are 

both those with jobs to fill as well as those seeking jobs. 
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DESIRED RESULTS 

 Knowledge of KANSASWORKS multiplies and image improves through word-of-mouth 

from KWSB members. 

 KWSB members are more committed to KANSASWORKS and its success. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 KANSASWORKS growth will be flat and full potential unmet. 

 Understanding and commitment by KWSB members will be diminished. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative; no policy or legislation 

TIMING 

 Begin January 2013 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

 One-stop operators  

 One-stop partners 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Interest and buy-in (making this a priority) 

 

OBJECTIVE 3: Encourage and Support LWIBs in Their Pursuit of Additional Funding 

Given the federal formula for allocating WIA dollars, Kansas’ allocation is inadequate and 

should be augmented.  To do this, the KWSB should encourage and support Commerce and 

LWIBs in their pursuit of additional funding including, but not limited to, providing letters of 

support.   

ACTION STEPS 

1. KWSB should be mindful of funding shortages for KANSASWORKS and keep 

vigilant for opportunities to boost the cofers.  

2. Should a funding opportunity arise, the KWSB should forward the information to the 

KWSB executive director for distribution to proper Commerce/LWIB staff. 

3. The KWSB should encourage LWIBs to partner on grant opportunities when possible 

and seek participation of other entities (e.g. postsecondary institutions, technical 

colleges, private business, etc.) to enhance likelihood of success by demonstrating 

broad partnerships. 
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DESIRED RESULTS 

 Infuse additional dollars into KANSASWORKS to support industry and business 

workforce needs. 

 Continuous improvement and expansion of KANSASWORKS services. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 The lack of dollars available to provide, improve and/or expand services will continue to 

be a barrier. 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative; no policy or legislation 

TIMING 

 Begin July 2012, ongoing 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

 One-stop operators  

 One-stop partners 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Interest and buy-in (making this a priority) 

 Cooperation and collaboration that may be necessary to obtain additional dollars 

 Time constraints of multiple partners 

 

OBJECTIVE 4: Consistently Update Federal Partners on Successes of KANSASWORKS  

Develop a communication mechanism to consistently update federal partners on the successes of 

KANSASWORKS at least annually. 

ACTION STEPS 

1. The KWSB executive director should gather a team of state and LWIB staff to develop 

a newsletter highlighting success stories. 

2. The KWSB chair should draft a letter to the USDOL’s E&T assistant secretray, Kansas 

representatives to the US Congress and the Kansas Legislature (Kansas governor to be 

copied) and include the newsletter as an attachment.  Additionally, the newsletter 

should be sent to organizations that support workforce development, such as the 

National Association of State Workforce Agencies (NASWA), National Association of 

Workforce Boards (NAWB) and National Governor’s Associaiton (NGA). 
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DESIRED RESULTS 

 The success of KANSASWORKS is nationally recognized. 

 KANSASWORKS is seen as the premier workforce system in the state and top in the 

nation. 

CONSEQUENCES OF NO ACTION 

 Knowledge of KANSASWORKS and its services will be minimal 

 Opportunities to build rapport with USDOL, US Congress and Kansas Legislature will be 

missed 

NATURE OF CHANGE 

 Administrative; no policy or legislation 

TIMING 

 Begin November 2012 

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES  

 KWSB 

 Commerce Workforce Services Division 

 LWIBs 

COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 

 One-stop partners 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

 Interest and buy-in from LWIBs and state staff 

 “Placing this on the back burner” 

 

 

ECONOMIC AND WORKFORCE INFORMATION ANALYSIS 

Employment and Unemployment 

The statewide unemployment rate (not seasonally adjusted) was 5.8% in May 2012.  The chart 

below highlights the comparison of Kansas to the U.S. Unemployment Rates and indicates the 

2012 and 2013 projections. 
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Occupational Outlook 

The Occupational Outlook projects total employment in the state of Kansas to grow by 147,720 

jobs over the 10-year period. Nearly all of this growth will be in the service-providing sector, 

which is already the largest portion of the Kansas labor market. Employment in the goods-

producing sector is projected to experience little or no growth over this 10-year period. Small 

gains are projected in the construction industry sector; however, those will be offset by losses in 

the manufacturing industry sector. In the past, manufacturing has been the main driver of 

employment in the Kansas economy. In 2008 employment in manufacturing was more than 12.4 

percent of all jobs in Kansas, making it the largest industry sector in the state. The 2008 to 2018 

projections show a change is taking place. The health care and social assistance sector has been 

growing at a rapid pace and is projected to account for 12.9 percent of all Kansas jobs in the year 

2018. This will make health care and social assistance the largest industry sector in the state, 

surpassing manufacturing by more than 30,000 jobs. 

 

 

Projections by Industry Sector (2-Digit NAICS Code*) 

Total employment in the state of Kansas is projected to grow from 1,504,100 in 2008 to 

1,651,820 in 2018, an increase of 147,720 jobs or 9.8 percent. This is an average annual growth 

rate of 0.9 percent, or an annual average increase of 14,772 jobs per year. This is in line with the 

average annual growth rate for the previous 10-year period (1998 through 2008) which also was 

0.9 percent. It also follows the national employment projection, which is 10.1 percent or 1.0 

percent growth annually over the 2008 to 2018 period 

 

. 
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Two major industry sectors are projected to account for 43 percent (63,540 jobs) of the total job 

growth in Kansas over the projection period. These are the health care and social assistance and 

educational services industries. In the last 10 years (2000 to 2010) health care and social 

assistance has been a leading contributor not only to employment but to the gross domestic 

product (GDP) as well. According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the only industry in 

Kansas with a higher GDP was government. 

 

Projections by Industry Sector 

The industry sector with the overall largest projected employment increase is healthcare and 

social assistance, with approximately 37,630 new jobs projected. This industry includes 

hospitals, nursing and residential care facilities and doctors’ offices. Health care and social 

assistance is projected to be the largest industry sector in Kansas by 2018, surpassing 

manufacturing by more than 30,000 jobs.  

 

One reason for the employment increase in the health care and social assistance industry sector is 

the aging population. According to the Kansas Department of Administration, the number of 

people age 55 and over is expected to grow by 88,000 from 2010 to 2020. All other age groups 

(0 to 54) are expected to have a net decline of approximately 27,000 over the same time period. 

This increases the demand on the health care industry because the older population is more likely 

than other age groups to use these services. Another reason the health care industry is expected 

to grow is the advancement in technology that gives patients access to more treatments than in 

the past. 

 

The professional, scientific and technical services industry sector is projected to increase the 

fastest, at 31.4 percent, between 2008 and 2018. Examples of industries in this sector are legal, 

accounting, architectural, engineering and consulting services, and scientific research. Much of 

the growth in this industry sector is projected to be in the Kansas City region. In 2008 the Kansas 

City region accounted for 28 percent of the statewide population, however, it accounted for 55 

percent of the statewide employment in professional, scientific and technical services. In 2018 

the Kansas City region is projected to still account for 55 percent of the employment in 

professional, scientific and technical services.  

 

Only two industry sectors are projected to decline over the projection period. These are mining 

and manufacturing. While mining, which includes oil and gas production, is not one of Kansas’ 

major industry sectors today, significant regional growth will occur through 2015 as utilities 

included in the Southern Gas Association retrofit pipelines to improve efficiency in gas 

measurement.  Additionally, fracking has created numerous job opportunities in other regions of 

Kansas, namely the southwest and south central regions. According to labor market information 

however, this industry is expected to decline by 14.3 percent or 1,410 jobs. In 2008, 

manufacturing was the largest industry sector in the state, employing 186,820 people. 

Manufacturing in Kansas has experienced an overall declining trend since its peak employment 

in 1998, excluding a short period of increases (2004 to 2008) after the early 2000s recession.  
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Following this period of increases in employment, manufacturing lost more than 27,000 jobs in 

2009 and 2010. The Great Recession had a significant impact on manufacturing employment in 

Kansas. This loss is in addition to those losses sustained in the early 2000s recession, from which 

employment in manufacturing never fully recovered.  

 

There is an important long-term structural shift occurring in the Kansas economy. Employment 

in the goods-producing industry sectors, such as manufacturing, has become stagnant, with an 

expected annual growth rate of near zero. In comparison, employment in the service-providing 

industry sectors is projected to grow at a rate of 1.2 percent annually. There are multiple factors 

contributing to the shift from goods-producing industries to service-providing industries. One of 

these factors is a shift in demand. The share of consumer spending devoted to manufactured 

goods has declined over time. Because demand has fallen, producers have slowed production, 

which has decreased employment. Secondly, gains in productivity have occurred in the 

manufacturing industry at a more rapid pace, resulting in the production of manufactured goods 

increasing without corresponding increases in employment. Manufacturing processes have 

become more automated requiring fewer workers. Finally, competition from foreign producers 

with lower compensation costs has resulted in an increased amount of manufacturing being done 

outside of the U.S. 

 

Projections by Detailed Industry 

Educational services is projected to grow more than any other industry, with 25,910 new jobs by 

2018. This industry includes private elementary and secondary schools, as well as private 

colleges and junior colleges. Other sub-industries included in this industry sector are technical 

and trade schools and fine arts schools. In Kansas, the majority of schools are funded by state 

and local government. These, along with private schools, make up educational services. Current 

employment and projected employment in educational services is, and will continue to be, 

sensitive to the level of funding they receive. 
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Projections by Occupational Group 

Employment in nearly all major occupational groups is projected to increase between 2008 and 

2018.  However, one occupational group that is projected to decline is production occupations. 

Examples of production occupations are supervisors of production workers, assemblers and 

fabricators, food processing workers, and metal and plastic workers. In Kansas, more than 40 

percent of production workers are in one of three industries – transportation equipment 

manufacturing, food manufacturing and machinery manufacturing. As mentioned previously, 

growth in these and other manufacturing industries has been limited. 

 

As shown in the figure on the next page, the occupational group with the largest increase is in the 

office and administrative support occupations, which is projected to increase by 19,660 jobs over 

the period. Office and administrative support occupations include supervisors, secretaries, 

financial clerks and information and record clerks. 

 

Healthcare support occupations are projected to increase the fastest, at a rate of 25.2 percent over 

the 10-year period. Healthcare support occupations are those occupations that support the work 

of the healthcare practitioners and technical occupations. Examples of healthcare support 

occupations are home health aides, nursing aides, orderlies, attendants and many types of 

therapist aides and assistants. These occupations are most prevalent in the nursing and residential 

care facilities industry. 
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Projections by Occupation 

The figure on the next page presents the top 10 occupations in the state from 2008 to 2018 by 

absolute change and percentage change. The customer service representative occupation is 

projected to grow the most with 6,100 new jobs by 2018. The network systems and data 

communications analyst occupation is projected to grow the fastest, at 53.4 percent over its 2008 

level. 

 

Two occupations—personal and home care aides and home health aides are both growing 

quickly and by large amounts. These occupations provide support to the elderly and those who 

are unable to complete daily tasks on their own. Although these occupations sound very similar, 

there are differences between them. Personal and home care aides are included in the personal 

care and service group of occupations. Employees in this occupation assist the elderly and 

disabled in tasks such as keeping house (doing laundry, making beds, providing meals). Eighty 

percent of personal and home care aides work in one of three industries – social assistance, 

ambulatory health care services and religious, grant making, civic, professional and similar 

organizations. 
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Regional Information 

To create a more localized view of industry and occupational employment, the Kansas 

Occupational Outlook divides Kansas into seven regions (a map of the regions is shown below). 

 

 

 

 

The Kansas City region is projected to grow at the fastest rate and add the most jobs, increasing 

14.2 percent or 68,310 jobs by 2018. This region is projected to account for more than 45 percent 

of the total statewide job growth. According to the most recent Census Bureau estimate (2010), 

the Kansas City region accounted for 28.6 percent of the statewide population. 

 

The industry sector growing the fastest in the Kansas City region is professional, scientific and 

technical services, with a projected growth rate of 31.2 percent and adding 10,610 jobs. The 

Kansas City region accounts for more than half (54.5 percent) of the statewide growth in this 

industry. Occupations in the professional, scientific and technical services industry sector are 

typically those that pay higher than average wages. 
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The southwest region is projected to grow the slowest in total employment, at 6.6 percent or 

5,710 jobs over the 2008 to 2018 period. The lower-than-statewide rate of growth in the 

southwest region is partially due to the industry composition of the region. Fifteen percent of 

employment in the southwest region is in the food manufacturing industry, compared to two 

percent statewide. This is an industry that is projected to grow at a slower than average rate of 

4.3 percent over the entire 10-year projection period. By having a large percentage of 

employment focused in a low-growth industry, the projection of total employment in the area is 

diminished. 

 

Another factor is those industries which are growing at a fast rate statewide are not growing as 

fast in the southwest region. One example is the professional, scientific and technical services 

industry. Statewide, employment is projected to grow by 31.4 percent over the projection period. 

In the southwest region this industry is projected to grow by 12.9 percent. This is partially linked 

to the population in the region.  Many of the services provided by the professional, scientific and 

technical services industry are used locally. Examples of these include legal, accounting and 

architectural services. Since the southwest area does not have a large population, demand for 

these services remains low. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates the southwest region is one of 

four regions (north central, southwest, southeast and northwest) that has experienced population 

declines from 2000 to 2010. 

 

Education and Training 

Jobs requiring a doctoral degree are projected to increase by the highest percentage, 20.6 percent 

over the 10-year projection period. Jobs in this category pay an average salary of $60,834. 

Rounding out the top three categories by rate of growth are jobs requiring an associate degree at 

18.1 percent growth and jobs requiring a master’s degree at 17.1 percent growth. Jobs in these 

categories pay an average salary of $48,542 and $57,466 per year (see Figure 8). This wage is 

much higher than the average statewide wage for all occupations which is $38,525 annually.  
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The fastest growing occupations in Kansas are those which require higher levels of education. As 

a result, the share of jobs requiring post-secondary vocational training or more is projected to 

increase in relation to those jobs requiring on-the-job training or work experience in a related 

occupation.  

 

In 2008, 70 percent of occupations in the state did not require post-secondary training or higher. 

Only 30 percent of jobs required a training level of post-secondary vocational training or a 

higher level of training. These occupations require an associate degree, bachelor’s degree, 

master’s degree, first professional degree or doctoral degree. 

 

Jobs requiring higher levels of education are outpacing those jobs that require less than post-

secondary vocational training. In 2018, 32 percent of jobs will require post-secondary vocational 

training or higher, and the proportion of jobs requiring less than post-secondary vocational 

training (on-the-job training or work experience in a related occupation) will fall to 68 percent. 

 

The two percent shift of jobs moving from the no post-secondary category to the post-secondary 

category will represent more than 77,000 additional jobs that require an associate degree, 

bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, first professional degree or doctoral degree.  

 

Skill Gaps 

To identify skill gaps, information provided by 2011 Kansas Job Vacancy was used. The 

duration of job vacancies gives an indication of the difficulty finding qualified workers for 

specific occupations.  Positions reported as being open 60 days or more could be an indication of 

positions that are more difficult to fill. The type of work or the environment could be a factor in 

some occupations.  Additionally, in professional, high skill or technical fields, where the average 

wage is competitive, this longer duration of a job vacancy may indicate a shortage of qualified 

workers due to the specialized education or training required.   

 

Another frequent response to the Job Vacancy Survey was “constantly recruiting”.  23.8 percent 

of the job openings across the state were “always open” where those employers are continuously 

recruiting.   

 

Jobs in high-turnover fields may need to be refilled multiple times in a single year; therefore 

firms may choose to constantly recruit for the position.  The type of work expected and the pay 

scale is sometimes a factor.  In some cases, the wage offer, in addition to the education and 

experience requirements, are lower.  On the other hand, some positions may require specialized 

training, education or certification and are always open due to a lack of qualified applicants.   
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Workforce Skills and Knowledge Needed to Find Future Employment   

The identified demand occupations and skills and knowledge in Kansas are as follows: 

In-Demand Jobs 

Kansas 

Occupational Title 
Most Common 

Education
1
 

Total 

Rank 
2
 

Average 

Annual 

Wages
3
 

Registered Nurses Associate degree 30 $55,726 

Truck Drivers, Heavy and 

Tractor-Trailer 

Short-term on-the-job 

training 30 $37,669 

Customer Service Representatives 

Moderate-term on-the-job 

training 30 $29,448 

Laborers and Freight, Stock, and 

Material Movers, Hand 

Short-term on-the-job 

training 30 $24,593 

Retail Salespersons 

Short-term on-the-job 

training 30 $23,301 
 

1
Educational attainment data for each occupation are presented to show the level of education achieved by 

current workers.  
2
Based on the combined demand rankings from the following three sources: 2010 KS Job Vacancy 

Survey, 2012 Short-term employment projections and 2018 Long-term employment projections.  

See Methodology for more details. 

3
Annual Average Wage based on 2010 edition of the Kansas Wage Survey conducted in the 2nd quarter 

of 2009 

NA - Not available 

 

Registered Nurse 

Skills 

Social Perceptiveness — Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as 

they do. 

Active Listening — Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 

inappropriate times. 

Coordination — Adjusting actions in relation to others' actions. 

Speaking — Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

Critical Thinking — Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 

alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

http://klic.dol.ks.gov/admin/gsipub/htmlarea/uploads/In-Demand%20Occupations%20Methodolog.doc
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Reading Comprehension — Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 

documents. 

Service Orientation — Actively looking for ways to help people. 

Monitoring — Monitoring/Assessing performance of yourself, other individuals, or 

organizations to make improvements or take corrective action. 

Judgment and Decision Making — Considering the relative costs and benefits of potential 

actions to choose the most appropriate one. 

Science — Using scientific rules and methods to solve problems. 

Knowledge 

Medicine and Dentistry — Knowledge of the information and techniques needed to diagnose 

and treat human injuries, diseases, and deformities. This includes symptoms, treatment 

alternatives, drug properties and interactions, and preventive health-care measures. 

Customer and Personal Service — Knowledge of principles and processes for providing 

customer and personal services. This includes customer needs assessment, meeting quality 

standards for services, and evaluation of customer satisfaction. 

Psychology — Knowledge of human behavior and performance; individual differences in ability, 

personality, and interests; learning and motivation; psychological research methods; and the 

assessment and treatment of behavioral and affective disorders. 

English Language — Knowledge of the structure and content of the English language including 

the meaning and spelling of words, rules of composition, and grammar. 

Education and Training — Knowledge of principles and methods for curriculum and training 

design, teaching and instruction for individuals and groups, and the measurement of training 

effects. 

Therapy and Counseling — Knowledge of principles, methods, and procedures for diagnosis, 

treatment, and rehabilitation of physical and mental dysfunctions, and for career counseling and 

guidance. 

Biology — Knowledge of plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, functions, 

interdependencies, and interactions with each other and the environment. 

Mathematics — Knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, statistics, and their 

applications. 

Sociology and Anthropology — Knowledge of group behavior and dynamics, societal trends 

and influences, human migrations, ethnicity, cultures and their history and origins. 

Public Safety and Security — Knowledge of relevant equipment, policies, procedures, and 

strategies to promote effective local, state, or national security operations for the protection of 

people, data, property, and institutions. 
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Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer 

Knowledge 

Transportation — Knowledge of principles and methods for moving people or goods by air, 

rail, sea, or road, including the relative costs and benefits. 

Public Safety and Security — Knowledge of relevant equipment, policies, procedures, and 

strategies to promote effective local, state, or national security operations for the protection of 

people, data, property, and institutions. 

Mechanical — Knowledge of machines and tools, including their designs, uses, repair, and 

maintenance. 

Customer and Personal Service — Knowledge of principles and processes for providing 

customer and personal services. This includes customer needs assessment, meeting quality 

standards for services, and evaluation of customer satisfaction. 

Administration and Management — Knowledge of business and management principles 

involved in strategic planning, resource allocation, human resources modeling, leadership 

technique, production methods, and coordination of people and resources. 

Skills 

Operation and Control — Controlling operations of equipment or systems. 

Operation Monitoring — Watching gauges, dials, or other indicators to make sure a machine is 

working properly. 

Judgment and Decision Making — Considering the relative costs and benefits of potential 

actions to choose the most appropriate one. 

Monitoring — Monitoring/Assessing performance of yourself, other individuals, or 

organizations to make improvements or take corrective action. 

Time Management — Managing one's own time and the time of others. 

Troubleshooting — Determining causes of operating errors and deciding what to do about it. 

Active Listening — Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 

inappropriate times. 

Critical Thinking — Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 

alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

Reading Comprehension — Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 

documents. 

Repairing — Repairing machines or systems using the needed tools. 
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Customer Service Representative 

Knowledge 

Customer and Personal Service — Knowledge of principles and processes for providing 

customer and personal services. This includes customer needs assessment, meeting quality 

standards for services, and evaluation of customer satisfaction. 

Clerical — Knowledge of administrative and clerical procedures and systems such as word 

processing, managing files and records, stenography and transcription, designing forms, and 

other office procedures and terminology. 

English Language — Knowledge of the structure and content of the English language including 

the meaning and spelling of words, rules of composition, and grammar. 

Skills 

Active Listening — Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 

inappropriate times. 

Speaking — Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

Service Orientation — Actively looking for ways to help people. 

Persuasion — Persuading others to change their minds or behavior. 

Reading Comprehension — Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 

documents. 

Critical Thinking — Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 

alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

Writing — Communicating effectively in writing as appropriate for the needs of the audience. 

Coordination — Adjusting actions in relation to others' actions. 

Social Perceptiveness — Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as 

they do. 

Negotiation — Bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences. 
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Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand 

Knowledge 

English Language — Knowledge of the structure and content of the English language including 

the meaning and spelling of words, rules of composition, and grammar. 

Public Safety and Security — Knowledge of relevant equipment, policies, procedures, and 

strategies to promote effective local, state, or national security operations for the protection of 

people, data, property, and institutions. 

Skills 

Active Listening — Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 

inappropriate times. 

Critical Thinking — Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 

alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

Operation Monitoring — Watching gauges, dials, or other indicators to make sure a machine is 

working properly 

 

Retail Salespersons 

Knowledge 

Customer and Personal Service — Knowledge of principles and processes for providing 

customer and personal services. This includes customer needs assessment, meeting quality 

standards for services, and evaluation of customer satisfaction. 

Sales and Marketing — Knowledge of principles and methods for showing, promoting, and 

selling products or services. This includes marketing strategy and tactics, product demonstration, 

sales techniques, and sales control systems. 

English Language — Knowledge of the structure and content of the English language including 

the meaning and spelling of words, rules of composition, and grammar. 

Mathematics — Knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, statistics, and their 

applications. 
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Skills 

Active Listening — Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 

inappropriate times. 

Persuasion — Persuading others to change their minds or behavior. 

Speaking — Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

Service Orientation — Actively looking for ways to help people. 

Negotiation — Bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences. 

Social Perceptiveness — Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as 

they do. 

Reading Comprehension — Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 

documents. 

Coordination — Adjusting actions in relation to others' actions. 

Critical Thinking — Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 

alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

Monitoring — Monitoring/Assessing performance of yourself, other individuals, or 

organizations to make improvements or take corrective action. 
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Demographics of Kansas Population 

Employment by Race 

Statewide Kansas ~ 2nd Quarter 2011 

Race Total Employment Percent of Total 

American Indian or Alaska Native Alone                                                               13,048  1% 

Asian Alone                                                               30,218  2% 

Black or African American Alone                                                               81,268  6% 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Alone                                                                 1,536  0% 

White Alone                                                          1,152,245  89% 

More than one race                                                               18,316  1% 

Total Employment                                                          1,296,631  100% 

Source: Kansas Department of Labor, Labor Market Information Services, in conjunction with the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics. QWI online, US Census Bureau. 
 

 

Employment by Ethnicity 

Statewide Kansas ~ 2nd Quarter 2011 

Ethnicity Total Employment Percent of Total 

Hispanic                                                             103,527  8% 

Not Hispanic                                                         1,193,103  92% 

Total Employment                                                         1,296,630  100% 

Source: Kansas Department of Labor, Labor Market Information Services, in conjunction with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

QWI online, US Census Bureau. 
 

 

Employment by Age 

Statewide Kansas ~ 2nd Quarter 2011 

Age Group Total Employment Percent of Total 

14-18                                                               34,321  3% 

19-21                                                               67,778  5% 

22-24                                                               81,662  6% 

25-34                                                             284,394  22% 

35-44                                                             258,815  20% 

45-54                                                             297,689  23% 

55-64                                                           209,463 16% 

65-99                                                            62,509 5% 

total                                                         1,296,631  100% 

Source: Kansas Department of Labor, Labor Market Information Services, in conjunction with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

QWI online, US Census Bureau. 
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Employment by Gender 

Statewide Kansas ~ 2nd Quarter 2011 

Gender Total Employment Percent of Total 

Male                                                             645,822  49.8% 

Female                                                             650,809  50.2% 

Total                                                         1,296,631  100% 

Source: Kansas Department of Labor, Labor Market Information Services, in conjunction with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

QWI online, US Census Bureau. 
 

 

Employment by Education 

Statewide Kansas ~ 2nd Quarter 2011 

Education Total Employment Percent of Total 

Less than high school                                                             122,795  11% 

High school or equivalent                                                             327,553  29% 

Some college or associate degree                                                             368,024  33% 

Bachelor degree or above                                                             294,498  26% 

Total Employment                                                         1,112,870  100% 

Source: Kansas Department of Labor, Labor Market Information Services, in conjunction with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

QWI online, US Census Bureau. 
 

 

Offenders face daunting reemployment prospects. They face the biases associated with having a 

criminal record, and are significantly more likely to have been under-qualified and 

underprepared to enter the job market prior to conviction and incarceration. In Kansas, 81% of 

offenders revoked between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011 were unemployed.  

 

Individuals with disabilities often have difficulty finding employment due to employer biases 

and perceived adaptability concerns. In Kansas, the unemployment rate for individuals with 

disabilities is 14.9% compared to a 5.8% overall unemployment rate. 
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All minority groups in Kansas have an unemployment rate higher than the state average.  

 
Unemployment Rate by Sex and Minority Status 

 Both Sexes Male Female 

All Persons 6.0% 6.2% 5.7% 

White 5.2% 5.5% 4.9% 

Black or African American 15.7% 16.5% 14.9% 

American Indian and Alaska Native 7.6% 8.4% 6.8% 

Asian 6.3% 6.0% 6.6% 

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 13.1% 10.5% 19.4% 

Some Other Race 8.3% 8.2% 8.6% 

Two or More Races 11.5% 11.4% 11.5% 

Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 8.4% 7.7% 9.3% 

 

Older workers continue to play a very important role in the Kansas workforce and economy. U.S. 

Bureau of Labor statistics show more than six and a half million people age 65 and older remain 

in the workforce – a significant increase over previous years. However, older persons who do 

become unemployed spend more time searching for work. 

 

Given the analysis of the Job Vacancy Survey, the occurrence of labor shortages in Kansas and 

the elevated unemployment rates of particular populations, it is clear members of several 

subpopulations have not attained the credentials needed for employment and have difficulty 

obtaining those credentials.  Business and industry leaders frequently report the absence of “soft 

skills” in a majority of the applicants they consider for job openings.  KANSASWORKS seeks 

to assist the state’s population in attaining needed education, skills and training through directing 

resources to those training activities which result in relevant, demand-driven skills certification.  

Each LWIB and the State annually develop the list of demand occupations and steer activities to 

support those skill sets required for those occupations. 

 

The integrated workforce system in Kansas can meet the needs of employers and job candidates 

through partnerships with secondary and postsecondary education systems, community-based 

organizations, state and local government agencies such as the Kansas Department of Children 

and Family Services and Area Agencies on Aging and local business leaders.  Because of the 

diverse programs operated by Commerce and LWIBs, partnerships with a majority of these 

entities have developed are used to overcome the challenges faced by some of our citizens.  For 

example, business leaders keep workforce staff apprised of workforce needs and qualifications 

desired.  The workforce system then is able to direct limited resources to training, credentialing 

and coaching services which will meet the workforce needs of the employer and the employment 

needs of the individual. 
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STATE STRATEGIES 

 

All policies cited in the State Strategy portion of the Integrated Plan can be found at:  

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx 

 

Cross-Program Strategies   
 

The Kansas Workforce Development System is built upon the foundation of universal access to 

services for all individuals.  The following service integration function of every Workforce 

Center ensures universal access and consistency of service statewide: 

 

 A customer service desk with trained staff;  

 Orientation to services that are consistent statewide; 

 Providing a thorough knowledge of services so staff can explain all products and 

encourage the jobseeker to become involved in the decision-making process;  

 An integrated intake, eligibility determination, and client tracking system through 

KANSASWORKS.com; and  

 Partner staff sharing in the functions that are common to services provided to all 

customers. 

 

State Workforce Policy #3-11-01 Priority of WIA Services requires each program operator to 

collect data and information to verify they are taking appropriate steps to provide universal 

access to WIA services. This involves reasonable efforts to include members of both sexes, 

various racial and ethnic groups, individuals with disabilities, and individuals in differing age 

groups.  Application of this strategy ensures KANSASWORKS meets the needs participants 

with fewer resources, whether socioeconomic, academic or experiential.  Because Workforce 

Center staff members are trained in partner programs and community-based programs available 

in regional areas, any service need for any individual is accessible either directly at the 

Workforce Center or by referral to other agencies. 

 

State Workforce Policy #1-12-01 Equal Access for Jobseekers with Disabilities ensures all 

Workforce Center services are readily accessible to and useable by individuals with disabilities.  

Workforce Centers are designated facilities delivering state services and as such must be fully 

accessible. All Workforce Centers are housed in facilities that meet the standards for 

architectural access as provided by the ADA Accessibility Guidelines.   

 

State Workforce Policy #1-13-01 Equal Opportunity Notification and Communication provides 

the minimum requirements for communication access to core services through the Workforce 

Development System.  Implementation of these standards provides communication access to a 

wide range of individuals including those with visual, hearing, physical, cognitive, and other 

disabilities.  

 

LWIB Youth Councils and the State Youth Services Coordinator develop cross-agency 

approaches, identify priorities, develop models to enhance service implementation, and 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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recommend solutions to address barriers to providing effective service.  Such collaboration and 

cross-program strategies have led to a significant improvement of Youth performance outcomes. 

 

A well-served, well-trained workforce consistently meets the needs of employers.  The cross-

program strategies found in KANSASWORKS helps produce a skilled workforce. 

 

Partnerships   

Kansas Department of Commerce connects the resources of various programs to provide 

relevant, demand-driven training and education to meet the skill demands of employers and the 

individual needs of Kansans.  Kansas workforce programs support economic prosperity by 

training the workforce in the most cost effective manner possible.  In spite of the Great 

Recession, some areas of Kansas are facing a skills shortage.  Population migration to urban 

areas, coupled with the aging workforce, is causing shortages in skilled workers.  The challenge 

to provide adequate training to supply the current and future skill needs of business in Kansas.  

The Kansas workforce development system connects education, jobseekers, and 

business-directed programs for the purpose of providing qualified workers, financial resources, 

and workforce solutions to existing and new Kansas businesses.  Kansas has successfully applied 

this model to ensure a continuum of education and training opportunities that support a skilled 

workforce through the following strategies: 

 

 Using local, state and federal funds, direct investments in the human capital, training 

expertise, and physical infrastructure of the postsecondary training system to increase 

access to technical training programs; 

 Encourage the postsecondary training system to develop innovative methods such as 

staggered start dates for instruction to accommodate the demands of business for diverse 

program entrance times; 

 Provide value-added business services such as the ability to assess and screen individuals 

who may be appropriate for certain types of technical training programs; and  

 Provide development funds directly to institutions of higher learning while still 

maintaining the flexibility to fund internal trainer costs when appropriate. 

 Engage other state systems, such as TANF, Corrections and Aging Services, to identify 

job seekers from targeted subpopulations from every region in the state. 

 Through the state-funded Business Executives and Industry Liaisons (BEILs), develop 

and strengthen relationships with business, industry and the associations that support 

them. 

 Through he KWSB, continue to engage business and industry for information, 

consultation and guidance for building a relevant workforce system. 
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 Through the Director, seek partnerships with other state agencies to enhance cooperation 

between entities to serve common customers. 

 

Leveraging Resources 

Kansas makes use of several strategies to leverage WIA Title I funds with other federal, state, 

local, and private resources.  This maximizes the effectiveness of resources and expands 

participation in the statewide workforce development system.   

 

The following are the primary strategies used to expand resources: 

 

 State Workforce Policy #3-22-00 Coordinating Individual Training Accounts with 

Federal Pell Grants and Other Sources of Financial Assistance provides guidance to the 

Local Boards to coordinate WIA Individual Training Accounts with other sources of 

financial assistance, such as Pell Grants; 

 

 The State Board approved State WIA funding for the State Registered Apprenticeship 

program.  State Apprenticeship Program Consultants are strategically located in the 

Wichita region to assist with the integration and coordination of Registered 

Apprenticeship programs with other One Stop partner programs.  In addition both State 

and Area Apprenticeship staff are involved in reaching out to employers in an effort to 

develop Registered Apprenticeship programs and to link eligible WIA and other program 

participants to the Registered Apprenticeship program.  Employer training costs are 

significant leverage for WIA and the workforce system. 

 The State Board approved a Service Delivery Integration and Functional Management 

policy that encourages the Local Boards to establish procedures to co-enroll individuals 

enrolled in the Trade Act program in the WIA program.  TAA funds for Kansas are a 

sizable leveraged resource which supports the workforce system. 

 The Department of Commerce encourages and facilitates regional planning to identify 

critical issues and initiatives around which stakeholders might join together to determine 

how WIA funds can be leveraged with other funds. 

 Kansas has received Federal Funds to establish multiple programs such as Disability 

Employment Initiative funds, State Energy Sector Partnership and Training Grant funds, 

H-1B grant funds and various state funds as leverage for the workforce system; each of 

thrse services are delivered by Local Workforce Area staff in conjunction with state staff 

 Commerce has staff dedicated to the development of grant applications when any 

opportunity supports the Governor’s Vision and the KWSB strategic plan.  In all, the 

Kansas workforce system has been awarded over $30,000,000 in recent years through 

competitive processes. 
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Policy Alignment 

Kansas manages its workforce system to assure policy, operational and administrative alignment 

between all required WIA partners: 

 

 State Workforce Policy #3-13-00 Memorandums of Understanding provides guidance to 

LWIBs and their partners to assure coordination and prevent duplicative service delivery.  

The policy describes cost-sharing, referrals, administration, local operations and other 

parameters for alignment.  

 State Workforce Policy # 3-26-01 Partner Collaboration provides guidance to LWIBs for 

establishing mechanisms and methodologies for system partners’ collaborative efforts. 

 State Workforce Policy # 4-04-01 Service Delivery Integration and Functional 

Management further delineates guidance for workforce system alignment, including the 

provision of seamless, integrated delivery of all partner and LWIB services. 
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NEGOTIATED OUTCOMES 

 
 

WIA Requirement at Section 136(b) 
Previous 

Year Performance 
Proposed Performance 

Goal 

Adults: 

Entered Employment Rate 

Employment Retention Rate 

Average Six-Months Earnings 

Certificate Rate 

 
Dislocated Workers:  

Entered Employment Rate 

Employment Retention Rate 

Average Six-Months Earnings 

Certificate Rate 

 

Youth, Aged 19-21:  

Entered Employment Rate 

Employment Retention Rate Six-

Months Earnings Change 

Certificate Rate 

 

Youth, Aged 14-18: 

Skill Attainment Rate 

Diploma or Equivalent Attainment Rate 

Retention Rate 
 

Youth Common Measures
1 

: 

Placement in Employment or Education 

Attainment of a Degree or Certificate  

Literacy and Numeracy Gains 

 

Customer Satisfaction:  

Participant Customer Satisfaction 

Employer Customer Satisfaction 

 

Additional State-Established Measures 

 

67.9% 

84.4% 

$14,629 

N/A 

 

 

80.5% 

91.2% 

$18,113 

N/A 

 

 

68.4% 

78.3% 

$2,760 

52.1% 

 

 

57.7% 

62.0% 

65.0% 

 

 

 

71.5% 

63.5% 

46.0% 

 

 

N/A 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

67.7% 

85.4% 

$13,000 

N/A 

 

 

81.0% 

90.0% 

$17,750 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

 

 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

 

 

 

70.0% 

63.0% 

50.0% 

 

 

N/A 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 
W-P Requirement at Section 13(a) 

Previous 

Year Performance 

 
Performance Goal 

 

Entered Employment Rate 

Employment Retention Rate 

Average Six-Months Earnings 

 

61.6% 

81.8% 

$14,859 

 

62.0% 

81.0% 

$14,709 
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PY12/FY13 WIA Outcomes 

As depicted in table 1, WIA outcomes are defined and calculated as shown below: 

 

Adult Performance  

1. Entered Employment Rate – calculated by the number of those not employed at 

participation, the number entering employment by the end of the first quarter after exit 

divided by the number exited during the quarter 

2. Employment Retention Rate – calculated by the number of those employed in the first 

quarter after exit, the number employed in both the second and third quarters after exit 

divided by the number exited during the quarter 

3. Average Earnings – calculated by the number of those employed in the first through third 

quarters after exit, sum of the total earnings in the second and third quarters after exit 

divided by the number of participants exited during the quarter 

 

Dislocated Worker Performance  

1. Entered Employment Rate – calculated by the number of those not employed at 

participation, the number entering employment by the end of the first quarter after 

exit divided by the number exited during the quarter 

2. Employment Retention Rate – calculated by the number of those employed in the 

first quarter after exit, the number employed in both the second and third quarters 

after exit divided by the number exited during the quarter 

3. Average Earnings – calculated by the number of those employed in the first 

through third quarters after exit, sum of the total earnings in the second and third 

quarters after exit divided by the number of participants exited during the quarter 

 

Youth Performance 

1. Placement in Employment or Education – calculated by the number of those not 

in post-secondary education or employment at participation, the number 

employed or in post-secondary education/advanced training/occupational skills 

training in the first quarter after exit divided by the number exited during the 

quarter 

2. Attainment of a Degree or Certificate – calculated by the number of those 

enrolled in education at any point during participation, the number attaining a 

diploma, GED or certificate by the end of the third quarter after exit divided by 

the number exited during the quarter 

3. Literacy and Numeracy Gains – calculated by the number of youth participants 

who increase one or more educational functioning levels divided by the number of 

participants who have completed a year in the program plus the number who exit 

before completing a full year 
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Credential Rates 

1. For placement in post-secondary education or advanced training/occupational skills 

training the following record sources are acceptable:  Case management notes or surveys 

of participants; record-sharing agreements and/or automated record matching with 

administrative or other data sources, including the state board(s) governing community 

colleges and universities, state education associations, integrated post-secondary or 

higher education reporting unit and training institutions/providers. 

 

2. For attainment of degree or certificate the following record sources are acceptable: Case 

management notes or surveys of participants; record-sharing agreements and/or 

automated record matching with administrative or other data sources, including the state 

board of education, state board(s) governing community colleges and universities, state 

licensing board for private schools, state education associations, integrated post-

secondary or higher education reporting unit, state units or boards that regulate 

professional or occupational licensing/certification (i.e., State Board of Nursing), 

professional, industry or employer organizations or a product manufacturer or developer, 

training institutions and providers, Adult Basic Education providers for GED/equivalency 

testing. 

 

Refer to State Policy 03-31-00 for full text located at: 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx 

 

PY12/FY13 WP Outcomes 

Per federal regulations, the State of Kansas is required (at a minimum) to administer a labor 

exchange system offering the following: 

 

 Assist job candidates in finding employment; 

 Assist employers in filling jobs; 

 Facilitate the match between job candidates and employers; and 

 Participate in a system for clearing labor between the states, including the use of 

standardized classification systems issued by the U.S. Secretary of Labor under Section 

15 of the Wagner-Peyser Act. 

 

Results are confirmed through reporting the following outcomes for Wagner-Peyser: 

 

1. Entered Employment Rate – calculated by the number of those not employed at 

participation, the number entering employment by the end of the first quarter after exit 

divided by the number exited during the quarter 

2. Employment Retention Rate – calculated by the number of those employed in the first 

quarter after exit, the number employed in both the second and third quarters after exit 

divided by the number exited during the quarter 

3. Average Earnings – calculated by the number of those employed in the first through third 

quarters after exit, sum of the total earnings in the second and third quarters after exit 

divided by the number of participants exited during the quarter 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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Refer to State Policies 04-01-01 Wagner-Peyser Labor Exchange Services & 04-02-04 Wagner-Peyser Reemployment Services for 

Unemployment Insurance Claimants for full text located at:  http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx 

Performance Incentives - 

Services for Special Groups - 

Supporting Costs for Exemplary Models of Service Delivery - 

Reemployment Services Activities - 

- Job Search & Placement 

- Recruitment & Technical Services to Employers 

- Evaluating 

- Linkages Between Services 

- Services to Individuals Experiencing Layoff or Limited Occupational Demand 

- Providing Labor Market Information Services 

- Management Information Systems/Reporting 

- Job Finding & Placement for UI Claimants 

 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/4-02-04%20Wagner-Peyser%20Reemployment%20Services%20for%20Unemployment%20Insurance%20Claimants.doc
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/4-02-04%20Wagner-Peyser%20Reemployment%20Services%20for%20Unemployment%20Insurance%20Claimants.doc
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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Additional Desired KANSASWORKS Outcomes 

The KWSB has established policy 3-28-02 Training Expenditure Monitoring to examine training 

expenditures including percentage of WIA dollars are spent on training activities with the desire 

to increase the percentage LWIBs spend on training to ensure Kansas has a skilled workforce.  

The Policy can be reviewed at:   

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/3-28-

02%20Training%20Expenditure%20Monitoring%20Policy.doc 

 

Additionally, the KWSB, during its annual retreat, reviews system performance, outcomes and 

workforce needs to determine other goals it wishes to establish for KANSASWORKS.  An 

example of the most recent additional goals is as follows: 

 

GOAL: Deliver a certified workforce to Kansas employers.  

 

Objective 1: Increase use of Kansas WORKReady! Certificates by 50% or 1,000 

certificates 

Objective 2: Double the number of industry-specific certifications issued. 

Objective 3: Operationalize personal skills assessment. 

Objective 4: Increase number of sponsors by 14 and total number of participating 

apprentices to 450 

 

GOAL: Increase production in public postsecondary system to align with Kansas critical 

industries.  

 

Objective 1: Continue strategic investment of Workforce Solutions Fund (state) dollars to 

support training in Kansas critical industries. 

Objective 2: Develop, implement and support a system of high-quality TEC Online 

digital media learning tools. 

Objective 3: Increase percentage of training provided through Kansas Industrial Training 

and  Kansas Industrial Retraining programs by postsecondary institutions by incenting 

award size. 

Objective 4: Evaluate company satisfaction through customer satisfaction surveys to 

ensure companies are satisfied with training providers – especially colleges. If problems 

exist, consider implementing trainer certification model. 

 

 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/3-28-02%20Training%20Expenditure%20Monitoring%20Policy.doc
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/3-28-02%20Training%20Expenditure%20Monitoring%20Policy.doc
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SECTION II – STATE OPERATIONAL PLAN 

OVERVIEW OF THE WORKFORCE SYSTEM 

Organization 

The Kansas Department of Commerce, a cabinet-level state agency, is designated to oversee and 

develop the state’s workforce system.  The Workforce Services Division of Commerce is led by 

three senior staff members:  the Employment Services Director, the Training Services Director 

and the Training and Education Services Director, a position shared between Commerce 

Workforce Services and the Kansas Board of Regents, the state’s postsecondary education 

agency.  Commerce Workforce Services Division employs individuals both in the central office 

and in the field.  Directors supervise various Program and Services Managers who are 

responsible for providing technical assistance to state and LWIB staff, examining and approving 

program expenditures internally and track those of each LWIB, supervising field staff throughout 

the state and participating in strategic planning and implementing statewide continuous 

improvement strategies.  Workforce Services also employs an Executive Director to support the 

KWSB. 

 

The Commerce Legal Division supervises the Workforce Compliance and Oversight unit of the 

workforce investment system. 

 

Both state and federally funded workforce development programs are managed through the 

central KANSASWORKS office.  The inherent partnership between state-funded training 

initiatives and federally funded programs supports the alignment and coordination of all 

workforce services offered through the workforce investment system. 

 

High-level organization charts are included below.  For more extensive review of the workforce 

development organization can be found here:  

http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/0_Commerce_WFS_Org_Char

ts.pdf 

State Board 

A majority number of members of the KANSASWORKS state board (KWSB) has recently been 

appointed.  The Chair is a business owner and the Vice Chair is the Secretary of the Kansas 

Department of Labor.  A full roster of the KWSB can be found by clicking 

http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/AboutUs/StateBoardMembers/Pages/default.aspx  

 

The KWSB recognizes the importance of collaboration at all levels within the workforce system. 

To ensure collaboration occurs, committees perform the majority of work related to functions in 

WIA Sec. 111(d).  Interested parties, including local area executive directors and board 

members, are invited to attend and provide input. For the most part actions are decided upon at  

http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/0_Commerce_WFS_Org_Charts.pdf
http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/0_Commerce_WFS_Org_Charts.pdf
http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/AboutUs/StateBoardMembers/Pages/default.aspx
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the committee level and approved by the full board or executive committee—only when time 

will not allow approval at a full board meeting. Sometimes, a committee will decide upon actions 

to take and only provide a report to the full board.  The Health Care Workforce Partnership is 

such a committee. 

 

The KWSB assists the Governor on matters pertaining to the public workforce system by 

actively participating in developing the State plan described in WIA Sec. 112(b)(1) and carrying 

out functions outlined in WIA Sec. 111(d). 

 

As described in more detail in Section I, the KWSB approved five goals for the PY12 five-year 

strategic plan.  They are as follows: 

1. Champion a unified statewide vision and direction for the Kansas workforce system.  

2. Engage in active and intentional communication and collaboration with job seekers, 

employers and public and private partners to achieve desired outcomes.   

3. Catalyze energies around best practice models of training and job matching.  

4. Steer continuous system improvement through high standards of performance and 

accountability. 

5. Articulate Kansas’ experience and showcase success to garner new financial resources 

and drive the national workforce dialogue.  

 

The Strategic Planning Committee of the KWSB was provided an overview of the Integrated 

State Plan process and provided input on the plan draft prior to it being released for public 

comment.  The plan was posted online for 30 days to gather feedback from all interested parties 

and workforce partners including local boards and CEOs. Following public comment, the full 

board came together for an update on changes to the plan based upon public comment and 

provided approval to submit the plan to USDOL.  An Attachment to the Integrated Workforce 

Plan contains all public comments and related responses. 

 

The state VR agency serves as a member of the KWSB, which ensures effective representation 

of the interests, needs, and priorities of the VR program. 

 

Local Workforce Investment Areas 

The KANSASWORKS State Board considered geographic areas served by local educational 

agencies and intermediate educational agencies, geographic areas served by postsecondary 

education institutions and area vocational education agencies, the extent to which local areas are 

consistent with labor market areas, the distance individuals would need to travel to receive 

services and the resources available to effectively administer activities under WIA prior to 

making their recommendation to establish local area boundaries under WIA. After consultation 

with chief elected officials and consideration of public comments received, the State Board 

recommended to the Governor that the JTPA Service Delivery Areas in existence under the Job 

Training Partnership Act be granted temporary designation, according to the provisions of WIA 

Section 116. Adopting this recommendation, the Governor authorized temporary designation.  
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Following the two-year temporary designation period, all local areas were found to meet 

performance measures and demonstrate fiscal integrity for subsequent designation through 

June 30, 2005. Each local area has continued to perform and retain designation for all further 

State Plan cycles to date. 

 

A graphic representation of Kansas’ Local Workforce Investment Areas is found below. 

 

 
 

The Governor has not designated additional (intrastate) regions within the state nor designated a 

labor market area, economic development region, or other contiguous sub area of the state as an 

interstate region.  

 

Local economies have resulted in regional labels but they are informal and do not have 

workforce system performance measures associated with them.  The Wichita and south central 

portion of the state is known as the Aerospace Region due to the prevalence of aircraft 

manufacturing and aerospace research and development businesses.  The Kansas City to 

Manhattan region is known as the Animal Health and Bio Sciences Corridor due to the 

designation of Manhattan as the location for NBAF, the Cancer Center designation for the 

University of Kansas Medical Center and the numerous bioscience and laboratory facilities 

located in Kansas City.  The western two-thirds of the state is known as the Energy Region 

because of recent wind development and the expansion of the natural gas industries. 
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OPERATING SYSTEMS AND POLICIES 

 

Kansas applied for but did not receive a grant from the USDOL under the Workforce Innovation 

Fund to consolidate state operating systems across multiple agencies and programs.  Because of 

the failure to receive the WIF grant, and loss of more than 65% of WIA set aside funds, 

Commerce is unable to establish automated data systems, eligibility and demographic storage or 

other strategies to further improve the coordinated implementation of our workforce strategies.  

Instead, Commerce depends on the relationships established between leadership from each entity 

and their good will for ensuring that common customers receive quality services in the most 

efficient way.  All WIA required partners have access to kansaworks.com, our MIS, to 

coordinate service delivery. 

 

Kansas Coordinated Case Management – KANSASWORKS.com 

Kansas has made considerable progress in building a workforce development system focusing on 

customer service and performance accountability. KANSASWORKS.com is capable of linking 

multiple state agencies and 70 federally funded workforce programs in its Case Management 

function. It currently links WIA, Job Service, Trade Act, Reemployment Services and 

Unemployment Insurance. The system is capable of cross-programmatic service delivery and 

provides management case files for multiple programs and/or agencies. Information on a 

participant can be accessed without moving from one agency system to another. Because case 

managers from different agencies have access to the same participant data, the entire system has 

become seamless to deliver better services.  This integrated system has a field for client case 

notes which allows staff from partner programs to view them on a read-only basis. In this way, 

staff can see what services have been provided to co-enrolled participants.  Through this system, 

customers are tracked, allowing staff to run detailed co-enrollment reports.  

 

Supporting State Policies 

State  policies supporting the coordinated implementation of state strategies include, but are not 

limited to policies addressing partner collaboration, and integrated service delivery as described 

below. 

KANSASWORKS Service Delivery 

The following state policies support the coordinated implementation of the strategies in the 

“State Strategies” section: 

 State Workforce Policy #1-01 Workforce Services Policy Process – explains the process 

by which workforce system policies are created/modified and outlines necessary 

collaboration 

 State Workforce Policy #3-26 Partner Collaboration –provides direction to facilitate 

coordinating services of one-stop partners. 
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 State Workforce Policy #3-30 State Workforce System Brand – establishes statewide 

brand 

 State Workforce Policy #4-04 KANSASWORKS Service Delivery Integration and 

Functional Management – reduces duplication and increases efficiencies through 

enhanced integration for WP, WIA, TAA and VETS program operations at the local 

level. 

 

The above policies are available on the KANSASWORKS Policies website. 

 

Additionally, because Commerce delivers Registered Apprenticeship as a statewide activity, its 

services are aligned with all workforce services delivery.  Services to employers are aligned 

through state and LWIB service delivery integration. 

 
State policy requires every Workforce Center to provide information to jobseekers on the Registered 

Apprenticeship program.  Program Consultants for the Registered Apprenticeship program coordinate and 

facilitate directly with the One-Stop partners as they work with employers to assist in the development of 

standards for skilled occupations.  Coordination efforts are ongoing among Registered Apprenticeship, 

WIA, and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families to develop processes for referral of qualified 

jobseekers.  Coordination of these programs ensures participants receive the support services necessary to 

complete their training and receive a Completion of Apprenticeship certificate.   

 

Registered Apprenticeship program sponsors are encouraged to apply as eligible training providers for 

WIA.  Apprentices in a Kansas Registered Apprenticeship programs are co-enrolled in WIA when 

appropriate.  Program Sponsors and State Apprenticeship Council members sit on the local WIBs. 

 

Apprenticeship Program Consultants work with the Workforce Centers and registered business sponsors 

to coordinate funds from various programs to help pay the extraordinary costs of training for program 

participants.   Registered Apprenticeship program sponsors may also qualify for partial reimbursement of 

training costs through the Kansas Industrial Training Program, the Kansas Industrial Retraining Program 

or the State Energy Sector Partnership Training grant. 

 

 

Rapid Response 

The Department of Commerce, State Dislocated Worker Unit, is responsible for providing Rapid 

Response services. The state RR team consists of the Rapid Response Coordinator/TAA 

Supervisor, Deputy Administrator of Workforce Investment Programs/NEG Coordinator, the 

Workforce Services Director, the Systems Reporting Analyst, and the Deputy Director of LMIS 

at KDOL.  The state’s responsibilities include the following: 

 

 Provide overall grant management to the Rapid Response program; 

 Serve as the central point of communication for the state Workforce Centers; 

 Develop prospective strategies for addressing dislocation events that ensure rapid access 

to the broad range of allowable assistance in conjunction with other appropriate federal, 

state, and local service agencies and officials, employer associations, technical or other 

business councils, and labor organizations; 

 Compile information and distribute to the State Board, the USDOL, and others as needed; 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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 Establish and maintain the WARN online data base; 

 Coordinate and provide related staff development activities; 

 Establish and maintain dislocated worker and Rapid Response information on the 

Department of Commerce web site; 

 Initiate early intervention services; 

 Maintain an official file for all Rapid Response activities, including the surveys; 

 Print materials and folders and deliver informational packets; 

 Review and make recommendations on requests for Rapid Response services; 

 Prepare National Emergency Grants; and 

 Continually improve customer service, evaluate customer satisfaction measures, and 

share this information with the State Board. 
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Commerce designates Local Area Rapid Response Coordinators to provide and oversee Rapid 

Response activities in their respective Local Areas. The local RR teams vary per area, but each 

include at least the local Rapid Response Coordinator and local Workforce Center staff. Rapid 

Response intervention is offered for any lay-off, regardless of size or whether a TAA petition has 

been filed or certified. The activities they provide include, but are not limited to: 

 

 Immediate and on-site contact with the employer, representatives of the affected workers, 

and the local community; 

 Conduct an assessment of the layoff plans and schedule of the employer.  

 Contact Commerce to request statewide materials and folders as well as collection and 

assimilation of information to be provided at employee meetings; 

 Immediately notify affected Workforce Center Operators and partner agencies of a layoff 

incident.  

 Hold informational meetings with the affected workers, providing them with re-

employment services, UI, and community resources information;  

 If a company is trade-certified by the time a Rapid Response meeting is held, TAA 

information is provided. 

Administer a customer survey to be completed for each layoff incident in which on-site contact 

was made. Information relating to follow-up services is gathered, including assistance needed for 

training, education, or job search activities; 

 

 Responsible for connecting the affected workers to resources necessary for follow-up 

services; 

 Work with the employers and affected workers on additional services such as Job Fairs, 

resume writing/interviewing workshops, etc. 

 

Rapid Response activities are initiated when the State or Local Rapid Response Coordinator 

becomes aware of an impending layoff of any size. A WARN or non-WARN notice may be 

initiated from the following: 

 

 Employer - Upon receipt of the official WARN notification from the employer, the 

State or Local Rapid Response Coordinator contacts the employer within 48 hours of 

the notice to offer Rapid Response services.   

 Kansas Department of Commerce - Any Commerce employee who receives 

notification of non-WARN information must send that information to the State Rapid 

Response Coordinator within 24 hours.  The State or Local Rapid Response 

Coordinator contacts the employer within 48 hours from the time they are notified. 

 Workforce Center Partner – If a workforce center partner (who is not part of the local 

Rapid Response delegation) receives or learns of a layoff, they must notify the State 

or Local Rapid Response Coordinator.  The State or Local Rapid Response 

Coordinator contacts the employer within 48 hours of learning of the layoff. 

 Newspaper Articles or Broadcast News - The State or Local Rapid Response 

Coordinator contacts the employer within 48 hours of receiving information from 

newspaper articles or broadcast news. 

 Other - Other notifications may include phoned-in leads, employer contacts, and 

notification from the USDOL or Trade Act program certifications. The State or Local 
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Rapid Response Coordinator contacts the employer within 48 hours of learning of the 

impending layoff. 

 

Once the informed is received and confirmed, the workers are notified through the following 

strategies: 

 

Employer Contact 

 

The State or Local Rapid Response Coordinator makes immediate contact with the 

employer to determine the layoff plans and to schedule informational meetings for the 

affected workers. The goal is to hold pre-layoff meetings at the work-site; however, the 

details are determined based on the employer’s needs and desires.  Every effort is made 

to best accommodate the employer and promote attendance.  Post-layoff informational 

meetings may also be arranged and held, if necessary. 

 

Union Contact 

 

When the affected workers are organized under a union, the Local Rapid Response 

Coordinator notifies the local or regional union office of the time, date and location of the 

pre-layoff informational meeting so the union may promote the meeting to its members.  

If meetings cannot be held at the work site, the union hall may be a suitable alternative.   

 

The order of preference for meeting location is first, the work site; second, the union 

facility; and third, another location approved by labor and management.   

 

Other 

 

If the employer has already closed the plant,  isn’t responding to our contact or if there is 

no Union involvement, there are several different avenues we will try in notifying the 

workers.  We will provide outreach through print ads or radio ads in the area of lay-off.  

We also will work with KDOL to send out information regarding meetings. 

 

Once the workers are notified and meetings are set up, the workers are offered the following 

services: 

 

Rapid Response Services and Workforce Center Activities 

 

As part of all Rapid Response meetings, information is presented about services available 

through KANSASWORKS—the statewide workforce system.  Staff that deliver services 

in the workforce center may provide information during the Rapid Response meetings or 

this will be covered by the Local Rapid Response Coordinator.  Eligible dislocated 

workers are provided services at the meetings or are referred to the workforce center for 

further evaluation and services.  These services include, but are not limited to: 

 

 WIA eligibility determination 

 Case management 
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 Skills assessment 

 Resume writing and interview techniques 

 Labor market information 

 Job matching services 

 Occupational training 

 

As mentioned above, customer surveys are administered and collected at the Rapid Response 

meetings. This past year, Kansas started utilizing a scan-able worker survey, to include all of the 

Region V Rapid Response survey questions as well as some unique to Kansas.  These surveys 

are administered and collected during the Rapid Response meetings.  The Local Area RR 

Coordinator makes copies for themselves to keep for follow-up and referrals and then sends the 

originals to the state RR Coordinator.  At this time, there have been a number of hurdles with the 

scanning portion of this process, so it is a continual work in progress.  Also, the state RR 

Coordinator is working with the Kansas KDOL/LMIS division to develop the best tools and 

resources from the surveys. 

 
 

Kansas is also working on improving and developing new layoff aversion strategies:  

 The Dislocated Worker Unit and Kansas Department of Labor Market Information 

Services are working together on a layoff aversion strategy by analyzing the trends of 

industries in a particular region, whether the industry is growing, stable or declining in 

sales, employment, etc.  

 In one local area, a pilot program is in place to utilize Dun and Bradstreet information to 

recognize struggling companies and utilize the information to reach out to these 

companies. 

 The State Dislocated Worker Unit partners with the Kansas Department of Labor to 

determine if a company is eligible and willing to participate in the Work Share program 

as a layoff aversion strategy. The Shared Work Program is designed to help both 

employers and employees. It is an alternative for employers faced with a reduction in 

workforce and allows an employer to divide the available work or hours of work among a 

specified group of affected employees in lieu of a layoff. Shared Work allows the 

employees to receive a portion of their unemployment insurance benefits while working 

reduced hours. 

 The state has a waiver to use WIA Rapid Response funds to assist in devising and 

overseeing strategies for providing Incumbent Worker Training for layoff aversion.  The 

IWT guidelines provide direction for how these funds can be used. The overall direction 

is training must be for the purpose of averting layoffs, but  should also be for the purpose 

of improving employee retention, increasing employee earning potential through the 

upgrade of skills and to assist in staying competitive. 

 

 The State Dislocated Worker Unit may also support pre-feasibility studies of avoiding a 

plant closure through such options as a company or group, including the workers, to 

purchase the plant or company and continue it in operation.  

 

Rapid Response in Kansas is a continual process of improvement. 
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Kansas Management Information System 

Each LWIB in Kansas is required to use kansasworks.com, the state’s Management Information 

System to record all WIA activities and outcomes associated with any WIA customer of the state 

workforce system.  Performance reports required by USDOL are generated from 

kansasworks.com. 

 

 State Workforce Policy #1-04-00 Data and Information Collection and Maintenance 

describes state requirements for collecting and maintaining data for the all workforce 

programs which do not use separate data systems mandated by US DOL.   

 State Workforce Policy #3-31-00 Data Collection sets standard operating procedures for data 

collection including what data must be collected, verification, validation and security.  The 

purpose is to ensure electronic databases and reports are certifiably accurate. 

 

To measure progress on state and local performance using wage records is possible in Kansas 

through the Wage Records Interchange Systems (WRIS).  Kansas Department of Commerce is 

working collaboratively with the Kansas Department of Labor (KDOL) to enter into an MOU 

defining the Wage Record Interchange System data specifications between the agencies.  

Commerce utilizes wage records as a resource for determining unemployment insurance (UI) 

benefits based on quarterly employee wage reports filed by employers with the state's 

Unemployment Insurance Agency (UIA), KDOL.  The intention for the sharing of this data is to 

provide a tool for assessing and reporting both for state and local performance measures within 

programs authorized under the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998.  Federal law dictates, 

employers are required to submit each employee’s quarterly wage records to the UIA.  In an 

effort to be more timely and consistent, Commerce has chosen to rely on the quarterly wage 

records provided by KDOL rather than requesting wage information from individual employers, 

which could significantly delay training benefit eligibility to individuals.  

 

As a result of this collaborative data sharing effort, the WRIS option provides several benefits to 

employers, employees and state and local agencies including: 

 

 Kansas employers are no longer required to complete numerous UIA forms annually, 

requesting weekly wage information. This saves employers and UIA countless hours in 

processing time as well as mailing costs. 

 Laid off workers know immediately upon filing their claims how much they may be entitled 

to in unemployment benefits, instead of having up to a two weeks or longer delay. 

 Wage record can help identify and resolve problems with wage information before the first 

payment is made, and thereby reduce errors and fraud in the UI system, resulting in millions 

of dollars in annual savings to the state's UI trust fund. 

 State and local agencies save annually in administrative costs. 
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Process for Wage Data Sharing:  As specified in the MOU, the WRIS2 allows for preparation of 

Aggregate Statistical Reports and provides for analytical data to be available to satisfy the 

reporting and performance requirements for certain Federal or state training and education 

programs.  Although this data is available to pertinent staff and allocable partner staff for 

research and evaluation purposes, the information integrity and confidentiality of personal 

identifiable information remains secure.  WRIS2 data will be shared as an electronic link 

between the two agencies and access to staff/partners is limited based on the secure access 

granted for the region and/or relative office environments.  This concept is a mere extension of 

the WRIS data sharing model requiring One-Stop career center partner programs, not under the 

jurisdiction of the Department of Labor, as well as “additional” partners whose participation in 

the One-Stop delivery system is appropriate but not mandatory. 

Security Protocol for Wage Record Accessibility:  The purpose of this WRIS2 Agreement is to 

establish and implement the operating conditions and procedures that will govern the 

participation in WRIS2 of the State Unemployment Insurance Agency (SUIA) holding Wage 

Data, the state Performance Accountability and Customer Information Agencies (PACIAs), and 

the DOL, Employment and Training Administration (ETA), and to establish certain conditions 

and procedures, consistent with 20 CFR Part 603, that are intended to protect the confidentiality 

of information disclosed among the participating parties through WRIS2.  Again, access is 

limited and data is shared by electronic means via data exchange between the two governing 

agencies noted above. 

 

Plan for Adoption of the American Job Center Network Brand 

In 2006 the KANSASWORKS State Board determined a statewide brand should be instituted for 

the public workforce system.  Commerce and local area staff met many times to finalize a plan 

for branding.  In 2008 Policy 3-30 State Workforce Services System Brand was approved and 

implementation of the brand begun.  The policy includes a minimum standards brand toolkit and 

outreach plan. The following excerpt from the policy details how the brand is utilized: 

 

This State Policy mandates incorporation of the KANSASWORKS Brand, approved by 

the State Board, by all local workforce operators, boards and locations.  Each area must 

decide to fully adopt the brand or work in concert with the brand as detailed in the 

KANSASWORKS Minimum Standards and Brand Toolkit and KANSASWORKS 

Outreach Plan. 

 

The KANSASWORKS Brand shall be the common statewide identifier for all locations 

that meet the criteria of a Workforce Center – a location where core services are available 

to customers.   

 

Adherence to the KANSASWORKS Minimum Standards and Brand Toolkit is required 

(see Attachment A).  This guide was designed to maintain the integrity of the brand, 

which specifies any variations allowed, and is available to all Workforce Center staff and 

partners. 
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Within sixty days of the adoption of this policy, the State Board mandates each Local 

Workforce Investment Board to create a local outreach plan, taking into consideration the 

statewide KANSASWORKS Outreach Plan (Attachment B), and detailing how the 

KANSASWORKS brand will be utilized.  It should address how the brand will be used 

in all printed materials (letterhead, business cards, flyers, brochures, publications, etc.), 

television/radio ads, Web sites, billboards, interior and exterior signs and other outreach 

efforts as well as public relations.   

 

Each location providing core services shall have an external sign incorporating the 

KANSASWORKS logo as detailed in the KANSASWORKS Minimum Standards and 

Brand Toolkit.  For interior signs, each location providing core services shall incorporate 

KANSASWORKS on the main interior sign and other interior signs as deemed 

appropriate and reasonable by the Kansas Department of Commerce. 

 

This plan will be shared with the Kansas Department of Commerce Director of 

Communications for cohesion with the statewide outreach plan. The Director of 

Communications will review submitted material and will provide technical assistance 

when necessary to resolve any discrepancies.  Local Areas may transition the 

KANSASWORKS brand into their materials as they need to be reprinted; however, full 

incorporation is expected by January 1, 2009. 

Link to KANSASWORKS Policies 

 

The state utilized $400,000 of the governor’s set aside funds and local areas approximately 

$35,000 for brand implementation. Two areas decided to fully adopt the brand and three elected 

to brand in concert with KANSASWORKS.  The initiative has been successful and Kansas plans 

to continue to brand the workforce system in accordance with Policy 3-30. 

 

Kansas firmly believes it to be true that there are millions of people unaware of the resources 

available through the public workforce system.  However, for a number of reasons Kansas has 

decided to forego adoption of the American Job Center network brand.  They are as follows: 

 The 66 percent reduction in governor’s WIA set aside dollars effective in 2011 

eliminated Kansas’ ability to invest additional dollars into the workforce system to assist 

job seekers and employers, which leaves investing dollars in rebranding the system 

impractical.  

 Longevity for this brand is uncertain. The outreach plan is vague with insecure funding 

and lacks detail on building brand equity (radio? TV? Social media? Only what state’s 

do?).  The dollars that are referenced in the TEGL state “funds will be used to expand 

access to workforce services in more physical locations, extend American Job Center 

business hours, and expand virtual services available in national electronic tools.”  All 

of these focus on expanded services, not brand awareness.     

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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 Since Kansas permitted local areas to brand in concert with KANSASWORKS, it would 

be confusing for participants to see a third brand “in partnership with” the local brand.   

Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 After spending two years working through logistics of a statewide brand, spending four 

years building brand equity, and knowing the money and time branding takes, Kansas 

feels it best to opt out of the American Job Center network brand at this point in time 

and continue to focus on building awareness of the public workforce system through the 

KANSASWORKS brand. 

Kansas will help boost awareness of the American Job Center network by including a link to 

the site as one of the resources available to employers and job seekers on 

KANSASWORKS.com.  Additionally, Commerce will encourage local areas to do the same.   

 

SERVICES TO STATE TARGET POPULATIONS 

 

Barriers to skill achievement and employment experienced by individuals within defined sub- 

populations are complex, inter-related and unique to each individual.  KANSASWORKS 

operates collaboratively with business and industry and the education community to develop 

strategies to overcome these barriers.   

 

Integration of Workforce System, Education and Business 

 

Persons who have barriers to employment may fail to see the link between education and training 

and better job prospects.  Kansas has established a strategy to integrate the state's workforce 

system, business and industry, and the education community to develop strategies to accomplish 

the following: 

 

 Develop a comprehensive and sustained support structure to deal with potential 

problems faced by the targeted population; 

 Engage training providers who take a holistic approach in responding to the needs, 

interests, and aspirations of each person; 

 Recognize that while some individuals may realize the importance of education, 

training, and employment, their experiences have not always been positive. Outreach 

and recruitment involves selling the positive aspects and convincing the individual to 

participate in further education and training; 
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 Understand the risk factors for special population groups and develop programs with 

these in mind to ensure appropriate support mechanisms are integrated throughout; 

and 

 Undertake careful planning with the workforce system, business and industry, and the 

education community to specify roles and responsibilities for responding to the 

complex problems faced by special population groups with barriers to employment. 

 

Improved access to education and training opportunities through an integrated workforce system 

is a critical component to overcoming barriers to employment.  Effective partnerships between 

business, education, and training providers ensure this approach works.   

 

Requirements of all policies and practices listed below are monitored by the Workforce 

Compliance and Oversight Unit, Legal Division, Kansas Department of Commerce.  Corrective 

Action is initiated for any policy or practice not met by any LWIB, thus ensuring customers who 

need a broad range of services receive them.  All State Workforce Policies can be found at:  

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx 

 

The Kansas Department of Commerce operates the Work Opportunity Tax Credit program and 

provides outreach to employers regarding the possible benefits business can receive by 

employing individuals found in many of the target populations.  WOTC is a powerful tool for 

mitigating the perceived risk associated with hiring certain job seekers. 

 

Commerce also operates coordinates the Federal Bonding Program, available to jobseekers who 

have committed a fraudulent or dishonest act, or who have demonstrated other past behavior that 

casts doubt upon their credibility or honesty.  These individuals often experience a special barrier 

to gaining employment due to their personal backgrounds.   

 

Employers often view these job applicants as being potentially untrustworthy workers regardless 

of the specific job.  This fear is further heightened by the fact that fidelity bond insurance 

commercially purchased by employers to protect against employee dishonesty usually will not 

cover these job applicants.  As a result, these job applicants are routinely denied employment.  

The Federal bonding Program helps reduce the risk usually taken by employers and is utilized as 

another tool for reducing employment barriers for certain job seekers. 

Reemployment Services 

State Workforce Policy # 4-2-04 Wagner-Peyser Reemployment Services for UI Claimants:  

Wagner-Peyser funding is provided to the Department of Commerce to assure: (1) UI claimants 

receive a full range of labor exchange services necessary and appropriate to facilitate their 

earliest return to work; (2) claimants requiring assistance in seeking work receive the necessary 

guidance and counseling to ensure they can conduct a meaningful and realistic work search; and 

(3) UI program staff receive information about the claimants’ ability to work or their availability 

to accept suitable work offered them.  UI claimants are selected using KDOL’s Worker Profiling 

and Reemployment Services (WPRS) system.  Claimants most likely to exhaust (score of 50% or 

higher) are placed in the pool for WFC staff to schedule in for services.  The following are 

mandatory services. 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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Mandatory Services 

 Work Registration – Most claimants are automatically registered in 

KANSASWORKS.com when they file a claim.  However, if the claimant is not already 

registered, staff assistance is offered to help them register. 

 Assessment Orientation – Staff provide an introduction to the workforce center to include 

instruction on using self-help tools. 

 Initial Assessment – Staff provide an initial assessment of the claimant’s skill level, 

aptitude, ability, supportive service needs and eligibility for federally funded programs in 

general, and specifically USDOL funded programs. 

 Individual Employment Plan – In coordination with the claimant, staff develop a written 

Individual Employment Plan (IEP) matched to the claimant’s needs based on information 

gathered during the Assessment Interview.  

 

Other Mandatory Services - Any activity the case manager considers essential for the claimant to 

become reemployed may be added to the customer’s service record identified as a mandatory 

service.  This may include activities such as the following: 

 participation in workshops; 

 referrals to other services providers such as WIA; and 

 accessing Kansas Career Pipeline to determine career interests, skills and work values, 

explore occupations and establish educational strategies. 

 

Reemployment and Eligibility Assessment 

Commerce also delivers the Reemployment and Eligibility Assessment (REA) Program.  REA is 

similar to re-employment services; however, through an MOU with the Kansas Department of 

Labor, Commerce employs staff in workforce centers located in Wichita, Topeka, Lawrence, 

Pittsburg, Independence and Overland Park.  REA staff provides one-on-one services to 

claimants most likely to exhaust UI benefits through the WPRS Profiling System-- those with a 

score between 40-49%.  Staff review job seekers’ UI eligibility and work closely with KDOL 

staff to address any UI issues.  Commerce staff provides core and intensive services and refer 

REA customers to any services needed to reduce barriers to employment.  REA staff is required 

to follow up with claimant every 30 days until they are reemployed or are no longer receiving 

UI. 

 

The goals of the REA are to: 

 Shorten the number of weeks claimed  

 Decrease the likelihood of UI overpayments  

 Decrease the likelihood of claimants exhausting UI benefits  

 Cost savings for the UI trust fund  

 Rapid reemployment for UI claimants  
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State Policies 

State Workforce Policy #3-11-01 Priority of WIA Services:  The One-Stop delivery system is 

built upon the foundation of universal access to services for all individuals. Because funds are 

limited, the Local Board is required to establish local policies regarding prioritizing service for 

specific population groups (low-income and public assistance recipient categories). The Local 

Board policies and criteria for prioritizing must be included in their local WIA five-year strategic 

plan.  When funds allocated for WIA adult services are limited, state policy requires that priority 

be given to recipients of public assistance and other low-income individuals, and to individuals 

age 55 and over for intensive services and training services. Through cooperation and 

coordination among service providers, local outreach efforts should be made to needy families 

and older individuals. Outreach should also be made to people with disabilities who do not have 

easy access to transportation to a One-Stop Center or a means to access information through 

computer linkages.  Certain subpopulations such as Displaced Homemakers, long-term 

unemployed and underemployed individuals and are served within the parameters of the Priority 

of WIA Services policy. 

 

State Workforce Policy #4-03-00 Migrant and Seasonal Farm Workers Outreach-Monitor 

Advocate Program:  The Wagner-Peyser Act regulations, found at 20 CFR Parts 651, 653, and 

658, provide that workforce agencies shall make job order information conspicuous and 

available to MSFWs in all Workforce Centers and operate an outreach program for the purpose 

of contacting MSFWs who are not being reached by a Workforce Center’s normal intake 

activities and informing them of the available services.  Additionally, Workforce Centers having 

a significant MSFW population within their administrative area may be designated to undertake 

especially vigorous outreach to the MSFW population.  Local Workforce Investment Area’s 

(LWIA’s) outreach plans are included in their Local Plans. 

 

The regulations also established the State Monitor Advocate (SMA) system to conduct oversight 

and advocacy on behalf of MSFWs.  The SMA oversees the delivery of specific MSFW services 

to ensure the required equity measures are properly administered and enforced. 

 

The Kansas Workforce system provides outreach services, often through partnerships with other 

agencies, to inform MSFWs of workforce services. Services primarily include referrals to 

support services, staff assisted services to provide career guidance, and job development contacts 

to refer MSFWs to long-term non-agricultural employment paying at least $.50 above minimum 

wage.  Workforce centers are also responsible for registering crew chiefs, and the employers for 

whom recruitment is being done, when migrant workers are brought into Kansas.  The State 

Monitor Advocate, as part of the Workforce Compliance and Oversight Unit, monitors 

compliance with federal regulations and maintains a centralized procedure to process complaints 

filed by or on behalf of MSFWs. 

 

State Workforce Policy #2-01-05 Jobs for Veterans Act Program:  The Wagner-Peyser Act 

provides priority referral to jobs and training and special employment services and assistance to 

job candidates who are veterans.   The Workforce Investment Act of 1998, section 168, sets forth  
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the requirement for programs to meet the needs for workforce activities of veterans with service-

connected disabilities, veterans who have significant barriers to employment, veterans who 

served on active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces during a war or in a campaign or expedition for 

which a campaign badge has been authorized, and recently separated veterans.  The Kansas 

Department of Commerce requires each Local Workforce Investment Board (LWIB) to develop 

and maintain a policy to address how priority of services to veterans and other covered persons 

will be applied. This policy must be relevant to all WIA funded programs, including adult, 

dislocated worker, youth, set-aside projects and National Emergency Grants.  Specific grant 

language on veteran’s priority is required in all grant agreements to ensure grantees are fully 

aware of the law's requirements and of their obligation to design service delivery strategies 

accordingly.  Priority of service veterans are provided within the context of existing program 

policies. LWIBs are not required to change their allocations among services to reserve funds for 

veterans, but are required to ensure eligible veterans are given priority over non-veterans for all 

available services. The Veterans Representative is available to assist local program staff in 

determining and documenting the eligibility of veterans (and some spouses). Both DVOP and 

DVER staff are located throughout the Kansas workforce system to assure any eligible veteran 

seeking services is provided with the services needed. 

 

State Workforce Policy #1-10-01 Prohibition Against National Origin Discrimination as it 

Affects Persons with limited English Proficiency:  All entities that receive federal financial 

assistance from the USDOL must take reasonable steps to ensure that individuals with limited 

English proficiency receive the language assistance necessary to afford meaningful access to 

programs, services and information.  One-stop partners that receive financial assistance from a 

federal agency other than USDOL are also subject to the Title VI Civil Rights Act implementing 

regulations and guidance of that federal agency.  All components of the workforce system are 

required to develop procedures to assure compliance with this policy.  The Kansas workforce 

system uses community-based organizations, publicly funded agencies and workforce center 

staff to assist individuals with language barriers. 

 

State Workforce Policy #3-14-03 WIA Eligibility Determination and Documentation: The Kansas 

workforce system provides guidance to LWIBs to assure individuals without an address or 

“permanent” residence can receive services provided by the workforce system.  Workforce 

Center staff members utilize any and all services available, either through referrals or directly, to 

assist individuals who are homeless and in need of services not typically provided by the 

workforce system.  These services, such as clothing, transportation and other supportive services, 

are meant to reduce barriers from employment. 

 

As demonstrated in the policies mentioned above, Commerce provides guidance to LWIB staff 

for meeting the needs of persons with barriers including homelessness and language barriers.  

However, these services are addressed in Local Area plans and not detailed in the state integrated 

plan. 

Offender Re-Entry 

The Kansas Department of Commerce has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with 

the Kansas Department of Corrections to provide a management-level staff person dedicated to 

assisting offenders, both prior to release from prison and during reintegration into the 
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community.  The Reintegration Program manager works to eliminate policy barriers of the 

corrections system and the workforce system to assure offenders are able to access workforce 

system services.  KANSASWORKS Virtual Services have proven to be very helpful for 

providing workforce services to individuals still incarcerated.  Through outreach to employers, 

the Reintegration Program manager develops employment opportunities for releasing offenders 

and provides follow up services to the offender and his/her workforce system case manager. 

 

Older Workers 

In addition to the requirement to prioritize older worker in Workforce Services Policy #3-11-01, 

Commerce operates a state funded employment program for Kansans age 55 and over. Older 

Worker Programs in Kansas are successful in their outreach and placement of older workers.  

There is a high degree of coordination of services between many agencies and they are dedicated 

to serving the older Kansas worker.  As our population continues to age, these programs will 

become even more necessary.   

 

The Older Kansans Employment Program (OKEP) was established by the state Legislature in 

1982 K.S.A.5741.   OKEP provides employment placement services in the private sector to 

Kansans 55 and over.  Although priority is given to unemployed older Kansans who are most in 

need, OKEP participants are not required to meet WIA guidelines.  OKEP coordinates closely 

with WIA, the Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP), and state agencies 

servicing older populations.   

 

The Kansas Older Worker Task Force (OWTF) is responsive and supportive of the networking 

of programs and coordination of services for older Kansans.  The state’s SCSEP subcontractor 

and the project directors for the national sponsors, together with the AARP Kansas, business, 

OKEP service providers, Area Agencies on Aging, Department on Aging, Department of 

Education, and Aging Advocates are represented on the task force.  The task force meets 

quarterly and members attend meetings of the State Board and Local Boards to encourage older 

worker representation and to inform the board members and the public about aging and senior 

workforce issues.  OWTF outreach activities are designed to promote older workers for 

employment in the private and public sectors, eliminate myths about older workers, promote 

recruitment, job development and training of older workers; and promote good will and 

recognition for the senior employment service programs in Kansas.   

 

National SCSEP Grantees are required partners of the Workforce Investment System.  In the 

local area in which the grantee offers services, the grantee enters into a Memorandum of 

Understanding with the Local Board.  The Memorandum of Understanding describes the services 

to be provided through the local system, how the costs of such services and the operating costs of 

the system will be funded; the methods of referral of individuals between the One-Stop operator 

and the One-Stop partners, for appropriate services and activities.  Also, as a required partner, 

the SCSEP Grantee will be represented on the Local Board in the local area in which the grantee 

offers services.  The state SCSEP sub-grantee is the LWIB located in Wichita, Kansas. 
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Job Seekers with Disabilities 

State Workforce Policy #1-12-01Equal Access for Job Seekers with Disabilities:  Federal and 

State laws require that public entities shall operate each service, program, or activity so that the 

service, program or activity, when viewed in its entirety is readily accessible to and useable by 

individuals with disabilities.  KANSASWORKS was the recipient of a Disability program 

navigator grant from the USDOL and used the funding opportunity to upgrade equipment in each 

workforce center, train all staff on the use of the equipment and on strategies for working with 

individuals with disabilities.  Kansas now operates the Disability Employment Initiative and 

continues to assure all facilities, programs and services are accessible and relevant. Kansas DEI 

builds upon past successes to develop and implement sound recruiting, training and placement 

practices for people with disabilities.  Program partners provide services, resources and support 

for program participants. The goal of the Kansas DEI is to create systemic and sustainable 

change in the way the workforce system serves individuals with disabilities. 

 

Kansas DEI must look beyond the workforce center and educate employers of the benefits of 

hiring people with disabilities.  The employment culture of charity (I’ll find an unnecessary job 

for him to do) must be replaced by the culture of opportunity (I’ll hire this person because his 

skills provide an opportunity for my business.)  Kansas DEI dedicates part of a staff position to 

developing Business Leadership Networks, groups of employers who educate their peers on the 

opportunities presented by hiring the best person for the job, whether that person has a disability 

or not.  This provides a strong partnership between business and the workforce system to help 

ensure the Kansas workforce system improves outcomes for its customers with disabilities. 

 

As part of the strategy to enhance services to people with disabilities, and ensure sustainability, 

the Kansas DEI develops and uses Integrated Resource Teams (IRTs).  IRTs consist of the 

program participant, service providers and program partners to deliver a package of services and 

support based on participant need and interest.  These partners work together to coordinate the 

provision of these services. This augments their ability to serve more participants in an improved 

manner and lead to sustainable system change as these strategies continue to be carried on after 

the grant expires in September 2013.  Key partners supporting the Kansas DEI include the 

Cerebral Palsy Research Foundation, Community Mental Health Centers, Kansas Commission 

on Disability Concerns, the Kansas Business Leadership Network and the Kansas Provider 

Leadership Network.  Innovative approaches these partners provide include supported 

employment, computer training, self-employment support systems, financial education programs, 

financial services and employer and provider recruitment support.  Both the DEI and the state 

workforce policy are monitored regularly to ensure KANSASWORKS continues to improve its 

services, facilities and partnerships for all Kansans, including those with disabilities. 
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Youth 

Kansas youth programs are designed to prepare youth for unsubsidized employment.  Strong 

partnerships are expected at the local level between academic and occupational learning 

providers.  Guidelines issued by the state recommend the Local Boards to design youth programs 

that include the following elements: 

 

 Adult mentoring for at least 12 months (both during and after program participation); 

 Alternative secondary school services; 

 Comprehensive guidance and counseling, as well as referrals to counseling appropriate to 

the needs of the individual youth (includes drug and alcohol abuse counseling); 

 Continuous performance review and evaluation; 

 Dropout prevention strategies; 

 Follow-up services; 

 Leadership development opportunities may include activities such as positive social 

behavior development, decision making, teamwork, and other activities; 

 Evaluation of each participant’s academic level, skill level, and service needs; 

 Occupational skill training; 

 Paid and unpaid work experiences, including internships and job shadowing; 

 Post-secondary educational opportunities, in appropriate cases’ including Youth Build; 

 Service strategies for each participant that identifies an employment goal; 

 Summer employment opportunities with strong linkages between academic and 

occupational learning; 

 Supportive services; and 

 Tutoring, study skills training, and instruction leading to secondary school completion. 

 

The Department of Commerce provides technical assistance and monitoring to ensure local 

programs comply with these provisions in designing their youth programs and youth are 

provided as many of the services listed above as are feasible. 

 

Eligible youth seeking assistance in linking academic and occupation learning are provided 

effective and comprehensive activities through local youth programs.  Local programs include a 

variety of options for improving educational and skill competencies, and providing effective 

connections to business. 

 

Depending on individual need, out-of-school youth are provided the following: 

 

 Career and occupational information;  

 Classroom training for a high school diploma;  

 Counseling (may include referral to drug and alcohol counseling);  

 Employment skills enhancements (activities related to leadership development, team 

building; decision-making, citizenship, community service, and peer-centered activities); 
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 Individualized evaluation;  

 Job placement;  

 Job training activities; and 

 Workforce information. 

 

The Local Boards are expected to develop strong partnerships between the workforce 

development system, academic learning, and occupational learning to design services to prepare 

youth for unsubsidized employment.  Youth Councils provide recommendations to the Local 

Boards.  These boards are comprised of a majority of business representatives.  In this way, there 

is business input into the design of local youth programs.  Local youth programs have strong 

business connections to provide youth a full array of services. 

 

LWIBs procure providers of youth activities by awarding grants or contracts on a competitive 

basis and considering the recommendations and criteria established by their Youth Councils.  

The Local Boards carry out all competitive processes and contract negotiations in accordance 

with state and federal procurement guidelines.  Use of a Request-for-Proposal (RFP) process 

ensures there are an adequate number of qualified sources to ensure competition.  The process 

also ensures youth with significant barriers to employment will be served by providers 

knowledgeable and experienced in providing supports which lead to positive outcomes.  Local 

Youth Councils complete technical evaluations of proposals received prior to making its 

recommendation(s) to the Local Board.  This method ensures responsible bidders are selected 

whose proposals are the most cost effective and advantageous to the program.  Procedures used 

to award contracts to local youth activity providers are reviewed regularly to ensure 

non-discrimination.  Each Local Board is required to describe their procedures for identifying 

effective and ineffective youth activities and providers in their Local Area Plan.   

 

The state recommends the following minimum criteria to identify effective youth activities and 

providers:  

 

 ADA compliant facilities; 

 Caring adults and mentors; 

 Certifications and licenses for program completion; 

 Coordination with post-secondary education; 

 Counseling and support services; 

 Curriculum outlines for training activities; 

 Demonstrated effectiveness; 

 Duplication minimized; 

 Experience with youth participants and coordinating youth services; 

 Fiscal controls; 

 High quality activities; 

 Information on admissions, cancellations, and refunds; 

 Likelihood of meeting performance goals; 

 Locally identified training priorities for youth; 

 Opportunities for constructive community services; 

 Positive peer support; 
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 Positive relationships with business; 

 Public review of written proposals; 

 Skill and leadership development; 

 Staff qualifications; 

 Success rates based on enrollments and completions; 

 Sustained long-term follow-up and support; and  

 Other criteria established by a Local Board. 

 

If a Local Board determines that a service provider is not meeting performance, a specified time 

is allowed for problem identification, resolution and performance improvement.  Technical 

assistance may be given and corrective action plans may be required by the Corrective Action 

Board or a Local Board.  If the corrective action plan is not carried out, or the poor performance 

is not corrected within the specified time, the contract may be suspended or terminated. 

 

Coordination with the workforce system readily occurs because the typical Job Corps participant 

fits the profile for the WIA youth program.  Job Corps participants are between 16 and 24 years 

of age and economically disadvantaged high school dropouts in need of additional education or 

training.  Workforce Center staff members are familiar with the Job Corps training program and 

refer appropriate candidates.  The Flint Hills Job Corps Center is located in Manhattan, Kansas.  

Job Corps outreach staff are co-located in Workforce Centers in Topeka and Wichita to provide 

information and regular outreach services to all Workforce Centers.  Job Corps is represented on 

several Local Boards and Youth Councils.  Representatives provide informational workshops 

and recruiting seminars upon request. 

 

Finally, Commerce employs two fulltime Workforce Response Coordinators who hold and 

attend Job Fairs, university and postsecondary fairs and statewide recruitment activities to keep 

youth in Kansas after attaining skills needed for Kansas’ businesses.  This direct outreach and 

employment connection to youth is intended to highlight career opportunities for Kansans in 

Kansas. 

 

WAGNER-PEYSER AGRICULTURAL OUTREACH 

 

Assessment of Need 
(i) A review of the previous year’s agricultural activity in the State. 

 

According to the latest National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) -- Kansas field office 

Agricultural Exports report (August 5, 2011), Kansas ranked seventh among the 50 states as 

an exporter of agricultural products during fiscal year 2010, down one place from 2009.  

Kansas exports rose 3% from the previous fiscal year.  Exports increased from 2009 for 

soybeans & products, feeds & fodders, hides & skins, and animal fats while declining in all 

other categories.  Kansas accounted for 4.5% of U.S. agricultural exports in Fiscal Year 

2010. 

 

Weather throughout 2012 has not been good for Kansas agriculture due to extreme heat and 

drought.  Wheat production was down 23% from 2010, the lowest harvested acreage since 
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1957.  As of the week ending July 30, 2012, crop quality declined in most Kansas’ major 

crops.  Corn, sorghum, and sunflower declined to only 1% being rated excellent each; cotton 

improved to 6% excellent; and range and pasture condition was rated 1% good while 55% 

was rated very poor.  As a result, operators sold calves earlier and culled their herds.  In 

addition to drought and heat, row crops were additionally stressed by wind. No non-criteria 

interstate clearance orders were filed by Kansas agricultural employers.  126 H-2A related, or 

criteria orders, were received and processed for clearance.  It is anticipated that PY 2012 will 

again see minimal use of the clearance system for non-criteria orders. 

 

The great majority of 126 criteria job orders involved job duties associated with custom 

combining and/or harvesting.  According to NASS, the custom rates report for 2010 was not 

published because of budget shortages.  Therefore, a comparison and projection of custom 

activities cannot be made since 2009. 

 

(ii) A review of the previous year’s MSFW activity in the State. 

 

Fifty-seven individuals were registered as Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers (MSFWs) in 

the KANSASWORKS system during Program Year (PY) 2011, down 10 from PY 2010. 

 

(iii)A projected level of agricultural activity in the State for the coming year. 

 

According to the NASS Prospective Planting & Stocks report dated March 30, 2012, planting 

of the major crops was forecast as follows: 

 Wheat, 9.5 million acres, up 11.6% from 2011 

 Corn, 4.7 million acres, -4% from 2011 

 Sorghum, 2.5 million acres, -4% from 2011 

 Soybean, 3.9 million acres, -3% from 2011 

 Sunflower, 130,00 acres, -3% from 2011 

 Oats, 100,00 acres, up from 40,000 acres in 2011 

 Barley, 13,000 acres, up from 4,000 acres in 2011 

 Dry beans, 5,000 acres, -23% from 2011 

 All Hay, 2.5 million acres, up from 100,000 acres in 2011 

 Cotton, 55,000 acres, down from 25,000 acres in 2011 

 

(iv) A projected number of MSFWs in the State for the coming year. 

 

According to statistics provided by the Kansas Department of Labor – Labor Market 

Information Service, Kansas employers employed an estimated average 78,617 employees in 

any facet of farm-related employment during calendar year 2011.  Using the USDOL-

approved methodology for estimating the number of MSFWs, 9,690 of all farm employees 

were seasonal and/or migrant.  According to SER Corporation, the Kansas National 

Farmworkers Job Program grantee, they expect to serve 546 MSFWs during PY 2012.  The 

Kansas Statewide Farmworker Health Program reports a much high number of farmworkers 

in fiscal year 2012 (4,879) due to services rendered to all family members of eligible 

farmworkers. 
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(v) A statement of the consideration given to the State Monitor Advocate’s (SMA) recommendation 

as set forth in the annual summary.In accordance with 20 CFR Subpart B, 653.l07 and as 

prescribed by Region V, the SMA participated in the preparation of the agricultural plan and 

has been afforded the opportunity to approve and comment on the final version of the Kansas 

Integrated Workforce Plan.  Such review indicates that the plan has been prepared properly, 

omitting none of the prescribed requirements and properly describing the activities planned 

for providing services to both MSFWs and agricultural employers. 

 

The SMA recommends the Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan defer its Section 8. Wager-

Peyser Act Agricultural Outreach Plan to this attachment. 

 

Outreach Activities 
Developing plans and local strategies for performing outreach to MSFWs is a responsibility 

of the Local Workforce Investment Areas (LWIAs) and the One-Stop Operators.  

KANSASWORKS operates using a functional management model throughout the state as 

required by state policy.  In this model the One-Stop operator appoints a “functional 

manager” who is responsible for managing the day-to-day activities of all staff members, 

regardless of their formal employer.  As the Wagner-Peyser grant recipient, Commerce’s 

daily role in a workforce center can be described as a partner.  However, Commerce/Wagner-

Peyser employees may be the functional manager in some workforce centers. 

 

(i) Numerical goals for the number of MSFWs to be contacted during PY12 by W-P staff.  

To be planned by individual Local Workforce Investment Areas (LWIAs). 

 

(ii) Numerical goals for the staff years to be used for outreach during PY12.  To be planned 

by individual LWIAs. 

 

(iii)The level of W-P funding to be used for outreach during the fiscal year.  To be planned 

by individual LWIAs. 

 

(iv) The tools which will be used to conduct outreach contacts, including personal contact, 

printed matter, videotapes, slides, and /or cassette recordings. 

 

According to KANSASWORKS.com, outreach or knowledge of the system throughout 

PY11 was attributed by individuals to the following activities: 

 Word of mouth – 21,612 

 Brochure/Flyer – 1,359 

 Internet – 17,446 

 Newspaper – 1271 

 Radio – 891 

 TV – 537 

 Highway Billboard – 293 

 Other 10,950 
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Local areas continue efforts to increase outreach through technology and mobility.  

Technology includes increased use of high definition conferencing equipment in the 

workforce centers.  Conferencing equipment is used to facilitate employer interviews, 

outreach contacts with organizations or groups, and translation assistance in the instance of a 

Limited English Proficient customer in one center with a bilingual staff member in another 

center.  Mobility includes out stationing staff in various communities for a day, or part of a 

day in the week, and using recreational vehicles which have been converted into fully 

functioning mobile centers.  These activities are planned and implemented by individual 

local areas. 

 

Communication with partners not physically located in the areas’ comprehensive centers is 

facilitated by electronic means and other informational and referral methods.  Because of 

limited funding and reduced staffing levels, local areas maintain a relationship with 

organizations which serve farmworkers and provide information about One-Stop services. 

 

At the state level, the SMA will continue use of a simple website which serves as an online 

resource directory and offers MSFWs another avenue for communication with the SMA.  

The webpage, found at http://kansasmonitoradvocate.wordpress.com/, is currently 

hosted on a free site and is incurring no cost to the state, save for the SMA’s programming 

and updating time.  The site is designed to be as mobile-friendly as possible in order to be 

easily used by customers with Internet-accessible (smart) phones.  The site has been 

registered with Google in order to turn up when searches are made using keywords such as 

“monitor advocate”, “farmworker”, and Kansas.  Use of Internet tools is a logical step since 

the Internet was listed as the second most common means of learning about 

KANSASWORKS. 

 

Services provided to MSFWs through the One-Stop Delivery System 
 

The Kansas Department of Commerce (Commerce), through the KANSASWORKS (One-

Stop) system, will provide Wagner-Peyser (W-P) Act-funded services to migrant and 

seasonal farmworkers (MSFWs) and to prospective and actual employers in accordance with 

Kansas Workforce Development Policies #4-01-01 – Wager-Peyser Funded Services and #4-

03-00 – Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker (MSFW) Outreach/Monitor Advocate Program.  

Policy #4-01-01, in part, states, “Wagner-Peyser Labor exchange services must be provided 

in the One-Stop delivery system in accordance with Section 7(e) of the Wagner-Peyser 

Act…”  Services will include: 

 Registration for labor exchange and other KANSASWORKS services either as a staff 

assisted or self-service. 

 Explanation and use of KANSASWORKS.com. 

 Referral to jobs. 

 Job seeking assistance. 

 Testing. 

 Needs assessment. 

 Referrals to other agencies. 

 Information on other employment and training activities within the LWIA. 

http://kansasmonitoradvocate.wordpress.com/
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 Labor Market information. 

 Tax Credit programs. 

 English/Spanish language translation assistance. 

 Information about the Job Service complaint system, filing, and processing 

complaints. 

 Customer satisfaction surveys. 

 Bonding program assistance. 

 Complaint processing and referral. 

 

All services will be provided in accordance with state workforce policies addressing services 

to customers funded by Wagner-Peyser, Workforce Investment Act, veterans, and all other 

applicable funding streams.  Services will be funded by workforce center staff as directed by 

their appropriate functional manager in accordance with state policy addressing integration 

and functional management. 

 

Commerce will encourage all LWIAs to strengthen their working relationships with program 

partners, MSFWs, and employers so they each better understand how the KANSASWORKS 

system can assist them and what services are provided. 

 

As required by 20 CFR Subpart B, 653.101, through policy guidance, monitoring, and 

technical assistance, Commerce will ensure all MSFWs are offered the same range of 

employment services, benefits and protections, including counseling, testing and job training 

referral services, as is provided to non-MSFWs.  To assure statewide compliance, Commerce 

will make every effort to meet four out of five Equity Indicators of Compliance, as well as 

meet four out of seven Minimum Service Level Indicators. 

 

A part-time SMA is assigned by Commerce to perform the following: 

 

Technical Assistance 

 The SMA will provide statistical or other technical assistance to LWIAs for plan 

development, policy development, or service provision, as necessary.  LWIAs will be 

advised that, at a minimum, outreach activities must provide information about:  

o services available through the workforce center, including the availability of refers to 

employment, to training, supportive services, testing, counseling, and other job 

related services. 

o types of specific employment opportunities which are currently available in the 

KANSASWORKS system. 

o information about the Job Service complaint system and other organizations serving 

MSFWs. 

o a basic summary of farmworker rights with respect to the terms and conditions of 

employment. 
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Monitoring 

 Conduct state level reviews of the delivery of services and protections afforded to 

MSFWs.  Such reviews may be included in reviews of WIA program components: case 

management; WIA adult, dislocated worker, or youth; One-Stop system; MOUs; etc., as 

applicable. 

 Consult with workforce centers to ensure accurate reporting of MSFW-related 

information. 

 Review proposed state Workforce Service directives, manuals and operating instructions 

relating to or as may relate to MSFWs. 

 Participate in Federal monitoring reviews. 

 Review, on at least a quarterly basis, all statistical and other MSFW-related data as 

reported by KANSASWORKS.com. 

 Prepare an annual summary report of services to MSFWs for the Manager of the 

Commerce Legal Services Regulatory Compliance Unit. 

 Oversee the operation and performance of the Job Service complaint system. 

 

Advocacy 

 Serve as an advocate to improve services to MSFWs within the KANSASWORKS 

system. 

 Provide training to KANSASWORKS staff and provide technical assistance. 

 Participate in public meetings and training conferences sponsored by the U.S. 

Department of Labor or other agency as may apply to MSFWs. 

 Establish and maintain relationships with organizations providing services to MSFWs.  

Currently, the SMA serves on the director level boards of Harvest America Corporation 

and the Kansas Statewide Farmworker Health Program. 

 

Services Provided to Agricultural Employers through the One-Stop Delivery System 
 

The staff of each KANSASWORKS workforce center includes at least one individual who is 

a trained pre-occupancy housing inspector.  In addition to performing the housing 

inspections, these staff members become the contact for agricultural employers and provide 

services, as necessary.  Services include: 

 

*Retention services. 

*Agricultural Recruitment System (Local, Intrastate, Interstate). 

*Access and assistance with KANSASWORKS.com. 

*Information and referral to other agencies. 

*Tax Credit Programs. 

*Informational meetings. 

*Customer Satisfaction Surveys. 

*Labor Market Information. 

*Job Fairs, special/mass recruitments. 
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Other Requirements 
1. State Monitor Advocate.  Please see section A(v.) above. 

 

2. Review and Public Comment 

 

In accordance with 20 CFR Subpart B, 653.107(d)(1), (2), and (3), Commerce has given the 

opportunity to SER Corporation, WIA Section 167 grantee, Local Workforce Investment 

Boards, appropriate MSFW groups, public agencies, and other interested organizations to 

comment on this Agricultural Services Plan.  On May 15, 2012, organizations were initially 

provided a copy of the PY11 plan to be used as a template for PY12.  One organization, SER 

Corporation provided comments.  The comments appear below with an indication of how 

they were addressed.  On July 16, the KANSASWORKS State Board Executive Director 

broadcast through email the link to the draft Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan for review 

and comment.  The integrated plan includes the agriculture plan prior to updates contained in 

this version.  No additional comments from outside organizations were received. 

 

Public Comments by Carolyn Benitez, Executive Program Officer, Kansas National 

Farmworker Jobs Program, SER Corporation. 

 

Comment 1.  Section I paragraph 2 states Commerce will encourage all LWIAs to 

strengthen their working relationship but doesn't explain how relationships will be 

strengthened.  Paragraph 3 Again does not state how Commerce will ensure MSFWs are 

offered the same services as non-MSFWs.  Also in paragraph 3 my calculations show that if 

you multiply 187,607 by .20% you come up with 375. 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change Plan 

 Address through other means. 

 No change to plan.  

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

Comment 2.  In Section II, I'm not seeing a review of the previous year's MSFW activity. I 

would suggest you expand on the sixty-seven registered MSFWs.  What is your projected 

level of Ag activity for PY 12-13?  SER's projected number of new MSFW in PY 12-13 is 

240. Approximately 392 will be carried over.  I didn't see a statement given to the SMA. 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change Plan 

 Address through other means. 

 No change to plan.  

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 
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Comment 3.  Outreach Activities:  I don't see numerical goals for MSFWs or staff. Your 

plan is showing what you did.  Increasing outreach activities through technology and 

mobility are great. Which LWIBs are doing this?  I don't see which communities will be 

visited nor a schedule of the days of week and hours. Is this on-going?  This would be great if 

NFJP field staff could accompany local staff.  Which local areas are carrying out these 

activities? 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change Plan 

 Address through other means. 

 No change to plan.  

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

Comment 4.  This section does a good job of telling the reader what service activities are 

planned but it doesn't say how.  Attachment A specifically wants to know how required 

services will be provided and how MSFWs will be served.  I didn't see the level of W-P 

funding to be used for outreach in here.  It isn't clear to me which staff is responsible for 

working with MSFWs.  Is it only the trained preoccupancy housing inspector?  If so I think a 

description of their duties would be good to include.  The plans also ask for a description of 

the tools to be used to conduct outreach. I didn't see that. 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change Plan 

 Address through other means: local plans. 

 No change to plan.  

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

Comment 5.  I believe the plan wants an actual statement here not a citation of the law.  I 

didn't see Section D addressed describing the efforts to be taken to provide services to ag 

employers.  The plan would read much better of Attachment A outline is followed.  A. 

Assessment of Need (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) B. Outreach Activities (i), (ii), etc. C. Service 

Provided to MSFWs through the One-Stop Delivery System, D. Services Provided to Ag 

Employers through the One-Stop Delivery System. E. Other Requirements. 1. and 2. 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change Plan 

 Address through other means. 

 No change to plan.  

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

Comment 6.  An overall comment I wish to share is that we didn’t feel the plan follows 

USDOL planning instructions  included in Attachment A. This could very well be due to last 

year’s instructions being completely different.  The instructions for PY 12 in Attachment A 

do have a clear outline which should be followed for easier reading and if serves as a guide to 

answering all questions. 
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Recommended Action(s): 

 Change Plan 

 Address through other means. 

 No change to plan.  

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

SERVICES TO EMPLOYERS 

Dual Customers 

KANSASWORKS and the KWSB embrace the dual-customer approach to workforce 

development.  Business and industry are indeed important customers of the workforce system:  

without employer relationships, job seeker customers would not achieve employment success.  

Conversely, if KANSASWORKS does not provide a workforce with skills needed by business 

and industry, they will leave the state and relocate to a state with a highly-trained workforce. 

 

Information on the needs of employers is gathered on an ongoing basis by the Kansas 

Department of Labor, Labor Market Information Services.  The Job Vacancy Report reveals the 

immediate needs of employers in the state.  The information provided by the Kansas Job 

Vacancy Survey identified skill gaps in specific occupations.  Labor Market Information 

Services also publishes information related to employers such as the following: 

 

 Job Opportunities in Kansas; 

 Kansas Annual Employment and Wages; 

 Kansas Occupational Outlook; 

 Kansas Wage Survey; 

 Labor Market Information Services Catalog; and 

 Licensed Occupations in Kansas. 

 

Coordinated Local Outreach 

Commerce supports a coordinated local outreach program to deliver business services. Employer 

input through participation on both the State Board and the Local Boards is vital to integrating 

activities to meet the needs of the business community.  The Department of Commerce provides 

guidance to the Local Boards to establish procedures to inform employers about the various 

services provided and managed through the KANSASWORKS system.  Employer services 

include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 

 Customized Training; 

 Federal Bonding Program; 

 Filling job openings; 

 Jobseeker assessment and testing;  

 KANSASWORKS.com ; 
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 Labor Market Information; 

 Rapid Response for plant closures; 

 Recruitment assistance; 

 Registered Apprenticeship Program; 

 Skills upgrade programs; and 

 Work Opportunity Tax Credits and other hiring incentives. 

 

Prior to the loss of WIA Set Aside funding, Commerce produced an aggressive outreach 

campaign to support Local Area business services activities and job seeker services.  Due to the 

dramatic decrease in funds, Commerce no longer provides outreach support for our LWIBs. 

 

State Structure 

While the Department of Commerce provides a significant role in the delivery of services to 

employers in each of the designated Local Areas, the role is different in each area in response to 

the design decisions of the Local Boards. Commerce provides one full-time Regional Operations 

Manager (ROM) in each Local Workforce Investment Area.  A primary duty of the ROM staff 

members is to coordinate with LWIB Business Services Teams, local employers, postsecondary 

education providers and state-funded Business Executive and Industry Liaisons (BEIL). 

KANSASWORKS is an integrated system in the field, and because Commerce shares a staff 

member with the Kansas Board of Regents, there are well-established lines of communication 

between Labor Exchange, Core and Intensive Services, training services, Business Services and 

training providers.  Because Commerce is the economic development agency for Kansas, and 

business and industry see economic development as a source of support, it is in a unique position 

to receive information from business and industry regarding their workforce development needs.   

 

The State WOTC Coordinator maintains a cooperative working relationship with employment 

and training organizations throughout the state and disseminates information to employers and 

jobseekers.  The State WOTC Coordinator also provides, training and technical assistance as 

requested. 

 

WIA WAIVER REQUESTS 

Kansas will be seeking renewal of all current waivers.  The complete waiver plan can be found in 

Attachment A. 

 

TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE 

Partnerships 

Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) programs are delivered through partnerships between 

Commerce and workforce system partners.  TAA coordinates with WIA and WP staff to provide 

seamless services to customers. All staff approving TAA benefits are merit staff, both at the state 

administrative and the local level.  This is to ensure the requirement for this rule as prescribed by 

the Trade and Globalization Adjustment Assistance Act (TGAAA) has been met.  
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Outreach 

A customer may learn about the TAA Program through TAA informational meetings or Rapid 

Response meetings.  Rapid Response is a team effort staffed by representatives from key 

workforce development partners at both the state and local levels. The coordination of Rapid 

Response events not only helps businesses and dislocated workers, but also helps develop 

linkages between the TAA program and other workforce programs. All affected workers receive 

a letter form KDOL informing them they could potentially be eligible for benefits.  Also, when 

information meeting are being held, there is an ad posted in the local newspapers with details 

about the meeting and who should attend. 

 

TAA Information Meetings 

Following federal certification of a Trade Act petition, the State or local Rapid Response 

Coordinator works with the State Trade Act Coordinator to ensure a TAA information meeting is 

also provided for any affected workers. When possible, this meeting is held in conjunction with 

the Rapid Response meeting. During these meetings the worker will be instructed to go to the 

nearest workforce center to make application for TAA benefits.   

State Department of Labor (UI) 

If a customer contacts the Kansas Department of Labor (KDOL)/Unemployment Insurance Call 

Center to file for unemployment insurance, the customer will be instructed to go to the nearest 

workforce center to make application for TAA benefits if they have been laid off by a company 

having a certified TAA petition.  

 

There is a very close working relationship with KDOL/TRA staff, including constant 

communication regarding TAA customers for almost every aspect of the program.  For example, 

Kansas has a TRA Statement request used as a communication piece between agencies to ensure 

the customer meets eligibility deadlines. Commerce also provides KDOL with the list of TAA-

eligible workers received by Commerce from a company representative. 

  

Service Delivery and Compliance 

Local TAA services are delivered at the Workforce Centers (One-Stops); therefore, the One-Stop 

delivery system serves as an important means for linking TAA with its partners.  

 

Workforce Center staff works with the customer to ensure registration in KANSASWORKS, a 

combined MIS system, which is another element supporting the development of strong linkages 

between the TAA program and other workforce development partners. 

 

KANSASWORKS.com is capable of linking multiple state agencies and currently links WIA, 

WP, Trade Act, Reemployment Services, Unemployment Insurance, and the Senior Community 

Service Employment Program. The system is capable of cross-programmatic service delivery 
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and provides management case files for multiple programs and/or agencies. Information on a 

participant can be accessed without moving from one agency system to another. Because case 

managers from different agencies have access to the same participant data, the entire system has 

become seamless to deliver better services. 

 

Once a customer is deemed TAA eligible, they will complete the Application for Trade Act 

Benefits form with a TAA case manager (CM), complete an initial assessment to identify their 

initial employment plan, and will be offered the eight required employment and case 

management services.  Based on the customer’s needs, the CM will work with them on next 

steps. 

 

In order to move to the next step of training services, a customer must not have the skills to 

obtain suitable employment in the current labor market and must also meet the six criteria for 

approval for training. Customers receive training targeted to a specific occupation which will 

prepare them for suitable employment. Based on the individual’s existing skills and education, 

along with labor market conditions, training will be of the shortest duration necessary to return 

the customer to employment.  

Eligible customers may be waived from participation in training if the applicable criteria are met; 

however, a waiver will only be issued for a customer whose eventual goal is to enroll in TAA 

approved training. The customer may not be issued more than one waiver per petition number 

under any circumstance.  

 

It is the CM’s responsibility to determine if the customer is eligible to be placed on a waiver. A 

waiver from training shall be issued to the customer only upon a supported determination 

(verification of condition) which shows approval of a training program is not feasible or is not 

appropriate for the customer at such time.   

TAA customers are eligible for other benefits as well, such as Relocation, Out-of-Area Job 

Search and A/RTAA, also handled at the Workforce Center by Case Managers.  

 

Another piece where Commerce/TAA staff and KDOL/TRA staff work together is the appeals 

process. If an application for TAA benefits has been denied and the customer believes the 

determination is incorrect, they have the right to appeal or request reconsideration. The 

determination becomes final unless appealed within 10 days from the date it is mailed to the 

customer. A customer may file an appeal by writing a letter stating their desire to appeal.  The 

letter must state the customer’s reason why it is believed the determination is incorrect.  A copy 

of the denial letter issued from the TAA Administrative Office and mailed to KDOL must 

accompany the appeal letter from the customer showing why benefits have been denied. 

 

Additionally, both agencies work together on the monitoring aspect of TAA. As part of the 

responsibilities for the oversight of the TAA activities in Kansas, the Workforce Compliance and 

Oversight Unit (WCO) of the Commerce Legal Division, conducts both desk and on-site 

monitoring reviews on a quarterly basis.  Reviews may include any or all of the administrative 

and program components.  If possible, reviews are done on cases in each of the five local areas.  

Results of WCO monitoring efforts are documented in a report and disseminated for response 

and corrective action as warranted. 
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Lastly, the System Reporting Analyst for Commerce works with both Commerce and KDOL 

staff to file the TAPR reporting requirements. 
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SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM 

Long Term Projections, Current and Projected Employment Opportunities 

 

Long-term projections for jobs in industries and occupations in Kansas that may provide 

employment opportunities for older workers are found in the economic analysis section of the 

Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan. 

 

Upon analysis of the data, it becomes evident there are viable opportunities for Kansas SCSEP 

participants projected through 2018.  Kansas is expected to increase jobs by 9.8% through 2018. 

Much of the non-food service growth will be in Health Care and Social Assistance, Educational 

Services and Finance and Insurance.  Based on skill requirements and OJT training 

opportunities, several specific occupations suitable for older workers are projected to grow. 

Administration and Support is adding 16,940 jobs; Educational Services is adding 25,900 jobs 

and Health Care Customer Service Representatives is adding 6,100 jobs.  South central Kansas, 

the location of the State SCSEP program, is projected to add 27,960 jobs overall through 2018. 

 

The types of skills among the eligible population are varied.  A sample of self-identified skill 

sets include caring for adults, caring for children, cashier, cooking, organization, clerical, 

bookkeeping, food service, maintenance, carpentry, keyboarding, sales, customer service and 

auto mechanics.  As is typical with Older Workers living below poverty, the identification of 

transferable skills is key to an appropriate SCSEP employment placement. 

 

Kansas will ensure that community service employment assignments provide skill training that 

meets the needs of both participants and employers.  Participants will be placed into productive, 

part-time community services assignments that offer meaningful work involving the delivery of 

essential community services that contribute to the general welfare of the community that would 

not otherwise be provided, and provide participants with the opportunity to learn new skills 

preparing them for jobs in industries that are growing and occupations that have been identified 

as adding the most jobs.  The sub-grantee pays the wages of SCSEP participants participating in 

these assignments. Examples include non-profit hospitals and assisted living organizations; 

county & state government; correctional facilities; regional food banks; Community Action 

Agencies; Area Agencies on Aging; Universities, Schools and Community Colleges; Daycare 

Centers; Senior Centers and Social Service Agencies.  Each of these organization types can offer 

training in skill sets which are essential to employment in high growth and other industries. 

 

Host Agencies will be chosen based on their ability to support participants with supervision, 

skills based training, job search activities, and supportive services.  Emphasis will be placed on 

diversification of projects, providing essential community services resulting in the involvement 

of as many eligible agencies as possible. 

 

Training assignments will be based on the participant’s assessment and IEP which will 

coordinate with the their skills, abilities, interests, job goals and enhance potential for placement  
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in private or other unsubsidized employment.  A detailed training plan will be developed though 

the IEP that lists the needed skills to obtain employment, focusing on industries and occupation 

previously identified, and a realistic timeline for learning them.  Worksite rotation will be 

considered for each participant based on the IEP, opportunities for learning new skills and 

exposure to a variety of workplaces.  A training description will be developed and maintained for 

each project participant. Modifications or major changes to the training description proposed by 

the Host Agency, Participant, director and/or job developer will be approved by all and 

documented on the IEP. 

 

All host agency training sites will be a public agency and/or private non-profit 501 (c) 

organization exempt from taxation under the Internal Revenue Code.  Training sites will offer a 

wide variety of opportunities and the organizations will be diverse within the service area and 

provide training that ties in with emerging industries and occupations that are adding the most 

jobs within the Region; providing services and supporting the regional economy.  Project 

assignments will satisfy the following objectives and be made in accordance with participants’ 

assessment and IEP: 

 

 offer possibilities for meaningful job placement in high demand occupational categories  

within the region, that support prevalent key industries; 

 provide quality public recognition of the participant’s skills and abilities; 

 provide opportunities for learning new skills, particularly skills for high growth industries; 

 promote economic development, 

 involve local sponsors who will supply sufficient materials, tools and other assistance; 

 have a positive impact upon self-image of the participant and the community; and 

 contribute to the general welfare of the community. 

 

Kansas state SCSEP is operated in seven counties in south central Kansas:  Butler, Cowley, 

Harper, Harvey, Kingman, Sumner and Sedgwick.  The local LWIB, Workforce Alliance of 

South Central Kansas, provides SCSEP services through its workforce centers, creating an 

excellent opportunity for SCSEP participants to access all available KANSASWORKS services. 

 

State SCSEP Counties 

 

US Census data regarding older citizens and poverty for Kansas each state SCSEP county are 

provided in the table below: 

 
COUNTY % OF POPULATION 55+ % OF POVERTY 

Butler 24.8 7.3 

Cowley 20.1 15.0 

Harper 35.1 12.2 

Harvey 28.5 8.6 

Kingman 39.3 10.4 

Sumner 22.1 10.8 

Sedgwick 21.8 13.9 

KANSAS 24.2 12.4 
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According to 2012 Census data, state SCSEP counties have a population of 651,132.  In 

Sedgwick County alone, almost 109,000 individuals meet the age requirement for SCSEP 

participation.  Of that number, 14,873 individuals are estimated to live at or below poverty.  This 

provides a large number of individuals from which to enroll SCSEP participants, and a vast 

opportunity for reaching those most in need. 

 

Coordination of SCSEP Activities with Other One-Stop Programs, Employers and 

Communities 

 

As discussed in the Service to State Target Populations, the KWSB has codified the inclusion of 

older workers as a priority population for all KANSASWORKS services, including coordination 

of activities and services for older workers and public, private, community-based and 

government agencies.  SCSEP is truly another program of KANSASWORKS and its customers 

are provided with the same services as any other eligible job seeker.  One of the most significant 

and successful coordination efforts of the state is demonstrated by the development of the Older 

Worker Task Force.  In 2011, the Task Force updated its Charter which establishes its duties, 

roles and membership requirements.  The Charter follows: 

 
Kansas Older Worker Task Force 

Charter 
 
Sponsor:  The Kansas Department of Commerce, Workforce Services Division 
 
Purpose/Objective: To advocate for Older Workers and ensure the provision and 
coordination of Workforce Services for Older Workers. 
 
Membership:  The Kansas Older Worker Task Force shall be comprised of the 
following Required Members 
 

 One staff person from each program funded by OKEP and SCSEP 

 One Staff person from the Kansas Department on Aging 

 One staff person from each Area Agency on Aging or its State Association 

 Up to two members of the Kansas Silver Haired Legislature 

 Up to two representatives of AARP 
 
In addition, the Task Force must elect two Members at Large. 
 
Election of Members at Large:  Members of the Kansas Older Worker Task Force 
shall elect Members at Large by secret ballot.  Members at Large are elected by a 
simple majority. 
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Terms of Membership:  Required Members are chosen by their respective 
agencies and serve for a term determined by their respective agencies.  
Members at Large serve two-year terms and may be re-elected for one 
additional term. 
 
Election of Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary:  The Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary 
shall be elected by secret ballot to a two-year term at the first regularly 
scheduled meeting of each odd-numbered year.  Any Task Force Member may 
present himself or herself as a candidate for any one of these positions.  
Members will consider each candidate and choose each Officer by a simple 
majority.  The chief duty of the Chair is to convene the Task Force at least once 
each calendar Quarter.  The chief duty of the Vice Chair is to assume the 
responsibility of the Chair if the Chair is unable to fulfill his or her duty.  The chief 
duty of the Secretary is to ensure an accurate record of Task Force meetings is 
maintained. 
 
Amendments to the Charter:  Amendments may be made to this Charter at the 
first regularly scheduled Task Force meeting each year.  Any member may 
propose amendments to the full membership for a vote.  A ¾ majority must vote 
in the affirmative to amend the Charter. 
 
Scope of Task Force Responsibilities:  
 

 Recommend how Older Workers should be served through the workforce 
development process  

 Identify and recommend Older Worker target participants  

 Provide expertise on use of funds for Older Workers 

 Provide expertise on service provider qualifications for Older Worker 
services 

 Assist in designing award and sanctions process  

 Provide expertise on the rules, regulations, standards and guidelines 
governing State funds for Older Worker services  

 Assist in developing and modifying the Strategic and State Plans for Older 
Workers 

 Provide recommendations to Commerce Staff regarding Older Worker 
programs 

 Foster creative partnerships with private, public and government entities  

 Recommend appropriate, additional funding sources for Older Worker 
programs 
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Outside the scope of the Task Force Responsibilities:  
 

 Making final decisions on behalf of the Kansas Department of Commerce   

 Day to day management of programs  

 Creation of policies, plans & budgets for Older Worker programs  

 Functioning as Kansas Department of Commerce Staff  

 Determining focus or work of Kansas Department of Commerce Staff  
 
Deliverables:  
 

 Elect Task Force Chair and Vice Chair 

 Review, recommend updates and implement the Strategic and State 
Plans for Older Workers 

 Report on current status of Older Worker programs & recommend future  

 action  

 Recommend service delivery system improvements  

 Recommend prioritization of State funding  

 Provide Executive Summaries as requested to guide Commerce Staff  

 Generate list of Older Worker service providers and services needed   

 Recommend priorities of Request for Proposals for OKEP funding 
 
Measures of Success:  
 

 Quarterly meetings of the Task Force with 80% attendance 

 Informed action by Kansas Department of Commerce  

 Meet specific targets/goals set by Strategic and State Plans 

 Satisfaction of Older Workers and State/Federal oversight personnel  
 

 

The Older Worker Task Force has actively provided advocacy, advice and support for all Kansas 

Older Worker programs. 

 

KANSASWORKS long-term strategy for engaging employers is found in the KWSB strategic 

plan, located in Section I of the Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan.  As with all 

KANSASWORKS programs, SCSEP customers will be represented in the state’s strategies.  

 

Equitable Distribution 

 

Commerce serves a coordinating role to ensure equitable distribution of employment through 

Title V SCSEP with the national contractor and the local project director.    Historically, 

equitable distribution has occurred cooperatively between the state and the national provider of  
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SCSEP services.  Most recently, US DOL determined equitable distribution without state 

participation.  The Kansas Department of Commerce will collaborate with the new national 

grantee to implement a plan that addresses under-served and over-served counties in the state. 

The equitable distribution report of SCSEP positions by grantees in the state provides the 

information needed to assess the location of eligible population and the current distribution of 

people being served in Kansas. The report reflects areas that are under-served or over-served.  

Contained in the report are items indicating counties served, distribution factors, equitable share, 

current number of positions and increases or decreases in participant slots.  

 

During PY 2011 there were 449 total authorized slots in the Kansas, 94 being served by the 

Workforce Alliance in Wichita, the state sub-grantee.  As stated before, officials from Commerce 

completed the Equitable Distribution Plan for PY 2011 based on information provided by the US 

Department of Labor as of that date. 

 

The Kansas Equitable Distribution Report provides a basis for determining a fair allocation of 

program positions within Kansas.  This report is useful for determining where to locate new 

positions, fill vacant positions, or reduce positions, as necessary.  The Equitable Distribution 

report is used by the state and the national grantee as the basis for discussion regarding SCSEP 

participation.  Kansas will continue to use information provided by US DOL, as well as 

information provided by SPARQ data systems and local communities to meet the requirements 

of all SCSEP equitable distribution regulations. 

 
             KANSAS 2012 EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION 

Kansas 93 353 

Allen County, Kansas 0 3 

Anderson County, Kansas 0 1 

Atchison County, Kansas 0 3 

Barber County, Kansas 0 1 

Barton County, Kansas 0 5 

Bourbon County, Kansas 0 4 

Brown County, Kansas 0 3 

Butler County, Kansas 7 0 

Chase County, Kansas 0 1 

Chautauqua County, Kansas 0 1 

Cherokee County, Kansas 0 6 

Cheyenne County, Kansas 0 1 

Clark County, Kansas 0 1 

Clay County, Kansas 0 2 

Cloud County, Kansas 0 3 

Coffey County, Kansas 0 2 

Comanche County, Kansas 0 1 

Cowley County, Kansas 8 0 
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Crawford County, Kansas 0 9 

Decatur County, Kansas 0 1 

Dickinson County, Kansas 0 5 

Doniphan County, Kansas 0 2 

Douglas County, Kansas 0 12 

Edwards County, Kansas 0 1 

Elk County, Kansas 0 1 

Ellis County, Kansas 0 5 

Ellsworth County, Kansas 0 2 

Finney County, Kansas 0 4 

Ford County, Kansas 0 4 

Franklin County, Kansas 0 4 

Geary County, Kansas 0 3 

Gove County, Kansas 0 1 

Graham County, Kansas 0 1 

Grant County, Kansas 0 1 

Gray County, Kansas 0 1 

Greeley County, Kansas 0 0 

Greenwood County, Kansas 0 2 

Hamilton County, Kansas 0 0 

Harper County, Kansas 2 0 

Harvey County, Kansas 6 0 

Haskell County, Kansas 0 0 

Hodgeman County, Kansas 0 0 

Jackson County, Kansas 0 3 

Jefferson County, Kansas 0 3 

Jewell County, Kansas 0 2 

Johnson County, Kansas 0 37 

Kearny County, Kansas 0 0 

Kingman County, Kansas 1 0 

Kiowa County, Kansas 0 1 

Labette County, Kansas 0 6 

Lane County, Kansas 0 1 

Leavenworth County, Kansas 0 10 

Lincoln County, Kansas 0 1 

Linn County, Kansas 0 3 

Logan County, Kansas 0 1 

Lyon County, Kansas 0 7 

McPherson County, Kansas 0 3 
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Marion County, Kansas 0 3 

Marshall County, Kansas 0 3 

Meade County, Kansas 0 1 

Miami County, Kansas 0 5 

Mitchell County, Kansas 0 2 

Montgomery County, Kansas 0 8 

Morris County, Kansas 0 2 

Morton County, Kansas 0 0 

Nemaha County, Kansas 0 2 

Neosho County, Kansas 0 6 

Ness County, Kansas 0 1 

Norton County, Kansas 0 2 

Osage County, Kansas 0 3 

Osborne County, Kansas 0 2 

Ottawa County, Kansas 0 1 

Pawnee County, Kansas 0 1 

Phillips County, Kansas 0 2 

Pottawatomie County, Kansas 0 3 

Pratt County, Kansas 0 2 

Rawlins County, Kansas 0 2 

Reno County, Kansas 0 13 

Republic County, Kansas 0 2 

Rice County, Kansas 0 2 

Riley County, Kansas 0 6 

Rooks County, Kansas 0 2 

Rush County, Kansas 0 2 

Russell County, Kansas 0 2 

Saline County, Kansas 0 8 

Scott County, Kansas 0 1 

Sedgwick County, Kansas 65 8 

Seward County, Kansas 0 2 

Shawnee County, Kansas 0 28 

Sheridan County, Kansas 0 1 

Sherman County, Kansas 0 2 

Smith County, Kansas 0 1 

Stafford County, Kansas 0 1 

Stanton County, Kansas 0 0 

Stevens County, Kansas 0 1 

Sumner County, Kansas 4 0 
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Thomas County, Kansas 0 2 

Trego County, Kansas 0 1 

Wabaunsee County, Kansas 0 2 

Wallace County, Kansas 0 0 

Washington County, Kansas 0 2 

Wichita County, Kansas 0 0 

Wilson County, Kansas 0 3 

Woodson County, Kansas 0 1 

Wyandotte County, Kansas 0 34 

Totals 93 353 

 

Relative Distribution of Eligible Individuals 

The aging of our population is one of the most significant trends affecting the workforce today 

and in the future.  In 2010, according to the US Census, Kansas had 690,455 residents age 55 and 

older, or 24.2 percent of the state's population.  

The 2010 U.S. Census data shows 353,787 individuals, or 12.4%, who are 55 years and older 

live at or below poverty.  A majority of individuals who have the greatest economic need are 

minority and those who demonstrate the greatest social risk live in urban areas in Kansas.  

However, 10.1% of Kansans are limited English proficient, according again to the 2010 US 

Census, and are more equally distributed among rural and urban areas, with less than 60% living 

in urban areas.  

 

Minorities: SCSEP-eligible minority individuals are represented in the following percentages 

according to the 2010 census:  
 

 10.8% are Hispanic or Latino  

 1.2% are Native  American  

 6.1% are Black or African American  

 2.5% are Asian  

 2.7% are two or more races  

 SCSEP-eligible population is 12.6% minority in Kansas 

 

Kansas will utilize the State Workforce Policy regarding serving minorities and other 

subpopulations described in Section II of the Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan.  In addition, the 

SCSEP state sub-contractor will continue its practice of engaging community-based 

organizations serving minorities to recruit eligible participants and coordinate services. For 

Example, SCSEP in Kansas has increased the number of Native American participants through 

coordination with the All American Indian Center, providing referrals and opportunities for  
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recruitment by participating in scheduled activities specifically designed to engage the local 

Native American population.  Coordination with Hispanic organizations including La Familia 

Senior Center, Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and Guadalupe Clinic have enhances SCSEP 

recognition throughout the Hispanic community.   Each of these community-based agencies has 

assisted in recruitment of participants, furnished space for participant meetings, acted as host 

sites, provided job leads in the Hispanic community and worked with SCSEP staff on participant 

retention when unsubsidized employment has been secured. The Indochinese Center acts as a 

host agency and is providing interpreters for participants and program staff; with the assistance 

of the Center targeted recruitments events will be held which should increase participation of 

Asian individuals.  The Kansas Minority Business Council has been a valuable resource for 

helping recruit a significant number of African American participants and provides many 

referrals for unsubsidized jobs.  Enrollment levels of minorities have remained consistent over 

the last several years and the most recent analysis indicates Kansas serves a much higher 

percentage of minorities overall than their representation in the population. 

 

Needs caused by non-economic factors such as physical and mental disabilities, language 

barriers and cultural, social, or geographic isolation, including isolation brought about by racial 

or ethnic status are examples of “greatest social needs.”   

 

The following list includes those within the SCSEP-eligible population who are in these and 

other categories that could reasonably be said to correlate with the potential for greater social 

need: 

 

62.3% have a disability (based on 55 or older in 2000 population)  

 40.5% have less education than a high school diploma or the equivalent (based on 55 and 

older population) 

 40.7% are in one-person households (based on 45 and older population) 

 2.43% have limited English proficiency (based on 45 and older population) 

 34.17% live in rural areas (based on 45 and older population) 

 35,274 grandparents serve as caregivers and 17,873 provide sole support of grandchildren 

(based on total population) 

 1.6% are at risk of being homeless (based on Survey of Homeless Services) 

 9.1% are Veterans (US Census 2000, ages 65 and over) 

 

The state’s goals and strategies for improving placement and retention of participants in 

unsubsidized employment, and for increasing availability of additional training resources, guide 

the activities, partnerships and planning of the state sub-grantee. 

 

Efforts described below will ensure that services being provided to SCSEP will ultimately result 

in goal attainment: placement into unsubsidized employment. 

 

 Job Developers, utilizing current labor market information will seek out and develop 

relationships with businesses in growing industries and occupations. Potential 

employment and career opportunities for project participants in the industries projected to 

have the most growth will include but not be limited to a variety of options within 

schools, hospitals, home health care, temporary help services, food preparation and 
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serving, cashiers and retail sales.  cKey steps to career pathways in all of these fields 

include: related community service assignment; job search skills workshops, relevant 

computer/technology training and certifications for food handlers, basic first aid, CPR, 

computer proficiency and any other training identified as increasing participant 

marketability for job attainment. 

 

 Job Developers will develop lists of employers in the targeted industries focusing on 

creating and establishing innovative working relationships, particularly with those that 

have a special interest in hiring older workers.  They will contact those identified, provide 

education on the advantages of hiring older workers and establish on-going 

communication that will generate valuable employment opportunities for qualified 

project participants. 

 

 After placement into unsubsidized employment participant follow-up will occur on a 

regular basis to identify any supportive needs, offer referrals for those services and then 

follow up on those referrals to assist former participants in maintaining their new 

positions.   Employers/supervisors will also be contacted on a regular basis to follow-up 

on the progress of participants and to encourage the hiring of others.  By identifying early 

any issues that arise, retention will be maintained and long term trust and commitment to 

the SCSEP program by employers will be developed. 

 

For National SCSEP participants, applicable One-Stop core services are made available through 

appropriate technology and by staff at each Workforce Center. This ensures individuals are 

provided information on the availability of SCSEP services in each area.  A referral process, via 

information through technological links between state and national sponsors and all Workforce 

Centers assures appropriate referrals are provided in a timely manner. In Workforce Centers, 

SCSEP participants whose community service placement are sponsored by the centers train and 

learn about services provided and act as “Older Worker Specialists,” assisting other participants 

and the general public in obtaining training services.  SCSEP participants are required to register 

with the kansasworks.com for “Staff Assisted Services” which allows WIA case managers to 

access individuals for further guidance about training and intensive services.   Centers holding 

Job Fairs for employers encourage and support the engagement of project participants and keep 

project administrations informed on the hiring needs of any new employers coming into the 

region. 

 

Historically, Kansas has met or exceeded SCSEP performance expectations.  In coordination 

with the Older Worker Task Force and other Workforce Services partners, the state will continue 

to apply its proven strategies as described above to meet our negotiated goals. 
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Individuals Most in Need 

 

Kansas identifies the location and population of the community service projects most in need 

using Census data, economic indicators and Labor Marker Information.  The state’s strategies for 

meeting those needs include comprehensive Intake and Case Management of SCSEP 

participants, development of productive relationships with appropriate Host Sites. 

 

Training assignments will be based on the participant’s assessment and IEP which will 

coordinate with the their skills, abilities, interests, job goals and enhance potential for placement 

in private or other unsubsidized employment.  A detailed training plan will be developed through 

the IEP that lists the needed skills to obtain employment, focusing on industries and occupations 

previously identified, and a realistic timeline for learning them.  Worksite rotation will be 

considered for each participant based on the IEP, opportunities for learning new skills and 

exposure to a variety of workplaces.  A training description will be developed and maintained for 

each project participant. Modifications or major changes to the training description proposed by 

the Host Agency, Participant, or SCSEP will be approved by all and documented on the IEP. 

 

Developing and maintaining partnerships with service providers outside the workforce system is 

essential for identifying the most needed community services.  Identified community services 

most often needed by SCSEP participants include the following: 

 

 Educational/Skills Training activities;  

 Employment assistance;  

 Health care in homes and hospitals; 

 Housing rehabilitation and weatherization; 

 Nutrition programs; 

 Outreach and referral; 

 Project administration; 

 Public works; 

 Recreational activities in parks and senior centers; 

 Social services;  

 Transportation; and  

 Other services determined essential and necessary to the employability of participants 

 

Those most in need of community services reside in rural areas that lack many services due to 

demographics and general lack of funds.  In rural communities KANSASWORKS Virtual 

Services provides information regarding current services. Individuals may access a wide range of 

employment services using high-definition video and/or electronic information and referral.  

Additionally, the Kansas Department of Health and Environment took over the SHARE Network 

of Kansas, providing a statewide database of community-based organizations and services 

available in any county in Kansas. 
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Service Disruption Mitigation 

 

The state’s plan for assuring distribution of SCSEP participant slots are modified as population 

shifts or other factors create greater need in other geographic areas is developed by the 

Commerce Adult and Youth Services Manager who is responsible for notifying SCSEP grantees 

of any new census data indicating such a shift.  In cases of such a shift or when there is over-

enrollment for any other reason, the grantees will implement Equitable Distribution for SCSEP 

as prescribed and will resolve the issue of over-enrollment through attrition of participants, with 

particular focus on unsubsidized placement of program participants. 

 

Small shifts identified through Census data will accommodated through attrition in the counties 

where a small number of slots are lost or by adding additional participants who are on waiting 

lists in counties where a minimal number of slots were added.  When there is over-enrollment, 

grantees will transfer positions and encourage employment to make positions available for 

eligible individuals in the areas where there has been an increase in the eligible population.  

 

Service Improvement Strategy 

 
Kansas will base long-term strategies to improve SCSEP services on program performance and 

feedback from participants and their host site agencies.  Additionally, SCSEP services are 

included in the KWSB Strategies described in the Governor’s Vision section of this plan. 
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SECTION III - INTEGRATED WORKFORCE PLAN ASSURANCES AND 

ATTACHMENTS 
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STATEMENT 
 

REFERENCE 
DOCUMENTATION and 

COMMENTS 

The state established processes and timelines, consistent with WIA Section 
111(g) – and, where appropriate, 20 CFR 641.325 (g) – to obtain input into 

the development of the Integrated Workforce Plan and to give opportunity 

for comment by representatives of local elected officials, local workforce 

investment boards, businesses, labor organizations, other primary 

stakeholders, and the general public. 

WIA Sections 

112(b)(9), 111(g) 

20 CFR 661.207 

20 CFR 661.220(d) 

20 CFR 641.325(f), (g), 

(h), 20 CFR 641.335 

 

  See Endnote 
1  

 

The state afforded opportunities to those responsible for planning or 
administering programs and activities covered in the Integrated Workforce 

Plan to review and comment on the draft plan. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(9), 111(g) 

20 CFR 661.207 

20 CFR 661.220(d) 

 

  See Endnote 
1  

 

The final Integrated Workforce Plan and State Operational Plan are 
available and accessible to the general public. 

   Available online at:  

     KANSASWORKS Policies &  

     KANSASWORKS State Board 

      (KWSB)  

 The state afforded the State Monitor Advocate an opportunity to approve 

and comment on the Agricultural Outreach Plan. The state solicited information and 

suggestions from WIA 167 National Farmworker Jobs Program grantees, other appropriate 

MSFW groups, public agencies, agricultural employer organizations, and other interested 

organizations. At least 45 days before submitting its final outreach, the State provided a 

proposed plan to the organizations listed above and allowed at least 30 days for review and 

comment. The State considered any comments received in formulating its final proposed 

plan, informed all commenting parties in writing whether their comments have been 

incorporated and, if not, the reasons therefore, and included  the comments and 

recommendations received and its responses with the submission of the plan. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(9), 111(g) 

20 CFR 661.207 

20CFR 661.220(d) 

20 CFR 653.107 (d) 

20 CFR 653.108(f) 

Comments received are 

included with 

Agricultural Outreach 

Plan. 

 

 

In the development of the plan, the state considered the recommendations 
submitted by the State Monitor Advocate in the annual summary of services 

to Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers. 

20 CFR 653.108(t) Commerce staff member is the 

Monitor Advocate 

 

ASSURANCES AND ATTACHMENTS – PLANNING PROCESS AND PUBLIC COMMENT 
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2.  X 
 

 

 

 

3.  X  
 
 
 
 

  4. X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.   X 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/News/KansasStrategicPlan/Pages/default.aspx
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The state established a written policy and procedure to ensure public access 
(including people with disabilities) to board meetings and information 

regarding board activities, such as board membership and minutes. 

WIA Sections 111(g), 
112(b)(9), 117(e) 

20 CFR 661.207 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policies 1-09, 1-10, 1-11, 

1-12 1-13, 3-12.       

 See Endnote 
6
 Where SCSEP is included in the Integrated Workforce Plan, the state 

established a written policy and procedure to obtain advice and 

recommendations on the State Plan from representatives of the State and 

area agencies on aging; State and local boards under the WIA; public and 

private nonprofit agencies and organizations providing employment 

services, including each grantee operating a SCSEP project within the state, 

except as provided under section 506 (a)(3) of OAA and 20 CFR 

641.320(b); Social service organizations providing services to older 

individuals; Grantees under Title III of OAA, Affected Communities, 

Unemployed older individuals, Community-based organizations serving 

older individuals; business organizations and labor organizations 

20 CFR 
641.315(a)(1-10), 

641.325 (f), (g), (h) 

 

 See Endnote 
7
 

 

STATEMENT REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION or 

COMMENTS 

The state made available to the public state-imposed requirements, such as 
state-wide policies or guidance, for the statewide public workforce system, 

including policy for the use of WIA title I statewide funds. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(2), 129, 134 

20 CFR 665.100 

 KANSASWORKS Policies 

 See Endnote 
8
 

The state established a written policy and procedure that identifies 
circumstances that might present a conflict of interest for any state or local 

workforce investment board member or the entity that s/he represents, and 

provides for the resolution of conflicts.  The policy meets the requirements 

of WIA Sections 111(f) and 117(g). 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(13), 111(f), 

117(g) 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-02, 1-05, 1-07,  3-23  

 Bylaws on KWSB site 

 See Endnote 
9
 

The state has established a written policy and procedure that describes the 
state’s appeals process available to units of local government or grant 

recipients that request, but are not granted, designation of an area as a local 

area under WIA Section 116. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(15), 116(a)(5) 

20 CFR 661.280 

20 CFR 667.700 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-11 

The state established written policy and procedures that describe the state’s 
appeal process for requests not granted for automatic or temporary and 

subsequent designation as a local workforce investment area. 

20 CFR 667.640 
20 CFR 662.280 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-11 
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The state established a written policy and procedure that set forth criteria to 
be used by chief elected officials for the appointment of local workforce 

investment board members. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(6), 117(b) 

20 CFR 661.300(a), 

20 CFR 661.325 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 3-04, 3-23 

The state established written policy and procedures to ensure local 
workforce investment boards are certified by the governor every two years. 

WIA Sec 117(c) 
20 CFR 661.325 

 KWP - Policy 3-23 

Where an alternative entity takes the place of an SWIB, the state has written 
policy and procedures to ensure the alternative entity meets the definition 

under section 111(e) and the legal requirements for membership. 

WIA Sections 
111(e), (b) 

20 CFR 661.210 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-13 

Where the alternative entity does not provide representative membership of 
the categories of required SWIB membership, the state has a written policy 

or procedure to ensure an ongoing role for any unrepresented membership 

group in the workforce investment system. (Only applicable in cases where 

a state uses an alternative entity as its SWIB, and that entity does not 

provide for representative membership by individuals in the categories 

required by WIA sec. 111(b).) 

WIA Sections 
111(b), (e) 

20 CFR 661.210(c) 

 

  N/A 

When applicable, the state takes any action necessary to assist local areas in 
developing and implementing the One-Stop system. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(14), 134(c) 

W-P Section 8(c) 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-01, 1-02, 1-05, 3-16, 

3-17, 3-28, 3-30, 4-04 The state established procedures for determining initial and subsequent 
eligibility of training providers. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(17)(A)(iii), 

122, 134(d)(4) 

20 CFR 663.515, 

663.535 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 3-16 

All partners in the workforce and education system described in this plan 
will ensure the physical, programmatic, and communications accessibility 

of facilities, programs, services, technology, and materials for individuals 

with disabilities in One-Stop Career Centers. 

WIA Section 188 
W-P Section 8(b) 

29 CFR part 37 
20 CFR 652.8(j) 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-02, 1-12, 3-13 

The state ensures that outreach is provided to populations and sub- 
populations who can benefit from One-Stop Career Center services. 

WIA Section 188 
29 CFR 37 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-13 
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The state implements universal access to programs and activities to all 
individuals through reasonable recruitment targeting, outreach efforts, 

assessments, services delivery, partnership development, and numeric goals. 

WIA Section 188 
29 CFR 37.42 

 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

     Policy 1-12 

 The state complies with the nondiscrimination provisions of section 188, 
including that Methods of Administration were developed and implemented. 

WIA Section 188 
29 CFR 37.20 

 KWP -  Policy 1-03, 1-12, 

1-13 & 1-14 

The state collects and maintains data necessary to show compliance with 
nondiscrimination provisions of section 188. 

WIA Section 185  KWP -  
Policy 1-05 (p. 31 & 114), 3-14, 

3-31, 4-05 & Management Info. 

Syst. Manual 

For WIA Single-Area States only, the state has memorandums of 
understanding between the local workforce investment board and each of 

the One-Stop partners concerning the operation of the One-Stop delivery 

system in the local area. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(5), 116(b), 

118(b)(2)(B), 20 CFR 

661.350(a)(3)(ii) 

 

  N/A 

 

STATEMENT REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION and 

COMMENTS 

The state established written policy and procedures that outline the methods 
and factors used in distributing funds, including WIA Adult, Dislocated 

Worker, and Youth formula and rapid response funds.  The policy 

establishes a process for funds distribution to local areas for youth activities 

under WIA Section 128(b)(3)(B), and for adult and training activities under 

WIA Section 133(b), to the level of detail required by Section 

112(b)(12)(a).  In addition, the policy establishes a formula, prescribed by 

the governor under Section 133(b)(2)(B), for the allocation of funds to local 

areas for dislocated worker employment and training activities. 

 

For Dislocated Worker funding formulas, the state’s policy and procedure 

includes the data used and weights assigned.  If the state uses other 

information or chooses to omit any of the information sources set forth in 

WIA when determining the Dislocated Worker formula, the state assures 

that written rationale exists to explain the decision. 

WIA Sections 
111(d)(5), 

112(b)(12)(A), (C), 

128 (b)(3)(B), 

133(b)(2)(B), 

133(b)(3)(B) 

20 CFR 661.205(e) 
 
 
 
 

WIA Section 

133(b)(2)(B) 

20 CFR 

667.130(e)(2)(i)-(ii) 

 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

 

WIA Allocation Flow Chart 

& WIA Allocation 

Procedures 

 

 

 KWP - WIA Allocation 

Flow Chart & WIA 

Allocation Procedures 
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The state established a written policy and procedure for how the individuals 
and entities represented on the SWIB help to determine the methods and 

factors of distribution, and how the state consults with chief elected officials 

in local workforce investment areas throughout the state in determining the 

distributions. 

WIA Sections 
111(d)(5), 

112(b)(12)(A), 

128(b)(3)(B), 

133(b)(3)(B), 

20 CFR 661.205(e) 

 

 See Endnote 
25

 

The state established written policy and procedures for any distribution of 
funds to local workforce investment areas reserved for rapid response 

activities, including the timing and process for determining whether a 

distribution will take place. 

WIA Sections 
133(a)(2), 

134(a)(2)(A) 

20 CFR 

667.130(b)(2), (e)(4), 

665.340 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 3-20-01 

The state established written policy and procedures to competitively award 
grants and contracts for WIA Title I activities. 

WIA Section 
112(b)(16) 

KWP - Discretionary 

Funds Flow Chart 

KANSASWORKS Policies   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The state established written criteria to be used by local workforce 
investment boards in awarding grants for youth activities, including criteria 

that the governor and local workforce investment boards will use to identify 

effective and ineffective youth activities and providers of such activities. 

WIA Sections 
112(b)(18)(B), 123, 

129 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies – Policy 1-05 (Sec. 

11.03) Endnote 
28

 

 

The state established written criteria for a process to award a grant or 
contract on a competitive basis for Summer Youth Employment 

Opportunities element of the local youth program, where a provider is other 

than the grant recipient/fiscal agent. 

WIA Sections 123, 
129(c)(2)(C) 

20 CFR 664.610. 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies – Policy 1-05 (Sec. 

11.03) Endnote 
29

 

The state distributes adult and youth funds received under WIA equitably 
throughout the state, and no local areas suffer significant shifts in funding 

from year-to-year during the period covered by this plan. 

WIA Section 
112(b)(12)(B) 

 

 See Endnote 
30

 

The state established written fiscal-controls and fund-accounting procedures 

and ensures such procedures are followed to ensure the proper disbursement 

and accounting of funds paid to the state through funding allotments made 

for WIA Adult, Dislocated Worker, and Youth programs, and the Wagner- 

Peyser Act. 

WIA Sections 

112(b)(11), 127, 132, 
184, W-P Sections 

9(a), (c), 20 CFR 

652.8(b), (c) 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-05, 1-08 

The state ensures compliance with the uniform administrative requirements 
in WIA through annual, onsite monitoring of each local area. 

WIA Sections 

184(a)(3), (4) 

20 CFR 667.200, 

.400(c)(2), 667.410 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-01, 1-05, 1-08 
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32.      X 
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http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/Discretionary%20Funds%20Flow%20Chart.pdf
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The state follows confidentiality requirements for wage and education 
records as required by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 

1974 (FERPA), as amended, WIA, and applicable Departmental 

regulations. 

WIA Sections 
136(f)(2), (f)(3), 122, 

185(a)(4)(B) 

20 USC 1232g 

20 CFR 666.150 

20 CFR part 603 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 1-05, 3-31  

The state will not use funds received under WIA to assist, promote, or deter 

union organizing. 

WIA Section 
181(b)(7) 
20 CFR 663.730 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 2-05 

 

STATEMENT REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION and 

COMMENT 

Where the SWIB chooses to establish them, the state established definitions 
and eligibility documentation requirements regarding the “deficient in basic 

literacy skills” criterion. 

WIA Sections 
101(13)(C)(i) 

CFR 664.205(b) 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 3-14 & 

Management Info. Syst. 

Manual 
Where the SWIB chooses to establish them, the state established definitions 
and eligibility documentation requirements regarding “requires additional 

assistance to complete and educational program, or to secure and hold 

employment” criterion. 

WIA Sections 
101(13)(C)(iv) 

20 CFR 664. 

200(c)(6), 664.210 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

SN 01-10, Policy 3-14, 3-

31 & Management Info. 

Syst. Manual  The state established policies, procedures, and criteria for prioritizing adult 
title I employment and training funds for use by recipients of public 

assistance and other low-income individuals in the local area when funds 

are limited. 

WIA Section 
134(d)(4)(E) 

20 CFR 663.600 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 3-11 

 

 
 
 

 

33.      X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

34.       X 
 
 
 

 

ASSURANCES AND ATTACHMENTS – ELIGIBILITY 
 

 
 

35.      X 
 

 
 

36.      X 
 
 
 

 
37.      X 
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38.      X The state established policies for the delivery of priority of service for 

veterans and eligible spouses by the state workforce agency or agencies, 

local workforce investment boards, and One-Stop Career Centers for all 

qualified job training programs delivered through the state's workforce 

system.  The state policies: 

1. Ensure that covered persons are identified at the point of entry and given 

an opportunity to take full advantage of priority of service; and 

2. Ensure that covered persons are aware of: 

a. Their entitlement to priority of service; 

b. The full array of employment, training, and placement 

services available under priority of service; and 

c. Any applicable eligibility requirements for those programs and/ or 

services. 

3. Require local workforce investment boards to develop and include 

policies in their local plan to implement priority of service for the local 

One-Stop Career Centers and for service delivery by local workforce 

preparation and training providers. 

WIA Sections 

112(b)(17)(B), 322 

38 USC Chapter 41 

20 CFR 1001.120- 

.125 

Jobs for Veterans 

Act, P.L. 107-288 

38 USC 4215 

20 CFR 1010.230, 

1010.300-.310 

 

 KANSASWORKS 

Policies 

Policy 2-01, 2-06, 3-11, 

3-14, 4-01 

http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
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STATEMENT REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION and 

COMMENTS 

The state assures that Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker (MSFW) 
significant office requirements are met. 

 
Note:  The five states with the highest estimated year-round MSFW 

activities must assign full-time, year-round staff to outreach activities.  The 

Employment and Training Administration designates these states each year. 

The remainder of the top 20 significant MSFW states must make maximum 

efforts to hire outreach staff with MSFW experience for year-round 

positions and shall assign outreach staff to work full-time during the period 

of highest activity. 
 
If a state proposes that its State Monitor Advocate work less than full-time, 

the state must submit, for approval by the Department, a plan for less than 

full-time work, demonstrating that the state MSFW Monitor Advocate 

function can be effectively performed with part-time staffing. 

WIA Section 
112(b)(8)(A)(iii), 

112(b)(17)(A)(iv) 

W-P Sections 3(a), 

(c)(1)-(2) 

20 CFR 653.107(a), 

107(i), 653.112(a), 

653.108(d)(1) 

 

 KANSASWORKS Policies 

Policy 4-03 

Merit-based public employees provide Wagner-Peyser Act-funded labor 
exchange activities in accordance with Departmental regulations. 

W-P Sections 3(a), 
5(b) 

20 CFR 652.215 

Intergovernmental 

Personnel Act, 42 

USC 4728(b) 

 

 KANSASWORKS Policies 
Policy 4-01, 4-04 

The state has designated at least one person in each state or Federal 
employment office to promote and develop employment opportunities, job 

counseling, and placement for individuals with disabilities. 

W-P Section 8(b) 
20 CFR 652.211 

 KANSASWORKS Policies 

Policy 1-12 

 See Endnote
41

 

If a SWIB, department, or agency administers state laws for vocational 
rehabilitation of persons with disabilities, that board, department, or agency 

cooperates with the agency that administers Wagner-Peyser services. 

W-P Section 8(b) 
20 CFR 652.211 

 

 See Endnote
42

 

 

ASSURANCES AND ATTACHMENTS – PERSONNEL AND REPRESENTATION 

 
 

 

39. X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

40. X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

41. X 
 

 
 

42. X 
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ENDNOTES 

Return to PLANNING PROCESS AND PUBLIC COMMENT 
1
 Thirty days prior to submittal, a draft plan was distributed to the CEOs, Local Boards, and administrative entities for review and 

comment.  A request for public comment on the plan was sent to Commerce’s interested parties list and published on Commerce’s 

website, the KANSASWORKS State Board website, and a request was sent to each local area to post a notice on their websites.  All 

comments and related responses are included as Attachment B.   

 
6
 In addition to state workforce policies, the KANSASWORKS State Board is subject to the Kansas Open Meetings and Open 

Records Acts.  Meetings of the board are open and records provided upon request.  The Membership Roster is available on the board’s 

website.  Agendas and Minutes of formal meetings are posted online.  Minutes of committee meetings are available upon request. 

 
7
 SCSEP policy and process for coordination can be found in the 2008 SCSEP State Plan found at KANSASWORKS Policies. 

 
8
 Reference materials posted on KANSASWORKS Policies site include: (1) Process for Additional Assistance; (2) WIA Allocation 

Flow Chart; (3) Rapid Response Flow Chart; (4) Discretionary Funds Flow Chart (5) WIA Funds Distribution and (6) 2008 SCSEP 

State Plan . 

 
9
 State board member applications have three questions addressing possible conflicts of interest (#20, 25 & 26). Visit Governor 

Brownback’s Appointments website for more information.  

 
Return to REQUIRED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

 
Return to ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS 

 

http://ag.ks.gov/legal-services/open-govt
http://ag.ks.gov/legal-services/open-govt
http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/AboutUs/StateBoardMembers/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.kansasworksstateboard.org/MeetingsEvents/MinutesAgendas/Pages/default.aspx
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/Process%20for%20Additional%20Assistance.pdf
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/WIA%20Allocation%20Flow%20Chart.pdf
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/WIA%20Allocation%20Flow%20Chart.pdf
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/Rapid%20Response%20Flow%20Chart.pdf
http://kwpolicies.kansascommerce.com/KANSASWORKS%20POLICIES/Discretionary%20Funds%20Flow%20Chart.pdf
https://governor.ks.gov/serving-kansans/office-of-appointments/gubernatorial-appointments
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25  Kansas applies hold harmless provisions to the adult and youth sub-state allocations to ensure funds are distributed equitably 

throughout the state, and that there are no significant shifts in funding levels to the Local Boards on a year-to-year basis. During WIA 

implementation, the State Board formed a committee to evaluate the impact of changes in the sub-state allocation formula for adult 

employment and training activities and youth activities.  Each Local Board was represented on the committee, as well as state 

administrative staff.  The committee analyzed the differences between the sub-state allocation formulas, reviewed the impact of the 

hold-harmless provision, and discussed several other options.  The committee reviewed the WIA Title I allocation formula and 

discussed how this might be updated.  A number of options were considered.  The committee voted to recommend the continued use 

of a hold-harmless provision.  The committee’s recommendations were presented to the Local Boards and the CEOs for review and 

comment.  The committee presented recommendations to the State Board and the board approved the recommendations. 
 

28
 The Workforce Services Fiscal Manual (Policy 1-05) contains all policies and procedures for awarding grants and contracts for any 

and all WIA formula activities. 
 

29
 See Endnote 

28
 

 
30

 See Endnote 
25

 

 
Return to ELIGIBILITY 

 
41

 The Kansas Disability Employment Initiative Grant awarded in 2010 develops and implements sound recruiting, training and 

placement practices for people with disabilities based on a similar initiative, Disability Program Navigator Initiative.  Program 

partners provide services, resources and support for program participants. The goal of the Kansas DEI is to create systemic and 

sustainable change in the way the workforce system serves individuals with disabilities. Grant funds additionally cover the salary of 

one DEI Coordinator, one Employment Network Administrator, one Business Leadership Network Administrator, one Provider 

Leadership Network Administrator, and two Disability Resource Coordinators. 

 
Return to PERSONNEL AND REPRESENTATION 

 
42

 The Kansas Department of Children and Families (formerly known as Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services) is 

the state agency overseeing vocational rehabilitation.  This agency works closely with Commerce and is also represented on the 

SWIB. 

 

http://www.kansascommerce.com/index.aspx?NID=229
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION DESIGNEES AND STATEMENT OF ASSURANCES 

CERTIFICATION 

 

As the Governor of the State of Kansas, I certify that the agencies and officials listed on the 

Program Administration Designees document have been duly designated to represent the State in 

the capacities indicated for the Workforce Investment Act, Title I, the Older American’s Act, 

Senior Community Service Program and the Wagner-Peyser Act grant programs.  Subsequent 

changes in the designation of officials will be provided for the U.S. Department of Labor as such 

changes occur. I further certify that we will operate our Workforce Investment Act, the Older 

Americans Act, Senior Community Service Program and the Wagner-Peyser Act programs in 

accordance with this Plan and the assurances herein. 

 

Further, the state of Kansas certifies it complied with all of required components of the 

Workforce Investment Act, Wagner-Peyser Act, and Older American’s Act, Senior Community 

Service Program. Kansas also assures that funds will be spent in accordance with the Workforce 

Investment Act, the Wagner-Peyser Act and the Older American’s Act and their regulations, 

written Department of Labor guidance implementing these laws, and all other applicable Federal 

and state laws and regulations. 
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Program Administration Designees 
 

Name of WIA Title I Grant Recipient Agency:  Kansas Department of Commerce 

Address:  1000 S.W. Jackson Street, Suite 100, Topeka, KS 66612-1354 

Telephone Number:  (785) 296-7834 

Facsimile Number:  (785) 296-1404 

E-mail Address:  casher@kansascommerce.com 
 

Name of WIA Title I Signatory Official:  Caleb Asher 

Address:  1000 S.W. Jackson Street, Suite 100, Topeka, KS 66612-1354 

Telephone Number:  (785) 296-7834 

Facsimile Number:  (785) 296-1404 

E-mail Address:  casher@kansascommerce.com 
 

Name of WIA Title I Liaison:  Caleb Asher 

Address:  1000 S.W. Jackson Street, Suite 100, Topeka, KS 66612-1354 

Telephone Number:  (785) 296-7834 

Facsimile Number:  (785) 296-1404 

E-mail Address:  casher@kansascommerce.com 
 

Name of Wagner-Peyser Act Grant Recipient/State Employment Security Agency:  Kansas Department of Commerce 

Address:  1000 S.W. Jackson Street, Suite 100, Topeka, KS 66612-1354 

Telephone Number:  (785) 296-7834 

Facsimile Number:  (785) 296-296-1404 

E-mail Address:  casher@kansascommerce.com 
 

Name of and title of State Employment Security Agency (Signatory Official):  Caleb Asher 

Address:  1000 S.W. Jackson Street, Suite 100, Topeka, KS 66612-1354 

Telephone Number:  (785) 296-7834 

Facsimile Number:  (785) 296-1404 

E-mail Address:  casher@kansascommerce.com 
 

Name of and title of State Labor Market, Workforce Information, or Research Director (Signatory Official):  Inayat Noormohmad 

Address:  401 SW Topeka Blvd, Suite 2, Topeka KS 66603 

Telephone Number:  (785) 296-5000 ext 2585 

Facsimile Number:  (785) 296-5286 

E-mail Address:  Inayat.Noormohmad@dol.ks.gov 
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ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENTS 
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ATTACHMENT A—WIA WAIVER PLAN 

 

All waivers have been posted for Public Comment, along with the entirety of the State Plan, 

for a minimum of 30 days. 

 

 

Waiver of WIA Section 133(b)(4) to increase the allowable transfer amount between Adult 

and Dislocated Worker funding streams allocated to a local area. 

The Department of Commerce requests a waiver of WIA Section 133(b)(4) to allow for the 

transfer of 50% of formula between the adult and dislocated worker programs.  

Limitations on the transfer of funds restrict a Local Board’s ability to manage available resources 

allocated in response to economic conditions within their regions.  This waiver will allow 

continued flexibility for the Local Boards in meeting the needs of the customers they serve 

through the One Stop system. 

The increased flexibility to transfer funds will result in a higher rate of expenditures, more clients 

receiving WIA services, and improved performance outcomes.  In addition, this Waiver is 

intended to accomplish the following: 

 Outcomes derived from this waiver: 

1. Improve the ability of Local Boards to respond to economic changes 

within their regions; 

2. Increase local program delivery options in response to customer needs; 

3. Increase the collaboration with business to identify industry needs and 

provide worker training; and  

4. Increase accountability for expenditures at the State, local, and service 

provider levels. 

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver would permit Local Boards 

continued flexibility to transfer funds between the adult and dislocated worker 

programs resulting in expanded services to business and increased employment 

and training opportunities, particularly in those regions with low expenditure 

rates.  This would positively impact business and individuals seeking employment 

and training services. 

 State implementation and monitoring:  The Department of Commerce has 

implemented policies and procedures implementing the provisions of this waiver.  

Local Boards were made aware of these provisions and instructions were issued 

on the process to modify budgets to allow for the transfer between the Adult and 

Dislocated Worker program.  Transfers constitute a modification of the Local 

Granted through 6/30/17 
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Plan and Local Boards requesting fund transfers between programs must provide 

the following information to the Department before approval: 

1. Effective date of the fund transfer; 

2. Amount of funds to be transferred; 

3. Local Board’s assessment of local conditions creating a need for the 

transfer; and  

4. How the transfer will meet performance targets and critical workforce 

needs of the region. 



 

Waiver of the prohibition at 20CFR 664.510 on the use of Individual Training Accounts for 

older and out-of-school youth. 

This waiver will allow Older and Out of School Youth to enroll in approved Individual Training 

Account (ITA) programs from the Eligible Training Provider List while retaining their “youth” 

classification.  The Department of Commerce also requests continued authority to use ITAs for 

youth without co-enrollment under the adult program therefore eliminating the need to track 

separate funding streams.   

By allowing youth to have more access to ITAs, Kansas can connect these youth with quality job 

opportunities in high-growth industries.  This concept is also a part of the regulatory reforms 

addressed in the Workforce Innovation in Regional Economic development (WIRED) initiative 

in the Kansas City region.  

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will allow for the following 

goals and program outcomes: 

1. Local Boards would be allowed to charge training costs as out-of-school 

youth expenditures, eliminating the need to track separately across funding 

streams.   

2. Local Boards would be able to provide youth the same opportunity as 

adults to make informed decisions about their future employment and 

career goals.   

3. Older and out-of-school youth who want to train for an occupation can 

pursue their occupational goals without the additional burden of meeting 

adult or dislocated worker eligibility documentation. 

4. The local workforce development system could move more quickly to 

meet the needs of youth who could benefit from an ITA. 

5. Local Boards would have the flexibility to deliver services based on 

individual needs of youth participants as intended by WIA. 

6. Eliminate co-enrollment of youth in the adult program to avoid 

unnecessary and duplicative paperwork for the Local Board.  

Granted through 6/30/17 
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 Individuals affected by this waiver: Older and out-of-school youth who want to 

train for an occupation can pursue their occupational goals without the additional 

burden of having to meet adult or dislocated worker eligibility requirements.  

Local Boards would have less paperwork and tracking processes to follow if this 

waiver is granted.   

 

State implementation and monitoring: Existing State Policy and Procedures will be amended to 

implement this waiver.  The Department will monitor the Local Areas to ensure funds used for 

ITAs are tracked and reflected in the individual service strategies for these youth. 

 

 

Waiver of WIA Section 123 that requires providers of Youth program elements be selected 

on a competitive basis. 

This waiver would allow for the continued identification and establishment of Eligible Youth 

Providers of follow-up, supportive services, and work experience thorough both a competitive 

and non-competitive process as dictated by the availability of service providers.  A solely 

competitive procurement process has continually failed to yield sufficient prospective providers 

to select sufficient providers on a purely competitive basis, particularly when available service 

providers are not equipped to accommodate multiple program elements for youth in sparsely 

populated areas.  Geographically, Local Areas in Kansas are predominantly rural. For example, 

Local Area with the smallest population also has a land mass equivalent to the state of Indiana. 

Without this waiver, a youth’s ability to access a particular program element would depend on 

their ability to commute extraordinary distances. 

The goals of this waiver are to increase accessibility for youth to benefit from youth program 

elements through the ability to secure services in more locations.  

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will provide for the following goals 

to be met: 

1. Improve youth services by increasing customer choice in accessing youth 

program opportunities in demand occupations; 

2. Increase the number of Youth program providers; 

3. Provide greater flexibility in securing Youth program providers; 

4. Promote better use of Youth providers in rural areas; and 

5. Improve economies for contracting Youth providers 

 Individuals Affected by this waiver:  Youth participants, youth service providers, and 

the Local Boards benefit from this waiver as described in the section above. 

State implementation and monitoring:  This waiver will be incorporated into State policy 

distributed to all local areas.  The policy will be monitored to ensure it is implemented properly.   
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Waiver of WIA Section 134(a)(1)(A) to permit a portion of funds reserved for rapid 

response to be used for incumbent worker training. 

This waiver would provide additional flexibility for the Governor to meet priority demands in the 

state, such as focusing on demand-driven; business services while strengthening the local areas 

focus on employer and worker competitiveness through skills upgrade training.  The state of 

Kansas is requesting the Governor have the flexibility to utilize up to 20 percent of funds 

reserved for rapid response activities for statewide incumbent worker employment and training 

activities limited to skill attainment activities as part of a layoff aversion strategy.  The state will 

continue to carry out all required rapid response activities and maintain its ability to respond to 

worker dislocations in collaboration with employers, labor unions, and other stakeholders. 
 

U.S. Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration (DOLETA) Training and 

Employment Guidance Letter (TEGL) No. 30-09, issued June 8, 2010, and entitled “Layoff Aversion 

Definition and the Appropriate Use of Workforce Investment Act (WIA) Funds for Incumbent 

Employee Training for Layoff Aversion Using a Waiver” defines layoff aversion as:  

 

1. A worker’s job is saved with an existing employer that is at risk of downsizing or closure  

2. A worker at risk of dislocation transitions to a different job with the same employer OR a 

new job with a different employer and experiences no, or a minimal, time unemployed.  

 

The Department of Commerce developed operating procedures for Incumbent worker training 

programs (Technical Assistance Guide to Layoff Aversion) during the last Program Year.  The 

guide provides a definition for layoff aversion, outlines the benefits of averting layoffs, and 

provides information on identifying layoff risks including: 

 When to Implement Layoff Aversion Strategies 

 Early Warning Strategies 

o Early Warning System 

o Early warning Indicators 

 Prefeasibility Studies,  

 Asset Mapping, and  

 Incumbent Worker Training 

 
Incumbent worker training is designed in conjunction with a specific employer or a consortium of 

employers to upgrade the skills of a particular workforce. Such training is an important strategy for 

meeting workforce areas’ needs for qualified workers and can take place in or out of the workplace 

and during or after employees’ work hours. When used as a layoff aversion strategy, the state may 

utilize up to 20% of its Rapid Response funding to provide Incumbent Worker Training under 

existing waivers. At risk workers may be earning self-sufficient wages and still qualify for 

participation as incumbent workers participating in a layoff aversion strategy. 

When developing program criteria, the state will consider: 

 whether absent training, a good job will be lost or degraded 

 whether with training, the job will be retained or improved  

The following considerations will also be employed in determining whether the provision of 

incumbent worker training will avert a layoff and whether the training is appropriate:  
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Employer Assessment  

 The employer remains open, but it is phasing out a function, which will lead to layoffs unless 

the employees can be retrained to perform new functions.  

 Employee jobs have changing skills requirements as a result of external economic or market 

forces, significant changes in technology or operating processes, rapidly changing industry or 

occupational requirements, or emergence of new products.  

 The changing skills requirements are outside of normal skill growth and upkeep provided by 

the employer.  

 Training programs will prepare employees to address the skills gaps.  

 

Worker Assessment  

 Unless provided with training, employees vulnerable to layoff do not have marketable, in-

demand skills.  

 The new skills can be attained within a reasonable time frame.  

 Employees have not received a formal layoff notice.  

 There exists a strong possibility of a job, either with the existing employer OR a new 

employer, if the potentially laid-off worker attains new skills 

 

The employer must indicate a commitment to retaining employees or otherwise providing a tangible 

benefit to employees who receive incumbent worker training.  

The overall goal of layoff aversion is to save jobs by encouraging market efficiencies. A workforce’s 

knowledge and skills are the core drivers of economic competitiveness. Implementation of flexible 

programs and policies to strategically invest limited resources to develop workforce skills and deliver 

services which meet continually changing market demands is paramount.  

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  The goal of this waiver is to permit the state 

to use up to 20% of the funds reserved for rapid response activities at WIA 

Section 133(a)(2), to provide the allowable statewide incumbent worker 

employment and training activities limited to skill attainment activities as part of a 

layoff aversion strategy.  This transfer authority will allow for the following 

programmatic outcomes to be achieved:  

1. Increase capacity of the state to respond to business needs by 

providing training in high demand occupations; 

2. Provide greater flexibility in structuring the Kansas workforce 

development system; 

3. Increase collaboration between business and the Local Boards toward 

addressing industry needs and worker training; and 

4. More closely align local area workforce development strategies with 

the Governor’s vision for an improved demand and economically 

driven workforce system. 

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  The state and will be able to target additional 

resources than previously allocated for statewide activities limited to incumbent 

worker training. 
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State implementation and monitoring:  The State will develop and implement a fund transfer 

process and will monitor the expenditure of these funds in accordance with statewide fund 

expenditure procedures.   



 

Waiver of Section 134(a) to permit local areas to use a portion of local funds for incumbent 

worker training. 

 

The Department of Commerce requests waiver of WIA Section 134(d)(3)(A) to allow the Local 

Boards, at their discretion, to spend up to 15% of local Dislocated Worker funds and up to 5% of 

local Adults funds to carry out incumbent worker training programs as part of a layoff aversion 

strategy. Use of Adult funds is restricted to serving lower income adults under this waiver.   

WIA Section 134(d)(3)(A) effectively blocks the use of formula funds for incumbent worker 

training.  Approval of this waiver will reduce layoffs and closures by assisting companies in 

saving jobs and becoming more competitive through provision of needed training to current 

workers. 

 

Kansas recognizes that the regulation preventing the Local Boards from spending funds allocated 

under WIA Section 133(b) to carry out incumbent worker training programs is a barrier to using 

local funds to meet the needs of businesses and their existing workers.  With the reduction in 

State discretionary funding, the loss of traditional employers, and increased global competition, 

the need for flexibility in providing incumbent worker training is growing, as companies struggle 

to avoid layoffs. This waiver provides local areas with the unique opportunity to exercise the 

necessary responsiveness and funding flexibility necessary to design proactive programs that 

meet the needs of their business customers within their service delivery area, thereby saving jobs 

and helping communities grow and prosper through incumbent worker training.   
 

U.S. Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration (DOLETA) Training and 

Employment Guidance Letter (TEGL) No. 30-09, issued June 8, 2010, and entitled “Layoff Aversion 

Definition and the Appropriate Use of Workforce Investment Act (WIA) Funds for Incumbent 

Employee Training for Layoff Aversion Using a Waiver” defines layoff aversion as:  

 

3. A worker’s job is saved with an existing employer that is at risk of downsizing or closure  

4. A worker at risk of dislocation transitions to a different job with the same employer OR a 

new job with a different employer and experiences no, or a minimal, time unemployed.  

 

Incumbent worker training is designed in conjunction with a specific employer or a consortium of 

employers to upgrade the skills of a particular workforce. Such training is an important strategy for 

meeting workforce areas’ needs for qualified workers and can take place in or out of the workplace 

and during or after employees’ work hours. When used as a layoff aversion strategy, LWIBS may  
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utilize up to 15% of their Formula Dislocated Worker funding and up to 5% of their Formula Adult 

funding to provide Incumbent Worker Training under existing waivers. At risk workers may be 

earning self-sufficient wages and still qualify for participation as incumbent workers 

participating in a layoff aversion strategy. 

Incumbent worker training strategies focus on industries that yield the highest return on 

investment by prioritizing funding investments and expenditures on services, education, and 

training around targeted industry clusters and related high priority occupations. Through the 

analysis of labor market information, including wages and long-term employment forecasts, 

local areas identify priority industries to target. 
 

The Department developed operating procedures for Incumbent worker training programs 

(Technical Assistance Guide to Layoff Aversion) during the last Program Year.  The guide 

provides a definition for layoff aversion, outlines the benefits of averting layoffs, and provides 

information on identifying layoff risks including: 

 When to Implement Layoff Aversion Strategies 

 Early Warning Strategies 

o Early Warning System 

o Early warning Indicators 

 Prefeasibility Studies,  

 Asset Mapping, and  

 Incumbent Worker Training 

 
Incumbent worker training is designed in conjunction with a specific employer or a consortium of 

employers to upgrade the skills of a particular workforce. Such training is an important strategy for 

meeting workforce areas’ needs for qualified workers and can take place in or out of the workplace 

and during or after employees’ work hours. When used as a layoff aversion strategy, LWIBS may 

utilize up to 15% of their Formula Dislocated Worker funding and up to 5% of their Formula Adult 

funding to provide Incumbent Worker Training under existing waivers. At risk workers may be 

earning self-sufficient wages and still qualify for participation as incumbent workers 

participating in a layoff aversion strategy. 

When developing program criteria, LWIBS should consider: 

 whether absent training, a good job will be lost or degraded 

 whether with training, the job will be retained or improved  

Boards should use the following considerations in determining whether the provision of incumbent 

worker training will avert a layoff and whether the training is appropriate:  

Employer Assessment  

 The employer remains open, but it is phasing out a function, which will lead to layoffs unless 

the employees can be retrained to perform new functions.  

 Employee jobs have changing skills requirements as a result of external economic or market 

forces, significant changes in technology or operating processes, rapidly changing industry or 

occupational requirements, or emergence of new products.  
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 The changing skills requirements are outside of normal skill growth and upkeep provided by 

the employer.  

 Training programs will prepare employees to address the skills gaps.  

 

Worker Assessment  

 Unless provided with training, employees vulnerable to layoff do not have marketable, in-

demand skills.  

 The new skills can be attained within a reasonable time frame.  

 Employees have not received a formal layoff notice.  

 There exists a strong possibility of a job, either with the existing employer OR a new 

employer, if the potentially laid-off worker attains new skills 

 

Local Boards must ensure that the employer demonstrates a commitment to retaining employees or 

otherwise providing a tangible benefit to employees who receive incumbent worker training.  

Local Boards may establish additional criteria in determining whether incumbent worker training is 

appropriate.  

Boards must be aware that providing WIA Formula funded Incumbent Worker Training when there 

is no foreseeable threat of layoff does NOT constitute a layoff aversion strategy and is therefore not 

allowed by waiver. 
 

The overall goal of layoff aversion is to save jobs by encouraging market efficiencies. A workforce’s 

knowledge and skills are the core drivers of economic competitiveness. Implementation of flexible 

programs and policies to strategically invest limited resources to develop workforce skills and deliver 

services which meet continually changing market demands is paramount.  

 

Companies and corporations make business decisions daily that affect employment, sales, suppliers, 

customers, vendors, and—ultimately—communities. Local Workforce Investment Boards (LWIBs) 

have the unique opportunity to implement proactive programs, thereby saving jobs and helping their 

communities grow and prosper.  

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will continue to permit Local 

Boards the option to spend a portion of their WIA formula funding for incumbent 

worker training.  With each succeeding year, competition in the workplace 

increases and Incumbent worker training provides companies the assistance they 

need to retain jobs and even to create new jobs. 

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver will positively affect business by 

reducing the risk of layoff or closing because workers have not kept current with 

new skills and technology.  It further has the potential to expand employment.  

The training provided to individuals makes the worker more valuable to both the 

current business and to other businesses as well.  This waiver increases the role of 

Local Boars and the role of businesses in the workforce development system.  It 

also increases local flexibility to respond to the business community in keeping 

with the goals of WIA.  
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 State implementation and monitoring:  The Kansas Department of Commerce has 

encouraged Local Boards to implement Incumbent Worker training programs 

utilizing previous waiver authority.  Currently all five Boards have implemented 

local policies and procedures to implement Incumbent worker training programs 

and there are a number of programs currently under way with additional ones 

pending the waiver’s approval.  The Department anticipates this service will 

expand in use during Program Year 2007 once information about the services 

becomes more readily available to businesses.   



 

Waiver of 20CFR 666 and 667.300(a) to reduce the collection of participant data for 

incumbent workers. 

This waiver would allow Kansas to minimize data capture requirements for individuals enrolled 

in Incumbent Worker training.  Current data requirements are a hindrance to usage of these 

programs.  Data gathering will be focused primarily on employer application data, rather than 

individual trainee eligibility by discontinuing collection of the following WISARD elements: 

 Single parent (117) 

 Unemployment compensation eligible status at participation (118) 

 Low income (119) 

 Other public assistance (121) 

 Homeless individual and/or runaway (125) 

 Offender (126) 

Individual demographic data gathering causes an undue data collection burden for employers 

participating in WIA-funded incumbent worker training programs and often leads to reluctance 

by businesses to become involved in these training programs.  This does not align with the 

Governor’s goals of creating jobs and expanding the Kansas economy in the most efficient 

manner possible.  Since the Incumbent Worker Program seeks to upgrade the skills of existing 

workers employed by businesses operating in Kansas to improve the skills of existing workers 

employed by businesses operating in Kansas to improve the competitiveness of both the 

employer and the worker, data capture requirements should be based on the employer 

application, rather than individual trainee eligibility.  This waiver request is to minimize 

paperwork so more businesses are interested in WIA services. 

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will achieve the following 

outcomes:  

1. Allow the Kansas workforce development system to respond to employer 

demand by providing easier application for incumbent worker training; 

2. Increase staff resources available to provide business services by 

eliminating excessive data capture requirements; and 

3. Provide better tools for economic developers to respond to the needs of 

local employers for skills upgrade training.   

Granted through 6/30/17 
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 Individuals affected by this waiver:   WIA customers, as well as the Local Boards 

will improve linkages with employers and economic development representatives 

in their areas resulting in increased usage of WIA Incumbent Worker training 

programs.  

State implementation and monitoring:  The Department of Commerce will incorporate this 

waiver into existing policies on data collection related to Incumbent Workers.  This policy will 

be monitored to ensure it is being properly implemented in the Local Areas.



 

Waiver of Section 101(31)(B) to increase the employer reimbursement for on-the-job-

training. 

This waiver would permit Kansas to increase employer reimbursement for On-the-Job Training 

(OJT) up to a 90 percent reimbursement rate for small businesses.  Many times, businesses view 

programs such as OJT as a “government program” with too many regulations and too much 

paperwork.  Some businesses do not feel it is worth the effort to utilize an OJT when hiring only 

one or two people.  This waiver should enhance the attractiveness of OJT to small businesses 

when the benefits of increased reimbursement outweigh the upfront paperwork.  This waiver 

gives the Local Boards flexibility to encourage small businesses to train job seekers such as 

youth and TANF recipients who may have challenging barriers.  

Under the waiver, the following reimbursement limits will be allowed: 

1. Up to 90% for employers of 50 or fewer employees 

2. Up to 75% for employers with 51-250 employees 

3. The current statutory limit of 50% for employers with more than 250 employees 

 Objectives derived from this waiver:  This waiver would have the following goals 

and expected program outcomes: 

1. Allows the Local Boards to continue to improve services to customers 

who would benefit through an OJT: 

2. Improves the capacity of the Local Boards to market demand-driven 

services and build relationships with businesses; 

3. Increases employment opportunities for harder to serve persons, such as 

youth and TANF customers by allowing small businesses to receive 

higher reimbursement for this population because they make take longer 

to train; and 

4. Increases opportunities for local economic developers to enhance 

relationships with small businesses.  

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  More job seekers would have the opportunity 

to participate in an OJT with small businesses because the training costs would be 

reduced for the business.   

 

Granted through 6/30/17 
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State implementation and monitoring:  This waiver will be incorporated in existing State OJT 

policy and distributed to all Local Areas.  The waiver will be monitored to ensure it is 

implemented properly. 

 

 

Waiver to permit the State to replace the performance measures at WIA Section 136(b) 

with the common measures.. 

This waiver will allow the current reporting of WIA performance outcome measures to be 

consolidated into a single unified Common Measures quarterly and annual report.  These reports 

will encompass the six Common Measures outcomes as a composite for all programs and 

individually for WIA fund streams, Wagner-Peyser, VETS and TAA.  Accountability for 

negotiated performance levels at the state and local area levels will remain tied to the individual 

program and fund stream outcomes. 

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will accomplish the following 

goals and programmatic outcomes: 

1. Increase integration of services to customers.  An excessive number of 

performance measures compel staff to spend time focusing on program 

outcomes rather than on the needs of employers and job seekers.  

Reporting only Common Measures removes this barrier and consequently 

improves service delivery.  This waiver will allow for the complete 

integration of performance reporting across all workforce development 

programs. 

2. Increased accountability at the state, local and service provider levels.  

Because Local Boards are responsible for numerous workforce 

development programs, co-enrollment of customers in multiple programs 

is becoming increasingly commonplace.  Using integrated performance 

measures will promote accountability by evaluating Local Boards through 

consistent and reliable data.   

3.  Provides greater flexibility to Local Boards in designing and 

implementing services.  This waiver will allow the Department of 

Commerce to further promote service delivery designs based on employer 

needs rather than program requirements by eliminating program-specific 

measures and applying Common Measures across all programs.   

4. Improve services to youth and increase focus on out-of-school youth.  

Youth Common Measures have been implemented along with existing 

Youth Measures.  This results in 10 youth outcome measures that are 

excessive in number, cumbersome to monitor and conflicting in purpose.  

Common Measures encourage states to focus more effort on out-of-school 

youth and waiving the seven statutory WIA Youth measures will make it 

easier for Kansas to transition to this new focus.  

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver will allow local areas to better 

focus on the needs of employers, find job seekers to match those needs and 

Granted through 6/30/17 
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maximize integrated services to achieve the best outcomes.  Common Measures 

will increase the focus on employment for adult participants, and education and 

skill attainment for youth participants.  Continued focus on Youth Common 

Measures will remove a significant barrier to aligning Kansas WIA Youth 

programs with the USDOL vision of serving primarily out-of-school youth, as 

well as fostering long-term connections between youth and the workforce system.  

The hardest-to-serve youth groups, such as MSFW youth and the current and 

former foster care youth, will derive the most benefit from long-term connection 

to the workforce.  

State Implementation and Monitoring:  Pursuant to the Department of Commerce’s initial waiver 

request, system rules and policies have been amended to comply with this waiver.  The 

Department continues to analyze performance reports and compares actual performance with 

targets.  Information on the new reporting system and waiver has been shared with the Local 

Boards through training and technical assistance and the distribution of state policy.  Commerce 

will monitor progress under this waiver by reviewing monthly performance reports, through 

regularly scheduled conference calls with the Local Board executive directors, and through its 

monitoring and performance accountability system.   

 

 

 

Waiver of the provision at 20CFR 663.530 that prescribes a time limit on the period of 

initial eligibility for training providers. 

This waiver would permit the continued use of Initial Eligibility criteria for certification of WIA 

training providers in Kansas.  Additionally, the state wishes to revert to the initial eligibility 

requirements for inclusion on the Eligible Training Provider List (ETPL), as provided for by 

WIA Section 122(b) and 20CFR Section 663.530 related to eligible training provider provisions.  

Kansas requests authority to waive full implementation of the Subsequent Eligibility 

Determination process until WIA reauthorization.   

Many Kansas training providers, especially the two-year and four-year public colleges have 

found it difficult or impossible to collect the required data due to the dissimilar reporting 

requirements of the Department of Education and WIA.  This has caused many schools to be 

disqualified as Eligible Training Providers or to quit participating in the workforce development 

system. 

The state recognizes performance information is critical in meeting the WIA principles of 

customer choice and program accountability.  The reversion back to Initial Eligibility will afford 

Kansas’ job seekers an opportunity to take advantage of the wide array of programs provided by 

the state’s training providers while allowing Kansas the time necessary to thoroughly assess the 

Eligible Training Provider process and develop an effective and efficient method of data 

collection and dissemination.  The Department of Commerce is confident this request represents 

best efforts and good intentions to provide true “customer choice” to the citizens of Kansas.  

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will result in the following 

program outcomes: 

Granted through 6/30/17 
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1. Alleviate providers’ concerns with the types and amount of information 

required to maintain eligibility; 

2. Allow sufficient time to develop an effective and efficient method of 

collecting data from training providers; 

3. Allow sufficient time to develop reasonable criteria for eligibility 

performance information; and 

4. Retain approved Eligible Providers and continue to increase numbers 

thereby providing quality customer choice for Kansas jobseekers.  

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver will positively affect public and 

private training providers.  As indicated, the mandated reporting requirements are 

so burdensome and costly that some providers have found it necessary to end their 

WIA participation.  This waiver would avert this problem by allowing the state to 

retain providers currently participating and allow for the reinstatement of past 

providers.  This waiver will have a system-wide impact either directly or 

indirectly on all training customers, training providers, and all Local Boards.  

State implementation and monitoring:  The Department of Commerce will incorporate this 

waiver into existing training provider for distribution to Local Areas.  The application of this 

policy will be monitored t ensure it is properly implemented.  

 

 

Waiver of WIA Section 134(a)(2)(B)(ii) and 20 CFR 665.200(d) requiring the 

conduct of evaluations of workforce investment activities for adults, dislocated 

workers, and youth.  

The reduction to five percent in the WIA allotment for Program Year 2011 Governor’s Reserve 

funds restricts the state’s ability to effectively fund and carry out all of the required statewide 

workforce investment activities. The current funding level in the Governor’s Reserve is 

insufficient to cover the cost of evaluations, incentive grants to local areas and dissemination of 

training provider performance, with current costs estimated at $350,273.60.  This total is 

comprised of up to $200,000.00 in incentives for Local Areas and approximately $150,273.60 in 

program staff salaries resulting from unfilled positions.  Required activities will be performed by 

a smaller staff, with work divided among remaining staff members.    

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will result in the following 

program outcomes: 
 

The state’s reduced funds are being used to cover those required activities found 

in Section 665.200, including: 
 

• State Administration (limited to five percent maximum); 

• Rapid Response (paid through Rapid Response fund stream); 

• Assure information on Training Providers is widely available; 

• Providing technical assistance; 

Pending as of 12/7/12 
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• Assisting in the establishing and operation of One-Stop delivery systems; 

• Providing additional assistance to local areas that have high concentrations 

of eligible youth; 

• Operating a fiscal and management accountability information system. 

 

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver will allow Commerce to better 

meet the immediate needs of state-wide workforce system and maximize 

integrated services to achieve the best outcomes.   

 

 

Waiver of WIA Section 134(a)(2)(B)(iii) and 20 CFR 665.200(e) requiring provision of 

incentive grants to local areas.  

The reduction to five percent in the WIA allotment for Program Year 2011 Governor’s Reserve 

funds restricts the state’s ability to effectively fund and carry out all of the required statewide 

workforce investment activities. The current funding level in the Governor’s Reserve is 

insufficient to cover the cost of evaluations, incentive grants to local areas and dissemination of 

training provider performance, with current costs estimated at $350,273.60.  This total is 

comprised of up to $200,000.00 in incentives for Local Areas and approximately $150,273.60 in 

program staff salaries resulting from unfilled positions.  Required activities will be performed by 

a smaller staff, with work divided among remaining staff members.   

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will result in the following 

program outcomes: 
 

The state’s reduced funds are being used to cover those required activities found 

in Section 665.200, including: 

 

• State Administration (limited to five percent maximum); 

• Rapid Response (paid through Rapid Response fund stream); 

• Assure information on Training Providers is widely available; 

• Providing technical assistance; 

• Assisting in the establishing and operation of One-Stop delivery systems; 

• Providing additional assistance to local areas that have high concentrations 

of eligible youth; 

• Operating a fiscal and management accountability information system. 

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver will allow Commerce to better 

meet the immediate needs of state-wide workforce system and maximize 

integrated services to achieve the best outcomes.   
 
 

Pending as of 12/7/12 
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Waiver of 20 CFR 665.200(b)(3) requiring dissemination of training provider 

performance and cost information.  

The reduction to five percent in the WIA allotment for Program Year 2011 Governor’s Reserve 

funds restricts the state’s ability to effectively fund and carry out all of the required statewide 

workforce investment activities. The current funding level in the Governor’s Reserve is 

insufficient to cover the cost of evaluations, incentive grants to local areas and dissemination of 

training provider performance, with current costs estimated at $350,273.60.  This total is 

comprised of up to $200,000.00 in incentives for Local Areas and approximately $150,273.60 in 

program staff salaries resulting from unfilled positions.  Required activities will be performed by 

a smaller staff, with work divided among remaining staff members.  .    

 Outcomes derived from this waiver:  This waiver will result in the following 

program outcomes: 
 

The state’s reduced funds are being used to cover those required activities found 

in Section 665.200, including: 
 

• State Administration (limited to five percent maximum); 

• Rapid Response (paid through Rapid Response fund stream); 

• Assure information on Training Providers is widely available; 

• Providing technical assistance; 

• Assisting in the establishing and operation of One-Stop delivery systems; 

• Providing additional assistance to local areas that have high concentrations 

of eligible youth; 

• Operating a fiscal and management accountability information system. 

 Individuals affected by this waiver:  This waiver will allow Commerce to better 

meet the immediate needs of state-wide workforce system and maximize 

integrated services to achieve the best outcomes.   

Pending as of 12/7/12 
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Comments by Workforce Partnership 

 

August 15, 2012 

 

Mr. Caleb Asher 

Deputy Secretary for Workforce Services 

Kansas Department of Commerce 

1000 SE Jackson, Suite 100 

Topeka, KS   66612 

 

Dear Mr. Asher: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan for 

WIA Title I, Wagner-Peyser, and Senior Community Service Employment programs for the 

period of September 17, 2012 through September 16, 2017.  The Local Workforce Investment 

Board (LWIB) for Kansas Local Area III (LA III) supports the overall direction of the plan, and 

offers the following comments.  

 

Many of the comments that follow reflect our LWIB’s approach that Workforce Investment 

Boards—both on the local and state levels—should take a system focus, rather than a 

programmatic approach.  Our LWIB has made great strides in broadening its focus to building a 

multi-program system that meets the broad needs of our labor market.  We are encouraged by 

steps that the KANSASWORKS system and the KANSASWORKS State Board (KWSB) have 

taken toward a broader focus (including the submission of an integrated State Plan), and we 

encourage continued steps in this direction.   

 

Specific comments, with page references, follow.   

 

Goal 1, Objective 1, Action Step 3 (page 6) “Require use of LMIS data to support/justify 

requests for set-aside dollars.”  

 

LA III has worked with the Labor Market Information Service of the Kansas Department of 

Labor on identifying data that is useful to LWIBs.  We place a high value on the data we receive 

from LMIS.  We find, however, that the labor market we serve crosses state lines, and that often 

state-specific data does not adequately depict labor market conditions in our area.  We have been 

working with regional organizations on region-specific data sources and make significant use of 

those data, as well.  We encourage you to not view the statement above as requiring only the use 

of LMIS data in making decisions concerning set-aside funds.   
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Goal 1, Objective 2, Action Step 2a (page 7) “Workforce center certification” 

 

We have sought for more than a year to have a second workforce center certified as a 

comprehensive workforce center, but that decision has been postponed while the KWSB 

considers revisions to the certification policy.  We strongly encourage the completion of this 

work so that certification can proceed.   

 

Goal 1, Objective 3 (page 8): “Demand High Performance” 

 

We note first, with respect to WIA, that this section makes no reference to the negotiation of 

performance levels with local areas.   

 

On a broader level, this section makes references to high performance expectations for LWIBs 

and for WIA.  We agree that both WIA and the local boards administering WIA should be 

subject to high expectations, but we encourage the KWSB to think of this goal more broadly.  

Building a high performing workforce system goes far beyond WIA performance.  To ensure 

that this objective is met, we encourage the KWSB to set high standards not just for LWIBs and 

WIA, but other partners, including the “mandatory One-Stop partners” discussed in WIA and 

represented on KWSB.   

 

 

Goal 1, Objective 4 (page 9)  “Ensure Critical Industry Focus is Implemented Statewide” 

 

The discussion of this makes some reference to locally-defined targeted industries, but it is 

unclear how much latitude the plan gives to local areas setting their own targets that may differ 

from the statewide critical industry list.  We encourage KWSB to recognized that not all critical 

industries on the state level are relevant to each local labor market, and that local labor markets 

may have their own critical industries that may not land on the statewide list.   

 

Goal 2, Objective 1 (pages 10-11) “Increase Communication and Collaboration with Entities 

Associated with the Kansas Workforce System” 

 

We believe that this is a laudable goal, and we view it as one of the primary purposes of the 

KWSB.  However, we note that the specific action steps under this objective pertain almost 

exclusively to adult education, and do not discuss the other partners that should be addressed.  

We believe that the action steps should be written more broadly to include other formal and 

informal system partners.   

 

Goal 2, Objective 3, Action Step 1b (page 13) “As budgets allow, Commerce and LWIBs 

should increase outreach efforts through radio, newspaper, and online by 5%.” 

 

We believe that the state should generally not make mandates about expenditure rates of local 

areas.  We believe it is beyond the appropriate scope of the KWSB, and generally do not produce 

the desired outcomes.  While it is appropriate for the KWSB to encourage greater levels of 

outreach, the KWSB’s expectations should be set in terms of results, giving local areas latitude 

with respect to how to achieve those expected results.   
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Goal 4, Objective 3 (page 18) “Receive Report from America’s Job Link Alliance (AJLA) on 

Approved Training Provider List” 

 

This objective describes completion rate as the primary factor determining the quality of an 

education program.  Student completion is one factor, but should not be the sole factor 

considered.  Other factors that are relevant are occupational demand and potential starting wages.   

 

Finally, we noted a few typographical errors.  On page 28, the word “stagnate” in the last line 

should be replaced with “stagnant.”  In the final complete paragraph on page 55, “sret” should be 

replaced with “set.”  Finally, in the first complete paragraph of page 57, “states” should be 

replaced with “state’s.”   

 

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to comment.  We look forward to working with the Kansas 

Department of Commerce and the KANSASWORKS State Board on meeting the goals 

established in this draft plan.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

Scott Anglemyer 

Executive Director  

 

 

 

 

State Response to Workforce Partnership 

 

Goal 1, Objective 1, Action Step 3 Require use of LMIS 

“We have been working with regional organizations on region-specific data sources…We 

encourage you to not view the statement above as requiring only LMIS data…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. The state agrees 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 
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Goal 2, Objective 2, Action Step 2a Workforce Center certification 

“We have sought for more than a year to have a second workforce center certified as a 

comprehensive workforce center, but that decision has been postponed while the KWSB 

considers revision of the policy.  We strongly encourage the completion of this work…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan   KWSB has determined its action; LWIBs will receive notification of 

changes with Local Area Plan instructions 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Goal 1, Objective 3, Demand High Performance 

“No performance negotiation mentioned” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Goal 1, Objective 3, Demand High Performance 

“…encourage KWSB to set high standards not just for LWIBs and WIA…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

  No change to policy/plan. State will add issue to Policy Committee agenda 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Goal 1, Objective 4, Ensure Critical Industry Focus is Implemented Statewide 

“encourage KWSB to recognize that not all critical industries on the state level are relevant to 

each local labor market…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 
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Goal 2, Objective 1, Increase Communication and Collaboration… 

“encourage KWSB to recognize that not all critical industries on the state level are relevant to 

each local labor market…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Goal 2, Objective 3, Action Step 1b Increase outreach efforts by 5% 

“…the state should not generally make mandates about expenditure rates of local areas” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Goal 4, Objective 3, Receive report from AJLA on Approved Training Provider List 

“Student completion is one factor but should not be the sole factor” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Typographical Errors 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan. 

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues 
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Comments by Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas  

 

August 14, 2012 

 

Cindy Nau 

Kansas Works State Board 

1000 S.W. Jackson, Suite 100 

Topeka Ks 66612 

workforcesvcs@kansasworks.com 

 

Dear Ms Nau: 

 

The Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas wishes to offer the following comments on the Draft 

Kansas Integrated Workforce Plan for WIA, Title I, Wagner-Peyser, and Senior Community Service 

Employment programs for the period September 17, 2012, through September 16, 2017. 

 

Page 9, Objective 4: Ensure Critical Industry Focus is implemented Statewide  

 

 In order to positively impact the Kansas economy, focusing workforce development efforts in 

support of key industries is critical. To support these industries statewide LWIBs must agree to focus 

training dollars on them, but not to the detriment of those local or regional industries identified as critical. 

 

Comment: There are no statewide LWIBs. The statement is confusing. There is no definition of 

key nor critical. Additionally, the statement that “the LWIBs must agree to focus training dollars 

on them” appears to conflict with WIA Section 134 d (4) F regarding consumer choice, and G(iii) 

regarding linkages to occupations in demand...a local board may approve training services for 

occupations determined by the local board to be in sectors of the local economy that have a high 

potential for sustained demand or growth in the local area. We believe the use of must is not 

supported by WIA. 

 

ACTION STEPS 

 1. 

c. LWIBS will coordinate workforce center staff and WIA/TAA funds for training and 

supportive services. 

 

Comment: LWIBs have no authority to coordinate TAA funds. 

 

Page 12, OBJECTIVE 3: Increase Awareness of KANSASWORKS 

ACTION STEPS 

 1. 

b. As budgets allow Commerce and LWIBs should increase outreach through radio, 

newspaper, and online by 5%. 

 

Comment: The budget of the Workforce Alliance is created and approved by the Board of 

Directors and is based on local priorities.  

 

 

mailto:workforcesvcs@kansasworks.com
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Page 18, OBJECTIVE 3: Receive Report from AJLA on Approved Training Provider List 

 ACTION STEPS 

3. Commerce, LWIBS and KWSB will take steps to move toward supporting colleges 

based on student completion. 

 

Comment: LWIBs do not support colleges; they provide Individual Training Plans to customers. The 

vetting of all Eligible Training Providers is set forth in WIA. We also believe WIA Section 134 d (4) F 

regarding consumer choice, and G(iii) regarding linkages to demand occupations does not allow 

discrimination among providers either positively or negatively. The Workforce Alliance sought technical 

assistance from the Kansas Department of Commerce to provide protection against predatory proprietary 

intuitions selected by WIA customers and was advised this was not possible without violating WIA.  Any 

such move would require a waiver.  

 

Page 45, State Strategies 

 

Comment: USDOL denied a request for the Senior Community Service Employment Program to 

use the KANSASWORKS case management/reporting system. There are several references in 

this plan which indicate that information is not acknowledged.  

 

Page 47, Primary Strategies to expand resources 

3
rd

 bullet...in the event of a Trade Act National Emergency Grant, all eligible workers will be required to 

be dually enrolled in the Trade Act program and the WIA program. 

 

Comment: statement does not clarify which of the WIA programs is being referenced, and local 

allocations may not support such a plan. Allocations are managed at the local level by LWIBs 

which also create their own strategic plans.  

 

Page 48, Desired Outcomes 

 

Comment: WIA requires that WIA performance outcomes be negotiated with LWIBs. There is no 

mention of this in the plan. 

 

Page 53, Overview of the Workforce System, paragraph one, lines 9-10: Directors supervise various 

Program and Services Managers who are responsible for providing technical assistance to state and LWIB 

staff, examining and approving expenditures both internally and those of each LWIB....   

 

Comment: the LWIBs have local policies in place to approve WIA expenditures. Commerce staff 

is responsible for oversight and monitoring of these expenditures, not approval.   

 

Page 56, first sentence; again, SCSEP is not using KANSASWORKS. It is required to use the federal 

SPARQ system. 

 

Page 57, second paragraph, same issue. 

 

Comment: The statement that each LWIB is required to use kansasworks.com to record all 

activities and outcomes associated with any customer of the state workforce system is inaccurate. 

There are customers involved in non-WIA and other funded programs and activities, e.g. 

Vocational Rehabilitation, which are using the workforce system (mandated partners under WIA) 

and not using KANSASWORKS. 
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Page 61, State Workforce Policy #2-01-05 Jobs for Veterans Act Program 

 

Comment: There is no mention of the Senior Community Service Employment Program as 

required. 

 

Page 63, first paragraph 

 

Comment: We suggest not referencing the current national SCSEP grantee by name as that is 

procured by the USDOL and is subject to change. 

 

Page 63, second paragraph, last sentence, “the state SCSEP contracted provider is the LWIB located in 

Wichita Kansas. 

 

Comment: The Workforce Alliance is a sub-grantee, not a provider, and we administer the 

program in seven counties.    

 

Page 64, regarding IRTs 

 

Comment: Although the partners in Local Area IV collaborate, the sub-grantee does not use IRTs. 

 

Page 74, “Each Workforce Center is unique in its design and delivery of workforce services. 

Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) between partner programs address how Trade Act services are 

provided, methods for referring customers between partner agencies, and how the costs of all services 

(including core services) are funded directly or as a shared cost.” 

 

Comment: The MOU in Local Area IV does not address how Trade Act or any other program 

services are provided, or the cost of all services associated with a particular program. It addresses 

only those issues common to partner participation in the One Stop system.    

 

Page 75, Senior Community Service Employment Program, 4
th
 paragraph 

 

Comment: We would like to see that it is made clear that customers are not only “placed” but are 

paid by the program. 

 

Page 76, Participating Counties 

 

Comment: It is unclear as to why Sumner County has been left out of the narrative. It is listed on 

pages 80-81. However, there are no column headings to denote the meaning of the numbers. If it 

is the state’s intent to cease operations in Sumner County the Workforce Alliance is unaware of 

the plan. 

 

Page 79, again the SCSEP program is not using KANSASWORKS. 

 

Page 82, second paragraph after list 

 

Comment: The 2010 census has data on urban populations. The 2000 census is obsolete for this 

purpose 
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Page 83, first paragraph 

 

Comment: the increase in participation of Native Americans (the preferred terminology) is due to 

the collocation of the American Indian Council in the Local Area IV one stops. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. 

 

Keith Lawing 

Executive D 

 

State Response to Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas 

 

Objective 4:  Ensure Critical Industry Focus is implemented statewide 

Statement is confusing; WIA Sec. 134 does not allow “LWIBs must agree to focus training 

dollars on” state-determined critical industries.  

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Objective 4:  Ensure Critical Industry Focus is implemented statewide 

ACTION STEPS  1.  “LWIBs have no authority to coordinate TAA funds” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Objective 3:  Increase awareness of KANSASWORKS 

ACTION STEPS  1.b.  Increase outreach budgets by 5 percent 

“LWIB budget is created by the LWIB and based in local priorities” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 
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Objective :  Receive report from AJLA on approved provider training list 

ACTION STEPS  3.  Commerce, LWIBs and KWSB will take steps to move toward supporting 

colleges based on student completion. 

“LWIBs do not support colleges; they provide ITAs to individual customers.  The vetting of all 

Eligible Training Providers is set forth in WIA” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

State Strategies:  SCSEP will use WIA MIS to track SCSEP customers 

 “US DOL denied request to use MIS as SCSEP case management/reporting system” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Primary Strategies to expand resources, Bullet 3:  in the event of a Trade Act Emergency Grant, 

all eligible workers will be required to be dually enrolled in TAA and WIA 

 “Statement does not clarify which of the WIA programs and local allocations may not support 

such a plan.” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“…Commerce staff examines and approves WIA expenditures.” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 
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“WIA requires that WIA performance outcomes be negotiated with LWIBs.  There is no mention 

of this in the plan.” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“SCSEP does not use MIS.” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“Each LWIB is required to use MIS to record all activities and outcomes…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“State Workforce Policy #2-01-05 Jobs for Veterans Act Program; description does not mention 

SCSEP.” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

  Change policy/plan. 

  Address through other policy/plan.  

  No change to policy/plan. SCSEP is listed in the actual policy 

  Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues 
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“We suggest not referencing the current national SCSEP grantee by name as that is …subject to 

change” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“Workforce Alliance is the sub-grantee for SCSEP…”, not a contracted provider 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“The subgrantee does not use IRTs” for DEI… 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“The MOU in in Local Area IV does not address how Trade Act or any other program services 

are provided…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 
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“We would like to see it made clear that SCSEP customers are not only “placed” but are paid by 

the program” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

Sumner County omitted from SCSEP listing 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“2010 census data on urban populations is available…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 

“Native Americans (the preferred terminology)…” 

 

Recommended Action(s): 

 Change policy/plan. 

 Address through other policy/plan. 

 No change to policy/plan.  

 Change/delete as recommended. 

 State staff contact individual and answer questions or clarify issues. 

 

 


